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ABSTRACT
Items in the mental lexicon have three storage and processing strata, the concept, 
lemma, and lexeme, which equate to semantic, syntactic and phonological information. 
Lexical items relate to each other at each stratum. Bilingual lexicons, which contain items 
from all languages, may contain cognates, items sharing concepts and with overlapping 
lexemes. Because cognates likely relate at the lemma level also, this research proposed the 
Cognate Continuum, a categorization of cognates and noncognates in the bilingual mental 
lexicon. The Cognate Continuum includes three sets of cognates:  
 
(i)  true cognates have the closest phonology and syntax.  
(ii)  lemma cognates have close syntax with differing phonology. 
(iii)  lexemic cognates have close phonology with differing syntax.  
 
 The relationship of cognate pairs has been found to lead to differential speed and 
accuracy in processing, known as the cognate effect. Degree of phonological overlap has 
been shown to modulate the cognate effect, but degree of syntactic overlap has not 
previously been tested. Cognates’ perceived phonological similarity was tested in a 
Norming Study. In the language identification (LID) and self-paced listening (SPL) tasks, 
processing differences between these types of cognates was tested. In the LID, participants 
had to identify the language of real-word cognates and noncognates. Because all form 
representations are theoretically stored in a single lexicon, participants would have to 
v 
suppress activation of one of the cognate pair’s lexemes. Thus, participants were expected 
to inhibit cognates, with greater inhibition for greater similarity, resulting in the following 
pattern: 
 
(a) noncognates >> lemma cognates >> lexemic cognates >> true cognates 
 
However, results indicated that only degree of phonological overlap affected cognate 
processing; further, facilitation was found instead of inhibition contra prior studies 
(Dijkstra et al., 2010).  
 In the SPL task, participants listened to sentences presented in segments, pressing 
a button to advance. Facilitation was expected, and degree of overlap was again expected 
to mediate the effect, resulting in the following pattern: 
 
(b) true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
As expected, results indicated that both degree of syntactic and phonological overlap 
affected cognate processing. 
 Overall, results suggest that syntactic overlap modulates the cognate effect in an 
intrasentential context, but not in isolation. Moreover, this suggests that words’ lemmas 
are not accessed without a syntactic context, highlighting the need for specification of 
lemmas in bilingual lexical comprehension models, with consideration given to task 
schema.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 Bilinguals, people who speak more than one language, know many lexical items 
that mean the same thing across both languages but sound very different, like ‘house’ 
(English) and ‘casa’ (Spanish); these words are called translation equivalents. It is 
theorized that the bilingual mental lexicon, the store of all the words a bilingual knows, is 
integrated across languages instead of separated by language (Dijkstra et al., 2019). Despite 
having increased lexical competition from the number of translation equivalents they 
know, bilinguals are largely successful at comprehending and producing lexical items 
despite any language conflict that occurs. Bilinguals often also know lexical items that 
mean the same thing across both languages and sound very similar, like ‘assume’ (English) 
and ‘asumir’ (Spanish); these words are called cognates. Cognates in particular are 
noteworthy because they shed light on the shape of the bilingual mental lexicon. Cognates 
are generally processed faster and more accurately than other lexical items, a benefit known 
as the cognate facilitation effect (Caramazza & Brones, 1979); this benefit is likely because 
their representations have a closer relationship within the mental lexicon compared to other 
lexical items, reducing competition (Dijkstra et al., 2010). Cognates may also be easier to 
acquire, since the language learner does not need to match a concept to multiple forms 
(Hall, 2002). Educators and clinicians exploit these benefits, targeting cognates for second 
language instruction or treatment (Edmonds & Kiran, 2006; Gómez, 2010; Kiran & 
Edmonds, 2004; Rodríguez, 2001). 
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 Although bilinguals and monolinguals (speakers of only one language) are 
distinguishable by how many languages they speak, the theories of how they access lexical 
items are fundamentally similar. Models of lexical production (that consider only one 
language) posit that speakers process lexical items’ semantic, syntactic and phonological 
information in a cascade; respectively, the bundle of features at each level are known as 
the concept, lemma, and lexeme (Dell, 1986; Dell et al., 1997; Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 
1999). Empirical evidence, such as tip-of-the-tongue and slip-of-the-tongue events, 
supports a model in which conceptual, syntactic and phonological information is encoded 
for each lexical item (see Levelt et al., 1999). Comprehension models (e.g., NAM: Luce, 
1986; Luce & Pisoni, 1998) consider only the concept and lexeme, overlooking any effects 
of the lemma on lexical selection. Similarly, models of the bilingual mental lexicon, both 
comprehension (French, 1998; Lewy & Grosjean, 2008; McClelland & Rumelhart, 2013) 
and production (Dijkstra et al., 2019; Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 1998, 2002; Kroll & Stewart, 
1994) omit the lemma.  
 It is probable that degree of lemma overlap affects cognate processing. At each 
other stratum of cognate representation, concept, lexeme, and orthography, degree of 
overlap has been shown to affect processing (Bultena et al., 2014; Comesaña et al., 2015; 
Dijkstra et al., 1999, 2010). This research suggests that lexical items between two 
languages, particularly cognates, exist on a continuum of similarity. Therefore, a lexical 
model is needed that considers how degree of similarity at each representational stratum 
affects processing. This project proposes a subtler categorization of bilingual lexical items, 
defined here as the Cognate Continuum. Testing the Cognate Continuum may reveal which 
combinations of features affect cognate processing, and to what degree.  
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 This thesis aims to address the following fundamental questions: (RQ1) Which 
phonological features cause a cognate to be perceived as more or less similar on the cognate 
continuum? (RQ2) How do degree of phonological similarity and degree of syntactic 
similarity affect cognate processing? (RQ3) And how does task affect the processing of 
cognates? I examine these questions through 3 experiments: A Norming Study (Chapter 
3), a Language Identification (LID) task (Chapter 4), and a Self-Paced Listening (SPL) task 
(Chapter 5). In brief, I show that (i) a number of phonological features predict perceived 
cognate overlap, but that orthographic overlap is a better predictor of perceived cognate 
phonological overlap. Further, I show that (ii) both phonological similarity and syntactic 
similarity affect cognate processing, but that (iii) these effects interact with task. In 
addressing these research questions, I will structure this thesis with 6 chapters.  
 Chapter 2 highlights relevant literature on The Mental Lexicon. Section 2.1 
(Linguistic Theories of Lexical Items) explains how linguistic theories inform the 
grammatical features that may be present within a lexical item, how these features are likely 
stratified, and featural composition allows lexical items to relate to one another. Section 
2.2 (The Models of (Monolingual) Lexical Access & Processing) explains how lexical 
items are likely selected from competitors, both in isolation as well as in intrasentential 
contexts, when a speaker knows only one language. Section 2.3 (The Bilingual Mental 
Lexicon) also explains how lexical items are selected from competitors; when competitors 
originate from more than one language, there is greater competition. Section 2.4 (The 
Cognate Processing) explains how lexical items that overlap in concept and form are 
processed differentially than other lexical items, highlighting the importance of this type 
of lexical item in research on bilingual speakers. Further, this section points out that these 
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lexical items may have different representational composition from noncognate items. I 
outline The Cognate Continuum, a novel theory of cognate representation which spells out 
representational and processing strata for cognates not included in other models in Section 
2.5. In Section 2.6, I summarize the Research Questions, the findings and gaps in findings 
in prior research, how the current research explores the proposed Cognate Continuum, and 
hypotheses for the experiments delineated in the subsequent chapters. 
 The Norming study, LID task, and SPL task are described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, 
respectively. Within these chapters, I review Participants recruited and their background in 
Section 1, the Materials selected and their design in Section 2, the Procedures & Task in 
Section 3, the method of Data Analysis in Section 4, Results in Section 5, and a Discussion 
of what the results mean for the hypotheses in Section 6. Finally, in Chapter 6, I summarize 
my findings, present their relevance for the wider field, and point to future directions in a 
general Discussion and Conclusion.  
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CHAPTER 2: THE MENTAL LEXICON
 The mental lexicon contains all the lexical items, or words, that an individual 
knows. Individual speakers’ lexicons are composed of roughly 20,000 to 30,000 lexical 
items, composed of both lexical items and affixes, likely with differences in storage (Daller 
et al., 2008). Each entry contains grammatical information about that item, including 
meaning, syntax, morphology, and phonology. If an individual knows multiple languages, 
they will likely know many lexical items that are equivalent in meaning across languages, 
and some of items will also overlap in form. It is likely that lexical items are more often 
than not accessed rather than constructed during speech (Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 
1999).  
2.1  Linguistic Theories of Lexical Items  
 Accessing a lexical item in the mental lexicon certainly requires the retrieval of 
declarative knowledge about the item. Entries in the mental lexicon may include not just 
words, but functional morphemes, and even phrases and idioms (Cruse, 1986; Jackendoff, 
1995; Makkai, 1972). However, not all words are unique lexical entries. Derivations are 
theorized to have different entries, while inflections may be part of the same entry as the 
base lexical item (Butterworth, 1983; Levelt, 1989). For instance, act and action are most 
frequently understood as separate entries, while act and acting may be one entry. All of 
these words are connected within the mental lexicon, but the words differing by inflection 
are likely more closely related to each other than those differing by derivation.  While 
many (if not most) word forms are stored in the mental lexicon of English speakers, some 
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words are constructed when spoken. For example, Miller (1978) suggests that number 
words are constructed on the fly, since it is unlikely that speakers store all the possible 
combinations of number terms (which has a literally infinite total). In fact, novel words can 
be produced by speakers when constructing complex words (Bauer, 1983). Further, 
agglutinative languages probably require speakers to construct words during typical speech 
events. With a single root potentially occurring in up to 4 million different word forms in 
Turkish (Gürel, 1999), it is unlikely that all possible forms are stored in the mental lexicon. 
Thus, in agglutinative languages, speaking would require both lexical procedural 
knowledge, along with a component for lexical encoding (Levelt, 1989). For the sake of 
brevity, the building of derivations and compounds will not be discussed, as they are not 
used in the stimuli materials. However, inflections should be considered, since both root 
and inflected verbs are used in the studies to be reported below. In English and Spanish, 
inflections, are affixes, attaching to either a noun or verb stem. For non-agglutinative 
languages like these, Levelt (1989) assumes that adult speakers have used almost all 
inflectional and derivational forms in the language, which he assumes can be separately 
retrieved from the lexicon. However, speech errors do indicate that morpheme boundaries 
exist and play a role in speech. This research assumes that lexical morphemes and 
inflectional affixes correspond to unique entries in the mental lexicon for speakers of 
Spanish and English. 
 Many types of relationships between separate lexical entries exist. One binary 
classification items in the mental lexicon is as participating in intrinsic or associative 
relations. Intrinsic relations are determined by the grammatical information (semantics, 
syntax, morphology, phonology). For instance, there are intrinsic relations at the meaning 
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level between a word and its hypernym (dog and animal), a word and its cohyponym (dog 
and cat), and a word and its near-synonym (close and near) (Levelt, 1989; Noordman-
Vonk, 1979; E. E. Smith & Medin, 1981). Miller (1978) calls such meaning relationships 
semantic fields, positing that there are semantic fields for color and kinship, among others. 
There is evidence for such relationships in the mind through speech errors, such as blends 
of synonyms (Fromkin, 1989). Intrinsic relations at the morphological level associate 
lexical items and their derivations (use and useful). There are clear meaning relations for 
these types of items also. Further, there may be intrinsic relations at the phonological level 
(dog and dock). Fay & Cutler (1977) suggest that speech errors that result in a non-meaning 
related lexical item are evidence of this type of connection. This type of evidence, however, 
does not unequivocally prove that this type of connection exists. Similarly, according to 
Levelt (1989), evidence is lacking for connections at the syntactic level. Nonetheless, 
Levelt points out that certain amnesic disorders, which result in classes of nouns being 
inaccessible, may provide a suggestion of this connection. Intrinsic relations may either be 
direct or may be mediated. Direct semantic relations connect all entries with a particular 
relationship, like cohyponyms, while mediated semantic relationships connect items 
without mutual reference. Mediated semantics relations relate on the conceptual level, but 
do not have mutually referential lexical entries. For example, blue would be considered a 
cohyponym of red or brown; as such, these concepts have mediated semantic relations, but 
their lexical entries do not reference one another. 
 Associative relations are not based upon semantic properties, but upon frequency 
and usage. For example, items like war and peace co-occur frequently. For these items, 
there are some conceptual relationships, but no direct intrinsic relations between lexical 
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items. When one item is used, the other becomes primed through the associative 
relationship. Associative and intrinsic relations are not mutually exclusive either; intrinsic 
meaning relationships may grow associative relations based upon the usage in discourse 
(Clark, 1970; Levelt, 1989). 
 Individual lexical entries consist of its semantic, syntactic, morphological and 
phonological grammatical information (Levelt, 1989). Current theories of the lexicon 
largely assign these grammatical elements to separate strata: the concept for semantic 
content, the lemma for syntactic content, and the lexeme for phonological (and possibly 
morphological) content. While some earlier theories coupled an item’s concept and its 
syntactic content as the lemma (a single strata) (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1989), 
later theories of the lexicon referring to the lemma appertain only to syntactic content 
(Levelt et al., 1999). Each stratum of representation connects to the other levels of 
representation. According to Levelt and colleagues (Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 1999) the 
concept connects to the lemma, and the lemma connects to the lexeme. It is worth noting 
that these models assume that the lemma level mediates the connection between the lexeme 
and the concept, although many models of the mental lexicon overlook the lemma (e.g., 
Dijkstra et al., 2019; Kroll & Stewart, 1994).  
 Each lexical item’s grammatical qualities distinguish the individual item from other 
items, as well as relate it to other items. The grammatical information contained in each 
stratum is distinct, in terms of the quality, and perhaps even its structure. The grammatical 
content at each stratum is commonly interpreted as a bundle of discrete elements, known 
as features. Features are formed from natural classes in and across languages. An example 
of a syntactic classification of an item is into lexical syntactic categories, such as [verb]. It 
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is the aim of many theories of featural decomposition to describe a universal set of features 
across all languages, often termed primitives (Pinker, 1989). However, it is not the case 
that all theories propose that all features are attested across all languages (G. Lakoff, 1987). 
Features regularly are described in binary or unary conditions (Levelt, 1989), but some 
features are described in degrees (J. Cho & Slabakova, 2014). Still, not all theories 
decompose a stratum’s grammatical information into discrete features; a stratum may be 
understood as either decompositional or non-decompositional. Theories about the nature 
of concepts fall into two main classes: decompositional and non-decompositional, while 
the lemma and lexeme typically have decompositional featural representations.  
2.1.1 The Concept Stratum 
 Contained within the concept is the meaning of a lexical entry. For a verb, the 
concept specification is more than just what kind of event or state the verb means, but it 
also specifies the participants of the verb1. For example, the concept of the verb give can 
be represented as an event with three participants: person (x), person (z) and thing (y)2; the 
participants are their own conceptual categories, and the selected participant types can be 
called the selectional restriction. Their meaning relationship is represented in Figure 2.1, 
adapted from Levelt (1989, p.189). As is demonstrated, the relationships between these 
participants are dependent upon the functions cause, go (while possessing something) and 
path.  
 
1 Levelt (1989) refers to conceptual entities as arguments. However, to avoid confusion 
with syntactic arguments, I adopt the term participants from Davies & Dubinsky (2003) 
to refer to conceptual entities. 
2 It should be noted that the participants described in these concepts are generalizations, 




 Both decompositional and non-decompositional theories of the concept have 
advantages and disadvantages in terms of examining a single lexical item, as well as its 
relations to other items. Several decompositional theories abound, each possessing a 
theoretical elegance which parallels to decompositional theories of the lemma and lexeme. 
Frequently, conceptual features are understood as primitives, common across a set of 
lexical items. Although theories vary in the total number suggested, most theories of 
universal primitives suggest there are a finite number of primitives. In determining this 
universal set of primitives, the primitive needs to be descriptively useful, preferably 
generalizable, and should plausibly be innate. Causation, for example, is included as an 
element of many verbs’ meanings (R. Lakoff, 1970; McCawley, 1968), such as above with 
give. Cause is also considered a primitive in the examples below of the verbs break, close, 
and receive/feed, demonstrated within sentences (1) and (2), paraphrased in (3): 
Figure 2.1 – The Conceptual Representation of the Verb ‘Give’. From Levelt, 
1989, p. 189. 
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(1) a. The vase broke. (2)  a.  Doug broke the vase. 
    (as in, Doug caused the vase to break) 
 b. The refrigerator closed.  b. Doug closed the refrigerator. 
    (as in, Doug caused the refrigerator to be closed) 
 c. The puppy received food.  c. Doug fed the puppy. 
    (as in, Doug caused the puppy to receive food/to eat) 
 d. Marshall died.   d. Doug killed Marshall. 
    (as in, Doug caused Marshall to die) 
(3) Y V2 → Doug cause Y to V1 
 
 Many concepts likely would be decomposed into multiple primitives. For example, 
McCawley (1968) provides analysis of kill: [CAUSE [BECOME [NOT [ALIVE]]]], with cause, 
become, not and alive all primitives. Cause, become, and not are commonly considered to 
be verbal primitives. However, alive is problematic since it might be possible for alive to 
be further dissected. But, potentially, so could any number of primitives, a dilemma pointed 
out by Laurence and Margolis (1999) as ‘the problem of completers.’ Further, the use of 
the cause primitive is problematic, since the verbs in (1a) and (1b) are morphologically 
identical to (2a) and (2b), whereas (1c) and (1d) are not identical to (2c) and (2d). So, while 
cause may be a primitive, Talmy (1985) and others (Jackendoff, 1995) have shown that it 
is likely a category of one set of primitives. For some linguists like Pinker (1989), 
Grimshaw (1993), and Pustejovsky (1995), determining the complete set of primitives is 
irrelevant to processing research.  
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 While conceptual decomposition is theoretically beneficial for disambiguating 
lexical items, many problems exist with these theories. To start, conceptual categories are 
problematic when the boundaries are fuzzy, as is the case with colors. One possible account 
of an adjective such as ‘green’ is to say that it applies just in case a particular set of 
conditions are met. That is, this account assumes that words are associated with sets of 
necessary and sufficient conditions for their application. This account, a strong 
interpretation of Tarskian semantics (Tarsky, 1956) provided by Levelt (1989), postulates 
that colors have rigid boundaries created by truth conditions, such that ‘plants are green’ 
is true if and only if certain conditions hold. However, individual speakers may not only 
have different prototypes, but may disagree about boundary judgements (Berlin & Kay, 
1969; Putnam, 1975). Even the creation of a new/subcategory at the boundary, such as 
blue-green does not solve this problem, as these new categories will have the same 
boundary issues as before. A similar problem arises when multiple conditions must exist 
to assemble a concept category (Katz & Fodor, 1963). Concrete objects can have 
constituent parts and fulfill a function, but which features are necessary to include an item 
in a category is unclear. Wittgenstein (1953) asks, which features are necessary to 
distinguish a game? Verbs are also ambiguous, as Fillmore (1982) points out with climb: 
one can climb up and down a mountain, but a snake can only readily climb up a tree, not 
down it (although Fillmore is critical of componential models). In either case, satisfaction 
of category membership revolves around a central exemplar. 
 Beyond identification of individual items, primitives are problematic for relating 
items. While analysis of conceptual primitives is particularly useful for interpreting the 
relationship between lexical items with very similar concepts, such as polysemes, they are 
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problematic for the representations of synonyms, which are not necessarily 
compositionally different. Polysemous items have separate lexical entries, but the 
synonyms do not have distinguishable primitives. Without distinguishable concepts, 
synonyms would not represent separate lexical entries (Levelt, 1989), and the resulting 
rivalry would lead to innumerable speech errors (Levelt, 1989; Lieber et al., 2015; 
Nooteboom, 1973). Consider the following examples of synonyms: dependence v. 
dependency, angry v. mad, in addition v. additionally, and walk v. strut. The first set of 
alternations superficially shares exactly the same sense. In practice, dependency means “a 
dependent or subordinate place or territory” ( OED online, as cited by Aronoff & Lindsay, 
2014). This sense is far narrower and concrete than the abstract meaning of dependent. As 
Aronoff (Aronoff, 1976) and others (Bauer, 2001; Rainer, 1988; Van Marle, 1985) point 
out, the mind attempts to ‘block’ such rivals, a type of synonymy avoidance. While the 
different senses of dependence and dependency likely relate to separate conceptual 
representations, they still may be used for the same sense. This is apparent from angry and 
mad, which have no sense differences (although OED lists mad as having a scalar 
difference from angry). Perhaps a more convincing example of synonyms with no sense 
difference would be in addition and additionally. While these have different syntactic 
categorizations, there is no clear distinction between the items conceptually. In either case, 
it is clear that synonyms with equivalent sense are possible, albeit avoided. Such a clear 
example of conceptual overlap leaves the possibility open that even within one language, 
a single concept may relate to multiple lemma representations.  
 It is also possible that some lexicalized concepts do not translate across languages. 
For example, different languages categorize colors differently, and a category in one 
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language may not exist in another (Berlin & Kay, 1969), such as ‘xanh’, which denotes 
both blue and green in Vietnamese. But, while the categorization differs cross-
linguistically, human perception is not directly affected by these differences (Winawer et 
al., 2007). An even more extreme position rejects that abstract concepts can be translated 
cross-linguistically (Benjamin, 1968; Derrida, 1978, 1982), negating the notion of semantic 
primitives altogether. Nevertheless, despite the existence of cross-linguistic lexical gaps, 
basically all concepts can be translated, albeit sometimes with additional words (Aronoff, 
1976, 1983).  
 The stance taken by the present research is that primitives do exist, although I will 
not attempt to resolve whether all concepts are universal cross-linguistically. A benefit of 
this position is that it allows for the quantification of degree of conceptual difference 
between lexical items, which is not possible using a non-decompositional approach. 
Following this position, it is my assumption that any synonyms possessing a shared concept 
would have two lemma entries. Further, it is likely that translation equivalents would 
involve the same primitives and/or concepts.  
2.1.2 The Lemma Stratum 
 Contained within the lemma is the syntactic information for a lexical entry. This 
syntactic information includes the lexical syntactic category of the entry, as well as the how 
the participants from the concept are represented (or not) as arguments. Compared to the 
concept, there is less controversy as to whether the lemma structure is less controversially 
composed of featural representations. Additional lemma features are determined by the 
lexical syntactic category of the word. Of greatest interest to this study are the grammatical 
features of verbs.  
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  One way to cross-linguistically classify verbs’ features is by argument structure 
(a-structure). A-structure encodes semantic and syntactic featural information about 
argument number and type (Grimshaw, 1990; Larson, 2014; Postal & Pullum, 1988). While 
verbs are not the only lexical class that can license arguments3, the argument structure of 
verbs shows a great deal of regularity within and across languages, which is why verbs 
were selected for analyses in the present thesis.  
 Verbs may have between zero and four arguments specified (Jackendoff, 2002). 
Rain, for example, and other weather verbs are said to have no semantic arguments, but 
only pleonastic it as subjects. Bet, shown in (4), and other transactional verbs have four 
arguments, including two actors, a transactional amount and a transactional entity. 
 
(4) Heather bet Chris $20 the Capitals would win the Stanley Cup.  
 
 The majority of verbs require one, two, or three arguments. These are intransitive, 
transitive and ditransitive verbs, respectively. However, some verbs have a variable 
number of required arguments. Contemplate the verb devour (from Jackendoff, 2002, p. 
132). For something to complete the action of devouring, another thing must be stuffed 
into its mouth. These entities are the semantic participants of devour, so devour can be said 
to license two semantic participants. The conceptual structure specifies not just the number 
of participants (two), but also what type of participants (devourer, or thing doing the 
 
3 It should be noted that some adjectives, nouns, and prepositions may also take 
arguments (Grimshaw, 1990). 
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consumption, and devouree, or what is being consumed). The lemma of devour further 
requires the expression of these arguments in a sentence, shown in (5): 
 
(5)  a.  The dog devoured kibble. 
 b.  *The dog devoured. 
 c.  *Devoured kibble. 
 
In this case, the conceptual participants and the syntactic arguments align in both number 
and type. So, devour is always transitive. On the other hand, meaning does not expressly 
determine syntactic structure, even though there is a relationship between the conceptually 
specified participants and the syntactically expressed arguments (Grimshaw, 1979). For 
example, compare the synonym eat, shown in (6), which also specifies the two similar 
participants to devour: 
 
(6) a.  The dog ate kibble. 
 b.  The dog ate. 
 c.  *Ate kibble. 
 
In the simple active, the verb eat does not require expression of both participants, only the 
subject (which must always be expressed in English), unlike devour. The second 
participant of eat, being optional in expression, should still be understood as what is being 
consumed. In other words, the optional argument is always understood in the semantic 
conception of the verb eat. What’s more, synonyms, even with similarly optional 
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arguments, do not necessarily have the same correspondence between participants and 
arguments. Compare instead swallow in (7): 
 
(7) a.  The dog swallowed. 
 b.  The dog swallowed kibble. 
 
In (7b), the argument kibble is not an implied participant of the conception of swallow, 
meaning it is also semantically optional. In other languages, such as Spanish, the subject 
may be omitted from expression if it is semantically understood. These are PRO-drop 
languages. 
 In its strongest form, a-structure theory does propose that all syntactic arguments 
are projected from lexical semantic content based on meaning, with its syntactic 
representation projected through deep structure (d-structure) (see Grimshaw, 1990). 
However, this strong position is not held by a majority of theorists, So, the verb’s concept 
defines which arguments are implied and their (semantic) relations to the verb, while the 
verb’s lemma defines which arguments require overt manifestation (syntactically), as well 
as their hierarchy. Further, even though there is a relationship between the conceptually 
defined arguments of a verb and the syntactically defined arguments of a verb, these 
arguments are not always the same. For example, verbs’ syntactic arguments will not 
always be equal in number to its semantic arguments, such as the examples shown in (8). 
 
(8) a.   Doug perjured himself.  
 b.   Heather behaved herself. 
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 c.   The dog bathed herself. 
 d.  The Capitals won. 
 
In (8a), the verb perjure requires two arguments syntactically, but there is only ever one 
participant conceptually. Similarly, in (8b), the verb behave has one participant in the 
conceptualization, but the second argument is only licensed syntactically as a reflexive. 
Behave differs from perjure in that the second argument is not required, but is optional. 
Behave also has an implied manner as part of its conceptualization. Heather can behave 
poorly or behave well: both of these forms satisfy the requirement of the concept of behave; 
however, in the absence of specification, the manner is assumed (well). In contrast, in (8c), 
the verb bathe conceptually always references two participants. The dog can bathe her 
puppy just as easily as she can bathe herself. The second argument may even be removed 
to produce The dog bathed which still has an implied second participant, which the dog 
fulfills as both the agent and recipient roles4. Finally in (8d), the verb win consists of three 
participants: winner, loser, and contest (Dubinsky, personal communication, 27 August 
2020). All of these participants may be licensed syntactically as arguments by win but only 
winner is a required argument. In each of these cases, the number of arguments 
semantically and syntactically differ.  
 Cross-linguistic comparisons likewise show that there are idiosyncrasies between 
languages as to argument number for translation equivalents. For example, French 
 
4 The conceptual interpretation of The dog bathed may differ from The dog bathed herself 
though. Some readers of the first sentence strongly insisted that instead of implying that 
the dog licked herself clean, the first sentence means that the dog used a shower. 
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sentences like those in (9) are rare in English, but quite common in Romance languages, 
where they may be used as decausative versions of transitive verbs.  
 
(9) a.   Le vase  s’est   brisée.  [Jackendoff, 2002, p. 139] 
   the vase  SELF is  broken 
   ‘The vase broke.’ 
 b.   Marie s’en   va. 
   Marie SELF from there goes 
   ‘Marie is going away.’ 
  
Although the verbs briser ‘to break’ and aller ‘to go’ license the same participants 
conceptually in both French and English, the French translation demonstrates that there is 
a second syntactic argument not present in the English. 
 The lexicon does demonstrate a high degree of regularity, idiosyncrasies 
notwithstanding; the majority of lexical items’ semantic and syntactic arguments are equal 
within a language; and most translation equivalents require the same number and type of 
syntactic arguments. This study will not attempt to broadly examine these patterns of 
regularity across the languages of interest, but will compare argument number for the 
specific verbs of interest.  
 In addition to argument number, argument type will be used for classifying the 
verbs of interest. Optionally, all verbs allow expression of place, manner and time. For the 
vast majority of verbs, required arguments are expressed as noun phrases (NP), although 
arguments may include prepositional phrases (PP), adjective phrases (AdjP), adverbial 
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phrases (AdvP) and clauses. For example, behave in (8b) selects the reflexive NP as a 
complement and an AdvP of manner, both optionally. Verbs can even specify multiple 
arguments of the same syntactic category. Multiple PP arguments can be freely ordered. In 
English, adjectives have a strict order; the order is: quantity or number, quality or opinion, 
size, age, shape, color, proper adjective (often nationality, other place of origin, or 
material), and purpose or qualifier. Multiple NP arguments are not freely ordered, but 
instead are said to be ordered by semantic role of the arguments (D. C. Anderson, 1977; 
Bresnan & Kanerva, 2020; Dowty, 1991; Grimshaw, 1990; Jackendoff, 1990; Van Valin 
& LaPolla, 1997). Some verbs allow the alternation of these NP arguments, known as 
dative shift (Chomsky, 1955; Larson, 2014)5. 
 Types of NP argument are selected by the verb as well (Grimshaw, 1990; Williams, 
1994). NPs’ classifications may include features for [±concrete], [±animate], and 
[±human]. Consider again the verb devour from (5). The participants required for the 
meaning of devour can be considered devourer and devouree. However, these participants 
are specific only to devour and cannot be generalized to other verbs. Thus, the NP for 
devourer must have [+animate] feature and devouree must have [+concrete] feature6.  
 Other featural descriptions are possible, but the most common classification of NP 
arguments is theta roles. Theta role hierarchy, as well as theta role categorization, is a topic 
 
5 It is the position of this thesis that sentential syntax is outside the lexicon, as non-lexical 
factors may determine overt complement selection (Grimshaw, 1979, 1990; but see 
Bresnan, 1973; Chomsky, 1979). It is unclear from the literature whether a concept that 
selects two participants which would syntactically be represented as NPs has a single 
lemma which allows dative alternation, or whether that concept has two separate lemmas. 
I do not take a position on which is more probable. 
6 An alternate reading of devour, such as in Rachel devoured the book, is formed from a 
polysemous meaning of devour. In this meaning, the subject is specified as a (+human) 
and the object is specified as (-concrete). The polyseme is possibly a separate concept. 
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of much disagreement among linguists (W. D. Davies & Dubinsky, 2004). Other 
hierarchies, based on animacy and focus, may determine NP ranking in languages other 
than English (Aissen, 1999). Despite the straightforward elegance of the theta role 
principles, there is no agreed upon theory of thematic relations. Some researchers 
(Culicover & Jackendoff, 2018; Jackendoff, 1983, 1990; Levin & Rappaport, 1986; Van 
Valin & LaPolla, 1997; Zubizarreta, 1987), eschew theta roles, while others (Chomsky, 
1981; Fillmore, 1968; Grimshaw, 1990; Hale & Keyser, 2002, 2014; Perlmutter & Postal, 
1984), adopt thematic relations as part and parcel to a-structure. As part of Government 
and Binding Theory, Chomsky (1981) formulated the theta criterion: each argument bears 
one and only one theta role, and each theta role is assigned to one and only one argument.  
 The possible complete set of roles is also a contentious topic. Dowty (1991) posits 
theta proto-roles, with only Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient. Following this theory, verbs 
can license either or both proto-roles to varying degrees. Three semantic roles, Source, 
Location and Goal, are posited by Anderson (1971). Most theories posit a much larger, 
although finite, number of thematic relations (Croft, 1991). Furthermore, identifying which 
role an argument plays can be difficult, as shown by Gruber (1965) and Jackendoff (1972), 
who claim that Jane in (10) would be both [agent], because it initiates movement, and 
[theme], because it is the [actor] being moved. 
 
(10)  Jane ran into the school. 
 
Given the diversity of theoretical positions regarding theta roles, this research will not use 
thematic formalisms in comparing verbs’ a-structure. Instead, a-structure phrase type 
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selectional restrictions will be used. Nevertheless, the overlap of theta roles cross-
linguistically is an area favorable for future research on the bilingual mental lexicon. 
2.1.3 The Lexeme Stratum 
 Contained within the lexeme is the phonological information of a lexical entry7. 
Phonologically, lexical items consist of phonemes which are stored in a linear order, and 
possibly of how those segments syllabify (Levelt, 1989). Each language specifies a set of 
vowels (V) and consonants (C) that are distinctive. Generally, a phoneme may be 
understood as a set of speech sounds that have a single categorization for speakers of that 
language. The inventory of phonemes in a language is determined by which phonetic 
features are contrastive. So, all languages in the UPSID database (Maddieson, 1984; 
Maddieson & Precoda, 2018) have some kind of stop consonant. However, English 
contrasts for voicing, meaning [p] and [b] are different phonemes in English (Lisker & 
Abramson, 1964), whereas Korean contrasts for aspiration but not voicing, meaning /b/ can 
be a realization of [p], [p’], and [pʰ] for /p/ in fortis, short-lag, and long-lag, respectively 
(Shin et al., 2012; Yang, 1993). Non-distinctive features may also be present in a language, 
such as aspiration in English, producing allophones, such as [p] and [pʰ] for /p/. Levelt 
(1989) proposes that phonemes (but not allophones) are psychologically relevant, since 
speech errors affect distinctive features, not non-distinctive features. For example, if a 
 
7 The lexeme may also contain morphological information of a lexical entry, which could 
point to the inflections the lexical item takes. Many theories (Dijkstra et al., 2019; Kroll 
& Stewart, 1994) do not specify morphological information as part of the lexical entry. A 
word’s morphology and phonology can interact in the lexeme; these interactions are 
governed by morphophonemic rules. Morphophonemic rules are not considered in this 
study either, since the relationship across cognate roots is the primary interest in this 
study. And since it is not be analyzed in this research, these considerations are being 
omitted from the discussion of the lexeme. 
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speaker intended to say spot-and-kill and instead says skot-and-pill, the phonemes /p/ and 
/k/ exchange, not their allophones. The similarities and differences in phonemic inventories 
for the languages in question will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
 Beyond individual phonemes, languages have phonological rules governing how 
these phonemes combine, both internal and external to the lexicon. Within the lexicon, 
languages govern the combinations of vowels into licit diphthongs and which clusters of 
consonants are licit in syllable or word onset or coda. The similarities and differences in 
phoneme combination for the languages in question will be also be discussed in Chapter 3. 
 Above the segmental level, lexical items receive syllabification and stress. 
Languages may differ with respect to whether syllabification and stress timing are lexical 
(Dalbor, 1997; Eddington, 2004; Hayes, 1980; Liberman & Prince, 1977; Oltra-Massuet & 
Arregi, 2020). The lowest tier consists of phonemes represented as C and V segments. 
Above the segment tier is the skeletal tier, which represents a plan of the order of phonemes 
corresponding to the timing slots. The syllable tier has slots for syllable units (σ). An 
illustration of the hierarchy of tiers is shown in (11) for the word astonish.  
 
(11)  syllable tier:  σ σ σ  
     r   o   r o   r 
     n   n n   c 
  Skeletal tier:  V C C V C V  C 




Some phonologists (Halle & Mohanan, 1985) indicate that there are simply slots at the 
skeletal tier. Others (Hayes, 1986; Selkirk, 1984a) suggest that the skeletal slots are 
distinguished by the sonority of their content (this is demonstrated above in (11)). The most 
highly sonorous segments are vowels; the least are voiceless stop consonants, such as /p/ 
and /t/. Every syllable is peaked by a highly sonorous segment, which may be sandwiched 
by other segments. Above the syllable tier is the metrical tier, which patterns an utterance 
into stressed and unstressed syllables. Multisyllable words have a metrical pattern, 
represented in a metrical tier. The metrical tier can be illustrated in a metrical grid (Prince, 
1983; Selkirk, 1984b), shown in (12) for astonish and Alabama. 
 
(12)        x 
  x    x  x 
 x x x   x x x x 
 a  sto nish   A la ba ma 
 
As is demonstrated, each syllable has a beat, where main stress is assigned to a single 
syllable, and longer words will have a secondary stress. Levelt (1989) suggests that known 
words’ stress patterns are available to speakers as part of the lexeme. However, each 
language has stress-assignment rules such that novel words will be pronounced following 
the same pattern as other words. Levelt interprets these tiers as successive, reading into one 
another. Utterances also have an intonational tier, which is not part of the lexicon for 




2.2 Models of (Monolingual) Lexical Access & Processing  
 The mental lexicon is composed of lexical items or words that are stored in long-
term memory. The lexicon may be accessed in either speaking or listening. Although 
experimentally this study examines lexical reception, production models are considered 
here because they explicitly treat syntactic features as integral to lexical processing. 
Receptive models of lexical processing, on the other hand, neglect syntactic processing, 
which may be relevant to the processing of cognates.  
2.2.1 Production Models 
 One prominent model of lexical production, WEAVER++ (Levelt, 1989; Levelt et 
al., 1999; A. S. Meyer et al., 2003; Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003, 2014) is a feed-forward 
activation spreading network, which adopted three schema levels for lexical storage and 
processing: the conceptual stratum, the lemma stratum, and the lexeme stratum. The 
concept represents a verb’s semantic features; the lemma represents its syntactic features; 
and the lexeme represents its phonological features. During selection of a lexical item, 
activation cascades from the conceptual schema to the lemma schema and finally to the 
lexeme schema. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate this process. Cascading activation, the 
simultaneous processing of sequential words at different schema levels, can result in speech 
errors which are observed by errors in phoneme selection, switches in phonemes, incorrect 
word selection, or mixed errors (wherein more than one type of error contributes to the 
altered output form). Errors are infrequent, however, as the system is relatively efficient, 
and speakers monitor their production for disfluencies. The start of a lexical item’s 
production begins with a need to convey an intention by a speaker. However, there is no 
one-to-one mapping for ideas to messages. Even with concrete concepts, there are multiple 
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ways to refer to the same object. This problem of converting the conceptual message to a 
spoken utterance is called the “verbalization problem” (Levelt et al., 1999). Semantic 
constraints can aid in selecting a concept to activate.  
 Upon activation of a specific set of conceptual features, a lemma is selected. When 
a lemma is selected, its grammatical information is available, and this information will be 
used for selecting appropriate morphological markers for the syntactic environment (Levelt 
et al., 1999). The type of grammatical information encoded is dependent upon the language, 




as mentioned above. Open-ended features map onto derivational and inflectional 
morphemes, which follow the lexical selection into the form stratum (also called the 
lexeme). At lexeme level, the word form is activated at the same time as segments are 
selected ordinally. The word form is the syllabic or moraic structure of the word. Stress 
and syllabification occur later than the word level because inter-word metrical frames 
determine additional syllabification or phoneme alternations. 
Figure 2.3 - WEAVER++, Showing the Feedforward Spreading Network. From 
Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999. 
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 As competition to the model posited by Levelt and colleagues (Levelt, 1989; Levelt 
et al., 1999; A. S. Meyer et al., 2003; Roelofs, 1992, 1997, 2003, 2014), the work of Dell 
and colleagues (Dell, 1986, 1990; Dell et al., 1997, 2013; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992; 
Foygel & Dell, 2000) is often cited. Dell’s model uses the same schema level distinctions. 
But, Dell (1986) suggests that words store phonological information not by segments, but 
by onset, rhyme and coda. This difference allowed Dell to account for speech errors that 
switch either the onset or coda of words, but do not change position within the word. See 
Figure 2.4 for a visual of the Dell model. 
 The evidence for the revised spreading activation model and the ensuing models, 
with stratum level differences in processing, is supported by a variety of experimental data 
(behavioral studies, electrophysiological evidence, neuroimaging data) and observational 
techniques (tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon, speech errors, lesion symptom 
Figure 2.4 – The Dual-Route Interactive Two-Step Model and Its Parameters. 
From Dell et al., 2013. 
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mapping). Experimental studies of semantic and phonological priming support these 
schema classifications, by using programmed distinctions to stimulate participants to elicit 
primed words (Ferrand et al., 1996; Roelofs, 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Roelofs et al., 1996; 
Roelofs & Meyer, 1998). Functional MRI data combined with syntactic- and semantic-
violation tasks also show differences between syntactic and semantic processing (Newman 
et al., 2001). Newman et al. found that the frontal lobes supported syntactic processing 
whereas the temporal and parietal lobes were more involved in semantic processing.  
 Observational techniques, like TOT, speech errors, and lesion symptom mapping, 
supports these models. For example, TOT, during which a speaker cannot produce a 
desired word while being able to describe syntactic and phonological information, such as 
the first grapheme and number of syllables, reflect the stratification of the lemma and 
lexeme levels. TOT and speech errors can be detected outside of observational paradigms 
by being experimentally induced. Evidence for this phenomenon and the stratification are 
supported by Vigliocco and colleagues (1997), who showed that Italian speakers were able 
to identify the gender of a target word in a tip-of-the-tongue state, as well as Badecker et 
al. (1995), who studied an anomic8 Italian patient who always knew a words’ grammatical 
gender. These tip-of-the-tongue states also provide evidence for the decompositional 
storage of phonological information of a word at the lexeme level. Speech errors, also 
called slips-of-the-tongue, an anomaly in which the utterance does not match the intended 
target, also provide evidence for level stratification, as well as cascading lexical processing 
(Poulisse, 1999).  
 
8 Anomic aphasia is a mild, fluent type of aphasia where an individual has word retrieval 
failures and cannot express the words they want to say (particularly nouns and verbs). 
Anomia is a deficit of expressive language. 
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 What is of particular importance from these models is that there is a distinct lemma 
stratum to be accessed between the conceptual and form strata. Some research has indicated 
that it takes approximately 250-450 ms to begin articulating a word after a lemma is 
selected (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). While the theoretical linguistics described above (in 
section 2.1) implies that a verb’s lemma encompasses featural information about related 
syntactic frames and potential arguments, it is unclear whether a selected verb’s lemma 
also selects a particular structure during a speech act. At the very least, the possible verb 
argument structure is selected by the verb lemmas (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Ferreira, 2000). 
Under the verb-guidance hypothesis, verbs are critical for selecting the syntactic status of 
arguments and during speech acts, a particular verb is selected before the encoding stage, 
which is before the articulation stage, no matter where the verb occurs in the sentence frame 
(see Momma & Ferreira, 2019). Thus, sentence planning stages express syntactic 
dependencies more so than surface word order. However, the verb-guidance hypothesis 
has been challenged (Allum & Wheeldon, 2007; Iwasaki, 2010; Schriefers et al., 1998). 
For example, Schriefers et al. (1998) showed that sentence final verbs did not need to be 
accessed before the sentence subject. In their experiment, German speakers described a 
picture using phrases or sentences during which they had to ignore a semantically related 
non-initial distractor word. Both possible frames (VS & SV) were encountered, but 
interference was seen only on VS sentences. Instead, they and others (Allum & Wheeldon, 
2007; Iwasaki, 2010) have argued that verb lemmas do not assign a sentence’s frame or 
arguments, but that argument encoding may be independent of verb selection. This 
conceptual guidance hypothesis, then, is an alternative to the verb guidance hypothesis, 
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and theoretically would reduce the working memory cost, as the verb would not need to be 
selected then remembered while interceding items are later selected and then articulated.  
 The current research does not attempt to address whether verb lemmas in the 
bilingual mental lexicon select arguments in line with either the verb-guidance hypothesis 
or the conceptual guidance hypothesis. Further, the current project does not use 
experimentally induced speech, but is rather a comprehension study. Nevertheless, if 
translation equivalent verbs’ lemmas are linked in the mental lexicon, cross-linguistic 
preferences could provide evidence in favor of the verb-guidance hypothesis, since those 
shared preferences would be activated by that lemma through that link. In relation to that 
question, the current research paradigm will be relevant to the question of whether at least 
some verbs’ lemmas are linked cross-linguistically. 
2.2.2 Comprehension Models 
  As mentioned previously, major differences between comprehension models and 
the production models are which strata are included in language processing. Models of 
lexical recognition, such as the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM; Luce, 1986; Luce 
& Pisoni, 1998), Cohort I and II models (Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1989; Marslen-Wilson & 
Tyler, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), and their successor, the Distributed Cohort 
model (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997, 1999), and TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 
1986), to name a few, predict the relationship between hearing (or seeing) a word and the 
selection of the corresponding correct lexical item. These models will be detailed below, 
although numerous other models exist. While lexical production models explicitly name 
the lemma as a processing level between the conceptual and lexemic strata, most spoken 
word reception models do not include syntactic information as part of processing. What 
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these models have in common is predictive power for lexical selection among possible 
competitors.  
 NAM (Luce, 1986; Luce & Pisoni, 1998) is a mathematical model that predicts 
item-specific and pair-wise competition for thousands of words. To predict word selection, 
NAM uses a global similarity metric that specifies which words will be activated as one is 
heard. The metric NAM employs for this specification is one-phoneme deletion, addition 
or substitution threshold, so a word is a neighbor if it varies by one phoneme. For example, 
neighbors to ‘cat’ (from Magnuson, Mirman, & Harris, 2012, p. 78) include: 
 
‘at’ (one deletion) 
‘scat,’ ‘cast’, ‘cattle’ (addition) 
‘bat,’ ‘cot,’ ‘cab’ (substitution) 
 
Once a word’s neighbors have been detailed, a word’s frequency-weighted neighborhood 
probability is computable. More subtle metrics based on sublexical similarity can be used 
to compute pair-wise positional similarity over all words in a lexicon. However, the one-
phoneme metric is the most popular because it is the one of easiest metrics available., and 
accounts for 15% of the variance in lexical selection beyond lexical frequency.  
 To contrast with NAM, the Cohort I and II models (Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1989; 
Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978), and their successor, the 
Distributed Cohort model (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997, 1999) use utterance-level 
cues in lexical selection and prediction. Marslen-Wilson and colleagues determined that 
spoken word recognition begins quite early, even before offset. Cohort proposes three 
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stages of lexical selection: (i) access, during which bottom-up processes pair perceptual 
inputs with lexical representations, (ii) selection, during which the cohort of activated 
lexical items narrows, and (iii) integration, during which semantic and syntactic properties 
of a selected word are checked for compatibility with the predicted value. According to 
Cohort I, there is active removal of competitors during lexical processing with each 
subsequent phoneme. In addition, items that mismatch on syntactic or semantic features 
may be removed. Cohort I assumed bottom-up processing over top-down processing, 
although it was not excluded. As a revision of Cohort I, Cohort II (Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 
1989) theorized that selection and integration processes were independent of one another. 
This revision allowed a degree of mismatch tolerance, and weighted lexical fit to word 
frequency.  
 Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson (1997) improved upon this model in the Distributed 
Cohort model by positing two output layers: a phonological form and a lexical semantic 
representation. The Distributed Cohort model prioritizes neither phonology nor semantic 
prediction over the other. Instead, competitors must match on phonological features and 
lexical semantics, with both processed simultaneously. Thus, early selection of a winning 
lexical item will only happen when there are both few phonologically primed items and 
few semantically primed items. For example, when a word fragment like [zɛb] is uttered, 
there will be few possible completions. However, when a word fragment like [kaept] is 
uttered, competitors, ‘captive’ and ‘captain’ competitors do not allow a semantic prime. 
The benefit of this model is that it explicitly includes semantic information in lexical 
processing. However, like NAM, the Cohort models neglect syntactic features as predicting 
a lexical prime. 
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 The TRACE model (Mcclelland & Elman, 1986; McClelland & Rumelhart, 2013) 
has a great deal of breadth in predictive power, including both reading and speech, and uses 
three layers of input units: (i) featural, (ii) phonemic, and (iii) lexical. Feature nodes of 
lexical items are activated from acoustic-phonetic properties of heard items, which 
represent 7 different units using 9 acoustic-phonetic features. Feature nodes have forward 
activation to a phoneme bank, which consists of phoneme templates, each aligned to a time 
point of activation. Phoneme templates are incrementally activated by a specific featural 
pattern. Coarticulation is accounted for with lateral inhibition, so units that are ambiguous 
can partially activate multiple phonemes. However, over time, a winner should emerge 
from competing phonemes. Phonemes map onto lexical items, with a winning lexical item 
emerging over time from competitors that have less incremental activation. In addition, 
TRACE posits feedback from lexical items to phonemes, a property that mirrors production 
models (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Levelt et al., 1999), but has proven controversial in receptive 
language research, since the mental lexicon cannot consist solely of detailed acoustic traces 
of recognition episodes (McQueen, Cutler, et al., 2006; McQueen, Norris, et al., 2006).  
 Using these frameworks, the role of form similarity in lexical access and processing 
has been examined in monolinguals. For example, Pexman, Lupker & Jared (2001) looked 
at the effects of homophone and pseudohomophones in lexical decision tasks. Specifically, 
Pexman et al. asked whether pseudohomophone distractors would cause homophone 
effects to be eliminated, since reliance on phonological form would be suppressed. 
However, the authors found consistent homophone effects, suggesting that homophone 
effects in lexical decision tasks result from feedback from phonology to orthography. 
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However, the effect of phonology was not found when the homophones were high-
frequency, suggesting that frequency is at least as important in word recognition.  
 What NAM, the Cohort models and TRACE have in common is the interpretation 
of the speech signal primarily through phonemes to a semantic representation. As many 
researchers would point out, word identification and naming are sensitive to density of 
neighbors and their frequency (Andrews, 1989; Grainger et al., 1989; Grainger & Segui, 
1990; Snodgrass & Mintzer, 1993). Also, syntactic representations are not explicitly 
addressed. Because of this underspecification, predictions about how degree of syntactic 
similarity between words or how task would affect monolingual comprehension are not 
possible. Most importantly, all the above models of lexical processing have one glaring 
omission: they do not account for processing in two languages. Based upon the evidence 
presented in development of production models, it is clear that lexical items encode 
conceptual, syntactic, and phonological features. However, it is unclear from any of the 
aforementioned monolingual models how a second language would be processed, either 
separately from or in addition to a first language. In order to create a model for bilinguals 
that replicates the success of WEAVER++ (Levelt et al., 1999), bilingualism researchers 
had to gather additional evidence about bilingual acquisition and error patterns, and 
segregate words by language, while activating all languages in concert.  
2.3 The Bilingual Mental Lexicon  
 When a speaker has knowledge of more than one language, the acquisition, access 
and processing of lexical items are theoretically different than if the speaker knows only 
one language. The complexity of the relationship between lexical items in the bilingual 
mental lexicon and its effect on mental processes cannot be fully explained with 
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monolingual models of the lexicon, since both qualitative and quantitative differences 
between monolinguals and bilinguals have been recorded. On the one hand, bilinguals have 
been shown to possess greater executive control than monolinguals, on average. This 
benefit, which may extend to other cognitive domains, is part of a set of attributes of 
bilingualism known as the bilingual advantage (Bialystok et al., 2009). On the other hand, 
bilinguals are not advantaged in every speech communication aspect. For example, 
bilinguals are noted to have markedly slower lexical recall than monolinguals. One likely 
cause is that bilinguals have a more complex lexicon (Bialystok et al., 2009; Dijkstra et al., 
2019). The models of the bilingual mental lexicon must account for such observed 
differences. 
 In addition to displaying observable differences in lexical processing, bilinguals 
may theoretically have different categories of lexical items. Assuming that lexical access 
involves the parallel activation of numerous different candidates from the mental lexicon 
(Levelt et al., 1999), the addition of another language enlarges the number of possible 
candidates. Bilinguals are likely to know a number of translation equivalents, which have 
the same concept across languages. In addition, bilinguals may know cognates and 
interlingual homonyms, which are similar to synonyms and intralingual homonyms. 
However, the processing of such items by bilinguals cannot be predicted either from 
models of monolingual lexical processing or evidence using synonyms or intralingual 
homonyms alone. Such lexical items are likely more problematic than those from a 
monolingual lexicon because they create the potential for even greater competition. 
However, empirical evidence shows that cognates are processed faster than noncognates 
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by bilinguals. The similarity of cognates’ has recently been shown to modulate this cognate 
facilitation (Dijkstra et al., 1999, 2010). 
 This section reviews relevant models and studies of the bilingual mental lexicon. 
An extensive number of studies have considered integration versus separation of the 
lexicons, word association versus concept mediation for acquisition and processing (De 
Bot, 2004; Dijkstra et al., 2019; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998), and activation versus 
inhibition of competitors (Grainger & Beauvillain, 1987; Green, 1998; Van Heuven et al., 
1998). One of the most basic questions concerning bilingualism is how separated the 
languages are in the mind. In consideration of the mental lexicon, there may be integration 
(in which all lexical items from all languages are accessible within a single lexicon), there 
may be separation (in which lexical items from separate languages are not accessible within 
a single lexicon, but must be accessed through separate lexicons), or some combination of 
both. As was mentioned above, accounting for a second language in the mental lexicon is 
not simply a matter of duplicating the language system and modeling another language in 
isolation. Extending the monolingual models, with their robust evidence for monolinguals, 
does not reveal how the bilingual mental lexicon would be organized.  
 Many of the earlier models targeted comprehension (French, 1998; Kirsner et al., 
1984; Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Lewy & Grosjean, 2008; Li & Farkaš, 2002; McClelland & 
Rumelhart, 2013; PotterKotz, S. A., Holcomb, P. J., & Osterhout, 1984; Thomas, 1997; 
Van Heuven et al., 2001). These models accounted for both language independence and 
language interaction within a single network. Through this review, patterns of consensus 
emerge about the lexicon: integration, inhibition and word association. Evidence revolves 
around two intriguing types of lexical items: interlingual homophones and cognates. 
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Interlingual homophones require even greater ambiguity resolution than for intralingual 
homophones. Cognates, on the other hand, require less language differentiation for 
bilinguals, often providing processing boost, known as the cognate facilitation effect 
(Caramazza & Brones, 1979). Cognates are of great importance to the bilingual mental 
lexicon because they show the relationship between lexical items’ representations between 
languages. While a great deal of research has investigated these phenomena, questions 
remain about which tasks would result in similar effects, and how lexical characteristics 
may modulate the cognate effect. From the relevant gaps in literature, opportunities for 
further research will be pointed out, to be investigated in the forthcoming chapters.   
 There are broadly two kinds of models of lexical items in the bilingual memory 
system: hierarchical and interactive. The Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM; Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994) is a hierarchical model, suggesting that there are shared concepts, but 
separate stores of words. The Multilink model (Dijkstra et al., 2019) and its predecessors 
(BIA: Van Heuven et al., 1998; BIA+: Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) are interactive 
connectionist models, positing concepts and lexical units interacting in a combined single 
lexicon.  
2.3.1  RHM 
 L2 lexical items are theorized to develop qualitatively differently from L1 lexical 
items. The acquisition of additional lexical items in a new language is first the acquisition 
of a new phonological form, which may or may not include novel phones. To acquire a 
new L2 lexical item, an L2 learner acquires a phonological string and connects the 




 Early in bilingualism research, two approaches to L2 lexical access were proposed: 
word association, translating a word from an L2 to its L1 equivalent before associating the 
word with the appropriate concept (H. Brown et al., 1984; Gerard & Scarborough, 1989; 
Kirsner et al., 1984; Kolers, 1963; Scarborough et al., 1984), and concept mediation, 
translating a word directly to a concept before associating it with an L1 equivalent 
(Altarriba, 1990; H.-C. Chen & Ng, 1989; Glanzer & Duarte, 1971; D. E. Meyer & Ruddy, 
1974; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; Tzelgov & Henik, 1989). However, neither approach 
was fully supported by experimental results. Research had steadily shown that bilinguals 
could name words in their L1 much faster than in their L2 (Potter & Faulconer, 1975; M. 
C. Smith & Magee, 1980; Theios & Amrhein, 1989). One early study (PotterKotz, S. A., 
Holcomb, P. J., & Osterhout, 1984) showed that in translation tasks, Chinese-English 
bilinguals had similar times, and in picture naming tasks, had similar, if not slightly faster, 
times. In addition, another group of less fluent English-French bilinguals performed 
similarly on translation and picture naming tasks, leading Potter et al. to suggest that 
concepts mediated L2 translation to reach the L1 form. However, Kroll & Curley (1988) 
suggested that Potter et al.’s bilinguals were more advanced. To test this hypothesis, Kroll 
& Curley (1988) showed in a replication study that beginning bilinguals could translate 
into their L2 faster than they could name pictures in the L2, consistent with a word 
association prediction. However, in somewhat contradictory results, they also showed that 
L2ers translated slower in semantically organized lists, suggestive of interference. While 
the researchers found these results surprising, they were reminiscent of prior monolingual 
studies showing semantic interference in picture naming (A. S. Brown, 1981; Glaser & 
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Düngelhoff, 1984; La Heij, 1988; Levelt et al., 1991; Lupker, 1982; Rayner & Springer, 
1986; M. C. Smith & Magee, 1980).  
  As an alternative to prior models, Kroll & Stewart (1990, 1994) proposed the 
Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM), in which the L1 form initially mediates between the 
L2 word form and the concept. See Figure 2.5 for a visual representation of RHM. The 
connection between the L2 and L1 word forms is also initially unidirectional but becomes 
bidirectional after the learner gains additional input. Thus, in the initial stage there is a 
strong connection from an acquired L2 word to an L1 word, and a strong connection 
between their L1 form and the concept. The L2 learner only gradually gains connections 
between the L2 form and the concept, which strengthen as the learner gains proficiency 
(Kroll & Stewart, 1994).  
 Kroll & Stewart (1994) replicated part of Kroll & Curley (1988) with a larger 
sample. In their first experiment, 16 participants orally named visually presented grapheme 
strings or pictures as part of random or semantically organized lists in their L1. Results 
showed that for random lists participants were faster at naming pictures than reading 
grapheme strings, but for semantically organized lists participants were faster at naming 
grapheme strings. Kroll & Stewart (1994) suggested that picture naming activated the 
concept, whereas word naming did not. To test this idea in a second experiment, word 
naming and picture naming were strictly alternated, with greater pauses between items. As 
a result, word naming was slowed, but picture naming interference was removed. These 
results further confirmed the hypothesis that word and picture naming require different 
lexical access. In a third experiment, Kroll & Stewart investigated switching asymmetries 
used in Kroll & Curley (1988) and Kroll & Stewart (1989). Participants had to translate 
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either from their L1 to their L2 or from their L2 to their L1. Participants were significantly 
faster when translating from the L2 to the L1, supporting Kroll & Stewart’s hypothesis of 
switch costs.   
 Kroll & Stewart (1994) also considered whether cognates had a unique status as 
lexical items with shared representations across languages. They reanalyzed the data to 
consider differences between cognates and noncognates in experiment 3. While cognates 
were translated faster than noncognates in either direction, there was still a switch cost to 
translate from L1 to L2, suggesting that there was concept mediation between the lexical 
items. Concept mediation between cognates suggests that these words even with similar 
pronunciation or orthography do not have a shared form representation.  
Figure 2.5 – The Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM). The L1 
form initially mediates between the L2 word form and the 
concept. From Kroll & Stewart, 1994. 
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 Additional evidence for differential access to the word forms and to language 
originates with Tzelgov et al. (1992), Wheeldon and Monsell (1994), and Kim et al. (1997). 
They all showed similar language directional effects in attention competition tasks, asking 
participants to perform forward (L1 to L2) and backward (L2 to L1) translation. 
Participants in these studies generally took longer in forward translation than in backward 
translation, which suggested that participants incurred a penalty due to the stronger 
connection between the L1 word and the concept that had to be more controlled for, 
following Kroll & Stewart (1994).  
 In a comparison to the WEAVER++ (Levelt et al., 1999) model, RHM 
underspecifies the lemma of lexical items. However, Green (1998) pointed out that RHM 
is still compatible with this model, since the lemma is not explicitly excluded. Although 
RHM accounted for markedly dissimilar lexical items fairly successfully and considered 
highly similar lexical items (cognates), the model did not consider intermediate degrees of 
lexical similarity. For example, there is not a one-to-one translation between all concepts 
in all languages, a gap that is theorized to be greater when the concept is abstract (Levelt, 
1989). From RHM it is unclear how lexical items along a continuum of similarity would 
be differentially acquired. This issue is of interest for the Cognate Continuum, but the 
potential patterns of acquisition will not be examined. 
2.3.2  BIA & BIA+  
 In contrast to the hierarchical model proposed by Kroll and colleagues (Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994), Dijkstra and colleagues (Dijkstra et al., 1998; Van Heuven et al., 1998)) 
proposed a connectionist model of lexical processing, the Bilingual Interactive Activation 
(BIA) model of visual word recognition. BIA involved an extension of the monolingual 
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connectionist IA model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 2013). The BIA has an architecture 
similar to that of IA (See Figure 2.6 for illustration), with bottom-up activation from visual 
input and nonselective activation of all possible outcome choices. When graphemes are 
viewed within a letter string, they excite words that contain graphemes in this same string, 
until a threshold of activation allows the recognition of a single word. At each level of 
activation, inhibitory connections between all lexical items obstruct other possible 
selections. Language nodes on words in the (shared) lexicon also implement a top-down 
language-to-word inhibition. The language nodes tag the representation to the language in 
which it belongs, and collective activation is carried over from one activity to the next. The 
activation of one language node does not bar activation of other languages, but rather filters 
other languages’ activation. Context can pre-activate a particular node.  
 Evidence supporting the BIA model includes experimental effects of neighborhood 
density effects cross-linguistically and effects of homographs between languages in go/no-
go tasks (Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 1998; Dijkstra, Timmermans, 
et al., 2000; Jared & Szucs, 2002; Von Studnitz & Green, 2002). For example, Dijkstra, 
Van Jaarsveld & Ten Brinke (1998) used a language decision experiment to consider how 
English-Dutch bilinguals accessed words in English and Dutch. In a first task, researchers 
asked participants to decide whether a letter-string was a real English word. Participants in 
this task saw English words, interlingual homographs and pseudowords, and were able to 
judge both English words and pseudowords as quickly as one another. However, when the 
task changed and participants were provided cognates as well, the participants were quicker 
to judge these words than others. Researchers gave participants a similar experiment next, 
providing Dutch words in the English lexical decision task. In this task, participants were 
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quickest on homographs, suggesting that both representations of the word were available 
to the bilingual participants.  
 Despite the success of the BIA model, further specifications of the model were 
needed. Conspicuous issues included: lack of phonological/semantic presentations; 
interlingual homographs and cognates were underspecified; functional aspects of nodes 
Figure 2.6 – The BIA Model of Lexical Access. From Van 
Heuven, Dijkstra & Grainger, 1998. 
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were confounded; no description of how speakers perform lexical decision tasks; and the 
relationship between lexical decision and task demand was underspecified. To update the 
BIA model, Dijkstra & Van Heuven (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) proposed the BIA+ 
model of visual bilingual lexical recognition, extending the orthographic representations 
described in the BIA to include phonological and semantic representations, and assigning 
different roles to language nodes. See Figure 2.7 for illustration. The BIA+ model specifies 
the representation of the word orthographically and phonologically in an onset-nucleus-
Figure 2.7 – The BIA+ Model. From Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002. 
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coda scheme. The BIA+ suggests speakers can use bottom-up activation to restrict access 
to language specific lexical items when presented with language-specific bigrams or 
trigrams, or differential orthography. Further evidence also bolstered division of 
cognates/interlanguage homographs to separate representations. The relationship between 
two representations will depend on the degree of overlap between the codes, either 
orthographically, phonologically or semantically. BIA+ also restricts top-down language 
selection, by accounting for this inhibition through a task schema. Non-linguistic context 
effects, such as instructions or task demands, do not influence language selection in this 
model. 
  BIA+ (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) also integrated Green’s (1998) inhibitory 
control (IC) model’s specifications about task schema as separate from lexical 
identification as an improvement upon their BIA model. Control of task selection is vital 
for bilinguals to successfully select the appropriate language for a situation. The schemas 
are categorized into “functional control circuits” (p. 70), which are integral to the lexical-
semantic system of WEAVER++ (Levelt et al., 1999). In WEAVER++, lexical production 
is processed beginning with a concept where the meaning is stored, toward a lemma where 
phonological and syntactic information is encoded. When a language learner acquires a 
new word in a new language framework, he needs a mechanism to tag the word to a 
language, in order to not produce words in the language inappropriate to the situation or 
context. The first necessity is that each lemma has a language tag. According to Green 
(1998), it follows that the non-target language lemmas must be suppressed in a process of 
inhibitory control. BIA+ assumes that receptive language activation is primarily bottom-
up, activated at the word level through the combination of specific features and graphemes. 
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Top-down language selection may occur in sentence context as the result of semantics and 
syntax (e.g., Libben & Titone, 2009; Van Hell & De Groot, 2008). It is assumed that 
bottom-up activation selects the language more so than top-down activation during visual 
word recognition, but top-down language control may be more at work during language 
production.  
  Brysbaert, Verreyt & Duyck (2010) proposed that RHM should be discarded in 
favor of the BIA+. Brysbaert et al. suggested (p. 359) that an improved model “start from 
existing computational models of monolingual language processing and see how they can 
be adapted for bilingual input and output, as has been done in the Bilingual Interactive 
Activation model.” They also argued (p. 369) that it will be “a challenge [...] to see how 
[monolingual computational] models can be adapted so that they are able to recognize and 
translate words from more than one language, and how performance of these models alters 
as a function of the proficiency level.” Additionally, RHM’s theory of separate but parallel 
access to lexicons has not been supported by evidence of language nonselectivity. In 
response, Kroll, Van Hell, Tokowicz & Green (2010) suggested that the model of lexical 
acquisition and initial lexical relations cross-linguistically should be integrated into a new 
model. Dijkstra et al. (2019) attempted to do that, combining elements from BIA+ and 
RHM into the Multilink model.  
2.3.3  Multilink 
 The Multilink model (Dijkstra et al., 2019; see Figure 2.8) is the newest 
instantiation of the BIA and BIA+ models, combining elements from RHM (Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994), IC (Green, 1998) and WEAVER++ (Roelofs, 2008b) models. Multilink is 
a computational model of the cognitive process of bilingual lexical retrieval in a localist 
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connectionist paradigm. Underlying the revised model were five assumptions: (1) That the 
lexicons are integrated, not separate. In support of an integrated lexicon is the fact that 
cross-linguistic neighborhood density effects have been seen extensively (see Van Heuven 
et al., 1998). Morphologically related forms also affect cross-linguistic language access 
(Mulder et al., 2013, 2014). While Kroll et al. (2010) suggested that separate lexicons could 
still explain these results if lateral inhibition occurred, Multilink tested whether effects 
Figure 2.8 – The Multilink Model of Bilingual Lexical Access. “Input is indicated by 
blue underscore, orthographic (O) representations by green underscore, phonological 
(P) representations by slashes. EN = English, NL = Dutch. The dashed line between 
two connections from O to S (semantics) indicates that their activation is summed 
after taking half of the second node’s activation input (see text). Output is task-
dependent. Here slashes indicate a phonological output in the same or a different 
language (for word naming or translation).” From Dijkstra et al., 2019, p. 662. 
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could be explained without lateral inhibition. (2) That language access is not language 
selective, meaning parallel activation of word-form neighbors could occur cross-
linguistically. (3) That excitatory links between translation equivalents would be 
detrimental to lexical recognition. This assumption relates to word associations theorized 
in RHM. Such associations would result in strong cross-linguistic priming effects, which 
are not attested (Brysbaert & Duyck, 2010). (4) That L2 form representations have more 
than a weak connection to conceptual representations, contra RHM. Evidence from Meade 
& Dijkstra (2017) reveal that L2 forms quickly develop connections to conceptual 
representations. (5) That semantic features may sometimes be language-dependent and 
sometimes language-independent. For example, the French words balle and ballon differ 
in terms of the features [small] and [hard], features not present for the English translation 
‘ball’. So, at least some translation pairs are not equivalent. While others (see De Groot, 
2011; Mandera et al., 2017; Pavlenko, 2009) have suggested that concepts may never be 
shared cross-linguistically, Multilink assumes that translation equivalents share conceptual 
representations, an assumption that later work needs to explore.  
 In the model, letter strings activate orthographic representations, which then 
activate corresponding phonological and conceptual representations. Dijkstra (personal 
communication, 25 November 2019) hypothesized that were morphological or syntactic 
representations to be included, that activation would spread from the form representation 
to the morphological representation, then to the syntactic representation, before activating 
the concept. Languages are also represented as discrete units, with associated activation. 
As the model is interactive, all spreading is bidirectional. Dijkstra et al. noted that concepts 
are currently represented non-decompositionally (following Roelofs, 2008a). The model at 
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present does not deal with spreading between concepts, or the effect of onset differences 
in neighborhood effects. The computation model first builds a “base lexicon” in English, 
matching each input to a Dutch translation, except form-identical cognates which were 
excluded. From there, an ‘enriched lexicon’ was grown. 
2.3.4  DFM 
 Most theories of the bilingual mental lexicon assume single entries for conceptual 
representations. For these models, only one concept is represented between languages, but 
concepts cascade to two representative lemmas, each having a corresponding lexeme 
(Abutalebi, 2008; Altarriba, 2003; Bloch et al., 2009; De Bot, 1992, 2004; Annette M. B. 
Figure 2.9 – The Distributed Feature Model. From De Groot, 1992. 
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De Groot, 1992a, 1992b, 2000; Francis, 2005; Jiang, 2002; Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Kroll 
& Tokowicz, 2009; Lewy & Grosjean, 2008; Pavlenko, 1999; Poulisse, 1997, 1999; 
Poulisse & Bongaerts, 1994; Sánchez-Casas & García-Albea, 2005; Van Hell & De Groot, 
1998). Evidence supporting these theories come from picture naming, translation, Stroop 
interference tasks, semantic priming, and semantic organization (Altarriba, 1990; 
Caramazza & Brones, 1979; H.-C. Chen & Ng, 1989; Costa et al., 1999; Dufour & Kroll, 
1995; Hermans et al., 1998; Kroll, 1993; Kroll & De Groot, 1997; La Heij et al., 1990, 
1996; PotterKotz, S. A., Holcomb, P. J., & Osterhout, 1984; Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986; 
Tzelgov & Eben-Ezra, 1992). Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that the majority of 
items included in these experimental tasks have been concrete words, mostly nouns. Some 
researchers have theorized that other words, particularly abstract items, may not have the 
same conceptual representation cross-linguistically. In this alternative view, a word’s 
cultural or linguistic origin could have implications for its meaning9. In this framework, 
translations equivalents are often only approximations. In the Distributed Feature Model 
(DFM; De Groot, 1992b, 1992a, 1993, 1995; De Groot et al., 1994; Van Hell, 1998; Van 
Hell & De Groot, 1998), shown in Figure 2.9, the relationship between translation 
equivalents is dependent upon a word’s concreteness, shown in a set of conceptual nodes 
 
9 Some recent research on bilinguals has suggested that speakers are more logical or less 
emotional in their L2 (Zhang et al., 2020). Nevertheless, most theories of the bilingual 
mental lexicon maintain that, while connected, autobiographical memories and emotions 
are outside the lexicon (but see Pavlenko, 1999). Schrauf (2009) points out that the 
language-specificity effect, which finds that particular personal memories are associated 
with one or the other of a bilingual’s languages, are likely triggered by the combined 
activation of a particular lexical item and a corresponding language node. Indeed, MRI 
evidence has suggested differential emotional responses between emotionally-charged 
words in the L1 and L2 is not associated with so-called language regions, but is instead 




that overlap across languages. In the model, words meanings are graded in similarity across 
languages. This model assumes that the semantic system itself is shared across the 
bilingual’s two languages. Further, the strength of this similarity will affect how much 
shared activation translation equivalents will have for bilinguals. The model predicts that 
concrete items will be translated faster than abstract items, and cognates than noncognates. 
The features that comprise the pool of semantic primitives are hypothesized to be available 
to either language, a basic assumption of most of the models. DFM was one of the first 
models to primarily consider bilingual production. 
 The model of distributed features is supported by studies of translation by proficient 
bilinguals (De Groot, 1992b, 1992a, 1993, 1995; De Groot et al., 1994; Van Hell, 1998; 
Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). De Groot & Nas (1991) theorized that cognates have a special 
status, in that they share conceptual representations, while noncognates do not (see also 
Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986). Connections exist across language representations, but are 
theorized to be weaker than within language connections. Further, some meaning-
associated words may have between-language connections with connections as strong as 
within-language connections. These are theorized to be primarily cognates. They argue that 
if within-language associative-priming effects existed at both the conceptual and lexical 
levels, then effects should be larger in semantic classification tasks than lexical decision 
tasks. However, they suggest that the effects were equally large in both types of tasks. In 
fact, they reported that their experimental results support this theory.  
 Further experiments considering the effect of within- and between-language 
connections help illuminate the relationship between individual representations, as well as 
whether shared representations exist. Dufour & Kroll (1995) conducted a semantic 
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categorization task in which groups of highly and less fluent English-French bilinguals 
determined whether a word belonged within a given category. Categories and targets 
appeared in both languages. Their results showed that higher proficiency bilinguals were 
faster and more accurate than less proficient bilinguals. More importantly, higher 
proficiency bilinguals performed about equally across language conditions, suggesting that 
there was equal access to the concept from either language. Lower proficiency bilinguals, 
while slower and less accurate, were not significantly so, and displayed the ability to access 
concepts directly from L2 forms. These results suggested that even less fluent bilinguals 
could access concepts without L1 form mediation. However, stimuli were not crafted 
controlling for cognate status. Researchers considered the potential implications this had 
on results and inferred that if both forms were the same, then it would not matter which 
language the form was presented in.  
 Van Hell & De Groot (1998), in agreement with De Groot & Nas (1991), suggested 
that cognate translations may share more meaning elements than noncognates. They 
conducted a word association task which they asked Dutch-English bilinguals to produce 
words in a within-language condition and in a between-language condition. Abstract items, 
noncognates and verbs resulted in fewer translations than concrete items, cognates and 
nouns. The findings suggested that mediations to conceptual representations depend upon 
word type, grammatical category and cognate status, and further that semantics is not 
always shared by translation equivalents. Importantly, the experimental results suggest that 
there is non-target-language activation of lexical semantics, orthography and phonology. 
However, Van Hell and De Groot posited that cognates do not necessarily share conceptual 
representations, as “the degree of similarity of within- and between-language associations 
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is lower than that of repeated within-language associations” (p. 204). One potential 
explanation for the existing but comparably smaller cognate effect would be that bilinguals 
retrieve a within-language concept, then translate the stimulus to retrieve an associated out-
of-language item. Under this assumption, between-language associations occur only at the 
form level, an explanation that is at odds with other research. To ameliorate these 
inconsistencies, Van Hell & De Groot suggested that only concrete translation pairs share 
conceptual representations, which spread activation to associated word forms via the 
concept; this is a localist connectionist model (Collins & Loftus, 1975; PotterKotz, S. A., 
Holcomb, P. J., & Osterhout, 1984). Alternatively, following distributed feature theory 
frameworks (Hinton et al., 1986; Kawamoto, 1993; Masson, 1991; Van Orden et al., 1990), 
lexical items are represented by a network of features, such that a single node can associate 
with different words, and a given word is represented by the strength of different connected 
units. This model allows for partial overlap of similar items, an account that the researchers 
find more parsimonious with the data.  
2.3.5  MPM 
 Another model theorizing that words have distributed features was provided by De 
Bot (2004; De Bot & Schreuder, 1993; see Figure 2.10). De Bot’s multilingual processing 
model (MPM) uses WEAVER++ (Levelt, 1993) as a starting point, and assumes that 
language access is non-selective, that frequency affects activation thresholds for individual 
nodes, that shared phonological forms usually coactivate elements from different 
languages, and that proficiency interacts with both lexical item selection and task. Like 
WEAVER++, speaking begins with a preverbal message which selects concepts as well as 
a language. De Bot states that concepts are “bundles of semantic/conceptual features” (p. 
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24), which may be interpreted as decompositional, contra Levelt. Semantic priming effects 
emerge from the activation of concepts that share features with a selected concept. The 
conceptual representation then activates an affiliated lemma node in both languages. De 
Bot modeled language as a separate node activated with the preverbal message because 
Figure 2.10 – The Multilingual Processing Model (MPM). From De Bot, 2004. 
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bilinguals often utter monolingual utterances, and this would aid in language control 
(reducing a need for a theoretical system like IC). This is an important distinction from 
Multilink (Dijkstra et al., 2019), which envisions the language node as a feature of a 
particular representational stratum.  
 Lemmas, as with WEAVER++, activate syntactic structuring. The structuring is 
governed by a large set of universal properties, and as well there are language-specific 
governing properties. The initial language node flows to a secondary language node, which 
then flows exclusively to either lexemes or phonemes affiliated with that language and to 
language-specific syntactic procedures. Other models of bilingual language production that 
assume one conceptual level and separate lemma systems, from Poulisse & Bongaerts 
(1994) and Hermans (2000), also predict that when a concept is activated, the language is 
activated simultaneously, and this cascades to the language appropriate lemma, which will 
activate the phonological cue. 
 An additional bilingual phenomenon that MPM could explain is codeswitching 
paradigms, since activation of a language node would reduce the burden on “encapsulated 
information in the lexical concepts” (p. 30). A task schema could control the language of 
output by suppressing the non-target language, a la IC (Green, 1998). 
2.3.6  Inhibitory Control & Its Reflexes for Each of the Models 
 Many recent theories (De Bot, 2004; Dijkstra et al., 2019; Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 
1998, 2002) assume non-selective lexical access. This assertion has been supported by both 
observational and experimental evidence. Bilingual speakers have been recorded making 
spontaneous speech errors (as well as experimentally contrived ones) which occasionally 
include phonemic segments not present in the language of the errored word (Poulisse, 
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1999). Similarly, Gollan, Acenas & Smith (2001) as well as Gollan & Acenas (2004) found 
cross-linguistic influence on tip-of-the-tongue states. Colomé (2001) also found 
phonological information was available cross-linguistically in a phoneme-monitoring task. 
She asked Spanish-Catalan bilinguals to decide whether a particular phoneme was in the 
Catalan name of a picture. Phonemes included were either from the Catalan word, the 
Spanish word, or neither. As expected, participants took longer to reject a phoneme from 
the Spanish word than the control. Additional experimental evidence from auditory word 
recognition tasks (Marian et al., 2003, 2008), word production tasks (Costa et al., 2005; 
Kroll et al., 2006) and bilingual Stroop tasks (Altarriba & Mathis, 1997; H. C. Chen & Ho, 
1986; Tzelgov et al., 1990, 1996) show that bilinguals have simultaneous access to both 
languages in an integrated lexicon. Even in a monolingual environment, bilinguals 
passively access their other language, both from the L2 to the L1 (Brysbaert et al., 1999; 
Costa et al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 1999; Dijkstra, Timmermans, et al., 2000; Duyck, 2005; 
Duyck et al., 2004; Haigh & Jared, 2007; Jared & Kroll, 2001; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004; 
Schwartz et al., 2007) and from the L1 to the L2 (Duyck, 2005; Van Assche et al., 2009; 
Van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002b). Even presenting words in a larger monolingual context like 
a sentence does not seem to completely diminish the effects of cross-linguistic access (Van 
Assche et al., 2013). 
 As with monolinguals, phonological neighborhood density highly affects 
processing cross-linguistically. For example, Costa, Colomé, Gómez & Sebastián-Gallés 
(2003), using a picture-word interference paradigm, partially replicating a study by 
Hermans, Bongaerts, De Bot & Schreuder (1998), found that participants were slower to 
name a picture when a phonologically-related distractor word was displayed. These studies 
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support the above theories, stating that translation equivalents are related in the mental 
lexicon, and that form similar lexical items increase lexical competition. Cross-linguistic 
neighborhood density is increased particularly for two special groups of lexical items: 
interlingual homonyms and cognates. Relative to matched controls, the presentation of 
homonyms may result in increased inhibition or facilitation, dependent upon the task. 
Experimental paradigms, including lexical decision (De Groot et al., 2000; Dijkstra et al., 
1998; Gerard & Scarborough, 1989; Haigh & Jared, 2007; Lalor & Kirsner, 2001; 
Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004; Von Studnitz & Green, 2002), primed lexical decision 
(Beauvillain & Grainger, 1987; French & Ohnesorge, 1995; Schulpen et al., 2003), 
language decision (Dijkstra, De Bruijn, et al., 2000; Dijkstra, Timmermans, et al., 2000), 
word naming (Jared & Szucs, 2002; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Smits et al., 2006), translation 
recognition (Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 2000), have shown that increased neighborhood 
density results in differential processing for homonyms. For example, Dijkstra et al. (1998) 
found that Dutch-English homonyms were recognized as slow as or slower than controls. 
In a first task, homonyms, cognates and controls were included, and participants did not 
process homonyms significantly differently from controls. But in a second task without 
cognates, homonyms were processed slower due to strong inhibitory effects. Likewise, 
Dijkstra et al. (1999) found that Dutch-English bilinguals processed homonyms no slower 
than controls when cognates were included in the task. However, Van Heuven, Schriefers, 
Dijkstra & Hagoort (2008) found inhibition of homonyms in a task which did not include 
cognates.  
 However, while some research has suggested that as a result of the shared access to 
all lexical items, increased competition should and does lead to processing slowdowns 
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resulting from inhibition, some research has suggested that the relationship between 
translation equivalents is facilitatory, with a reinforcing effect upon the activation threshold 
levels of related forms. Higby, Donnelly, Yoon & Obler (2020) used a picture naming task 
to consider whether knowing a translation equivalent always led to slow retrieval. They 
found that Portuguese-English bilinguals named both cognates and noncognates faster if 
they knew the word in both languages. The authors assumed that translation pairs may 
reinforce the frequency of one another. In either case, cognates should therefore reduce 
processing impedances. This reduced competition causes cognates to be processed faster 
and more accurately in a variety of tasks (Caramazza & Brones, 1979). 
 If bilinguals store their languages together, they need a mechanism to control which 
language a word is uttered in. Theoretically, language control may be accomplished via 
either activation, inhibition, or both. However, Green (1998) made the case that an 
inhibitory process is required. In reviewing Kroll & Stewart’s (1994) model, one important 
underspecification Green (1998) brought up was how the language of a task was selected. 
In support of RHM, Green proposed a model of control of the lexico-semantic system with 
both top-down (internal/endogenous) and bottom-up (external/exogenous) control, based 
upon Norman & Shallice (1986) and Shallice (1988), called the Inhibitory Control (IC) 
model. See Figure 2.11 for a visualization of the IC model. Norman & Shallice suggested 
that distinct behaviors, routine and non-routine, had specific control schemas (Green, 
1998). Based upon their proposal, Green suggested that bilingual speakers have multiple 
schemas, or control devices, that are task dependent. Green (1998) explained that a core 
tenet of his model is what underlies language control: systems for controlling routine versus 
non-routine behavior. These systems are created using schemas, mental means for control 
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used in the moment that are not part of long-term memory. Schemas evolve into the 
supervisory attentional system (SAS) if the task has been previously performed, which is 
stored permanently in long-term memory. In language, the cues for the schema in bilingual 
control are pragmatic or situational. Novel tasks are constructed by the SAS. The SAS is 
also responsible for modification of existing schemas (Shallice, Burgess, & Robertson, 
1996; as cited by Green, 1998).  
 Based on long-term memory stores, a conceptualizer is responsible for creating 
conceptual representations (Green, 1998). The conceptualizer is goal directed to produce a 
language outcome. It should be noted that the conceptualizer is language independent. The 
SAS mediates the communicative planning through the lexico-semantic system along with 
Figure 2.11 – The Inhibitory Control (IC) Model. Regulation of the bilingual 
lexical system displaying with multiple levels of control. From Green, 1998. 
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language task schemas. These language task schemas exist in competition with one 
another. So, the selection of a given word in a given language requires the SAS to transmit 
specification through the language task schemas. In turn, the conceptualizer will send 
conceptual information to the lexico-semantic system (Green, 1998). The language task 
schemas also modulate activation levels of different representations as well as inhibition 
levels of different representations.  
 Green presented evidence for inhibitory control (IC) from monitoring tasks and 
suggested that these studies support reactive inhibition. Evidence for switch costs arises 
from the work of Rogers & Monsell (1995), who concluded that switching tasks often takes 
longer than needed to complete the task switch. Bilingual speakers with aphasia who had 
frontal lobe damage have exhibited difficulty spontaneously speaking in one language, and 
seemed to have difficulty translating into that language, but could translate into the other 
language (Paradis et al., 1982). Green (1998) suggested that this pattern shows that 
spontaneous speech and language translation are functionally distinct activities. Green also 
suggested (citing Paradis, 1997) that correspondence between so-called translation 
equivalents may be partial, which contrasts with WEAVER++ (Levelt et al., 1999) which 
posits that concepts are non-compositional. Since the publication of Green’s IC model, 
bilingualism researchers have been in consensus that language choice is accomplished 
using inhibition. 
 In addition to featural representations, Green (1998) assumes that each lemma 
representation is encoded with a language tag (Green, 1986, 1993; Jescheniak & Levelt, 
1994; Monsell et al., 1992; Obler & Albert, 1978). One reason to support this proposition 
is that lemmas may differ across languages. For example, der Mond ‘the moon’ is 
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masculine in German, whereas la lune ‘the moon’ is feminine in French (Green, 1998). 
However, concepts may also have a language tag (Green, 1998). As noted by Green (1998), 
Jescheniak & Levelt (1994) point out that it is possible for lexical items to have links 
between lemmas across languages. A similarly unresolved question put forward by Green 
(1998) is whether lemmas also have tags for production versus reception. 
 To determine that the correct lemma is associated with the correct concept, Levelt 
and colleagues (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 1992) proposed that binding-by-checking, a 
procedure in which the activation of the next stratum node is checked against whether it is 
the appropriate one to activate, is used as the mechanism of selection. Binding-by-checking 
explains why distractors rarely result in an error during picture naming. Green (1998) notes 
that binding-by-checking does not explain why errors occur during speeded picture naming 
for which a semantically related prime may be substituted by participants (e.g., Vitkovitch, 
Humphreys, & Lloyd-Jones, 1993).  
 The inhibitory control model predicts that both language switching and task 
switching will cause a processing slow-down since it requires a change in language or task 
schema, and since any change in language will require overcoming inhibition of the prior 
language tags. Such processing costs have been shown experimentally, as well as 
computationally. For example, Roelofs & Verhoef (2006) used the WEAVER++ model to 
simulate the cognate facilitation effect using data from Costa, Caramazza & Sebastián-
Gallés (2000) and cross-linguistic phonological activation of distractor words (Hermans et 
al., 1998).  
 The IC model was not the only proposed solution to language control. Other 
models, such as the Bilingual Model of Lexical Access (BIMOLA; Grainger & 
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Beauvillain, 1987) and BIA (Van Heuven et al., 1998) had different accounts of language 
control. BIMOLA accounted for language control by assuming both bottom-up activation 
between processing levels and within level inhibition. The BIA model also assumed top-
down inhibition but did not assume reactive inhibition of word forms. Instead, the BIA 
model proposed inhibition of a language node (analogous to language tags in the IC model). 
Another key distinction is that there was no reciprocal inhibition of tasks in a language-
specific lexical decision. Fundamentally, BIA did closely resemble IC, but with a purpose 
of modeling computational processing, instead of specifying control mechanisms. Reactive 
inhibition contrasts both with the BIA, as well as Levelt et al.’s (Levelt et al., 1999) lexical 
processing model, which does not propose inhibitory processes, only activation. However, 
inhibitory control may or may not be unique to bilingual speakers. Whatever the case may 
be, the necessity of suppressing lexical items from the competing language requires a great 
deal of executive control by bilinguals (Bialystok et al., 2009; Green & Abutalebi, 2013).  
 Overall, the aforementioned models specify the manner in which bilinguals access 
their lexical entries, as well as the shape the bilingual lexicon. However, not all bilingual 
processing phenomena are considered in these models. One issue related to how L2ers 
relate novel form representations to concept representations is what the acquired form 
representation will actually be, given that features are not always the same cross-
linguistically. Broadly, one might ask if L2ers can even acquire novel phonological 
features in the L2. It is common knowledge that many L2ers have a non-nativelike accent 
in their L2. Oftentimes, L2ers are unable to master novel segments. The equivalence 
classification of the Speech Learning Model (SLM; Flege, 1992) would suggest that while 
L2ers can learn a new phonemic category, they may equate new consonants or vowels to 
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prior learned ones and not fully develop the new L2 ones. Native-like accent in a second 
language (L2) depends on the acquisition of a number of sub-phonemic phonological 
features. For example, voice onset time (VOT) may be particularly challenging for 
language learners to acquire, since some languages use minimal changes in VOT length to 
make phonemic distinctions (T. Cho & Ladefoged, 1999). Adult bilinguals show 
incomplete attainment of native-like L2 VOT (Flege, 1984, 1986, 1995; Flege & 
Hillenbrand, 1986). Instead, adult bilinguals attain an intermediary VOT, sometimes even 
expressed across both languages. Flege (1995) hypothesized adult learners even extend 
their perception of natively acquired phonetic categories to include the second language 
categories in ‘equivalence classification’. Child bilinguals, on the other hand, can acquire 
L2 VOTs, with age of acquisition affecting their likelihood of attainment (Deuchar & 
Clark, 1996; Fabiano-Smith & Bunta, 2012; Kehoe et al., 2004).  
 In addition to challenges in acquiring nativelike L2 form representations, bilinguals 
may transfer syntactic features of an L1 lexical item to its translation equivalent in the L2. 
For verbs, cross-linguistic lexicalization biases often differ (Havasi & Snedeker, 2004). 
For example, English has a lexicalization preference for manner verbs while Spanish has a 
preference for path verbs (English: Berman & Slobin, 1994; Slobin, 2004; L. Talmy, 1985; 
Leonard Talmy, 2000; Spanish: Naigles, Eisenberg, Kako, Highter, & McGraw, 1998; 
Naigles & Terrazas, 1998). While lexicalization biases can change even in monolinguals 
(Havasi & Snedeker, 2004), it is unclear how these biases affect lexical access and 
preferences cross-linguistically. Song, Pulverman, Pepe, Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek (2016) 
considered whether L1 English-L2 Spanish bilinguals adopted Spanish lexicalization 
biases in their L2 using a written sentence elicitation task. Fifty participants enrolled in 
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300-level Spanish courses and 24 participants enrolled in 400-level Spanish courses 
completed a picture description task; motion verbs in university students’ writing samples 
were analyzed for whether they encoded path (e.g., salir ‘to leave’) versus manner (e.g., 
corer ‘to run’). The proportion of verb type for each group of university student was 
compared to L1 Spanish-speaking children’s elicitation samples available on the 
CHILDES database. Results from comparing the students’ samples to the children’s 
samples showed that intermediate Spanish speakers did not show a path bias similar to 
native Spanish speakers, but that advanced speakers did. To be clear, it is possible that 
different lexicalization biases result from different concepts being selected. That being 
said, the corresponding different lexicalizations relate to different preferred sentence 
frames. It must be noted that interlanguage influence in syntactic structure only suggests 
that translation equivalents have related lemmas but does not necessarily support related 
lemma representations unless the verb-guidance hypothesis is assumed. Indeed, 
lexicalization biases were not found to affect naming latencies cross-linguistically. 
 Costa & Santesteban (2004) found (in experiment 5) that differences between 
naming latencies in the L1 versus the L2 were unaffected by a bias, as telling participants 
what language they would have to name in reduced the overall switch cost and did not 
affect the L2 advantage (present in other experiments). Their results indicated that there 
are always costs in switching between languages, which are asymmetrical between 
languages. Studies of sentence parsing suggest that L2ers do use the same processing 
mechanisms to predict forthcoming information as native speakers (Kaan, 2014). As well, 
others have suggested that the L2 grammar is affected by the L1 grammar (Bates & 
MacWhinney, 1989; Döpke, 2000, 2001; Müller & Hulk, 2001). Even the syntactic 
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structure of codeswitched utterances (Fuller & Lehnert, 2000; Jake & Myers-Scotton, 
1997; Karousou-Fokas & Garman, 2001; Myers-Scotton, 2000) supports the assumption 
that the grammars of two languages interact for bilinguals. 
2.4 Cognate Processing  
 Of great interest both to the aforementioned models and to L2 applied domains are 
cognates. Aside from the observable fact that cognates are processed faster than other items 
in a bilingual’s lexicon, their coactivation of these items provides additional evidence for 
non-selective activation (Scarborough et al., 1984; Soares & Grosjean, 1984). Numerous 
studies have shown that cognates facilitate bilingual processing. This cognate facilitation 
effect has been shown in a variety of tasks, for a variety of stimuli, and by different types 
of bilingual speakers. The cognate facilitation effect has been shown for the processing of 
words in isolation (Caramazza & Brones, 1979; Dijkstra et al., 1999, 2010; Sánchez-Casas 
et al., 1992) as well as in both low-constraint and high-constraint sentence contexts (Duyck 
et al., 2007; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Van Hell & De Groot, 2008), and even in paragraph 
context (Balling, 2013). The degree of cognate overlap, both orthographic and 
phonological has also been shown to mediate the cognate facilitation effect (Dijkstra et al., 
2010). The close relationship of cognates representations at multiple lexical strata provides 
cognates with a special status, compared to noncognates. Individual differences, such as 
L1, proficiency, and age of acquisition (AoA), can affect cognate processing. Primarily, a 
cognate effect can be seen experimentally in the L2 (Brenders, Van Hell, & Dijkstra, 2011; 
Costa et al., 2000; Poarch & Van Hell, 2012; Titone, Libben, Mercier, Whitford, & 
Pivneva, 2011; van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002; for a review, see Van Hell & Tanner, 2012) . 
This is because, according the RHM (Kroll & Stewart, 1994), L2 representations typically 
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have a weaker connection between the form and the concept. Additionally, there is a switch 
cost asymmetry, so that when an unbalanced bilingual has to switch from the stronger 
language to the weaker language (L1-L2) this is easier than switching from the weaker 
language to the stronger language (L2-L1) (Caramazza & Brones, 1979; Davis et al., 2010; 
Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 2002; Gollan et al., 1997; Meuter, 2009; Poarch & Van Hell, 
2012). Balanced bilinguals, however, may show equivalent switch costs in either direction 
(Costa & Santesteban, 2004). Researchers have shown that the effect in the L2 is dependent 
upon proficiency, in as much that an L2er must have at least some standard of L2 
proficiency (Bowers et al., 2000). A cognate effect can also be seen in the L1 dependent 
upon proficiency or language dominance (Lemhöfer et al., 2018). Lexical categorization 
has been shown to interact with the cognate effect. Abstractness, lexical category and 
lexical frequency all may play a role (Bultena et al., 2014; Ferré et al., 2017).  
  In one of the earliest experiments considering the effect of cognate status, 
Caramazza & Brones (1979) conducted a lexical identification task, which presented letter 
strings in blocks of Spanish, English or both. Spanish-English participants had to decide 
whether a string was a real word or not, and were significantly faster at deciding a string 
as a real word if that string was a cognate, across all blocks. Their results supported a model 
of language non-selective bilingual lexical access, and differences in word identification 
speed were not explainable by factors other than cognate status. The cognate facilitation 
effect may even be multiplied by a greater number of languages. Lemhöfer et al. (2004) 
considered Dutch-English-German trilinguals’ performance in a lexical decision task with 
cognates which were shared across three languages versus cognates shared across two 
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languages, and reported that the cognate effect was enhanced by being in more languages. 
Van Hell & Dijkstra (2002b) also observed cognate effects with trilinguals.  
 This study considered verb cognates which varied by degree of similarity cross-
linguistically, and presented these cognates in two main tasks, one without context, and 
one with context. The primary aim is to consider how degree of syntactic similarity of 
cognates, which has not previously been investigated, mediates the cognate effect, since 
degree of form overlap has been shown to mediate the effect. Also, different tasks result in 
different degrees and direction in cognate effects. A task presenting cognates in isolation 
and a task presenting cognates intrasententially were both used because it was unclear from 
the outset whether cognates’ lemma level features would be accessed in either or both tasks, 
thus prompting an effect from syntactic differences cross-linguistically.  
2.4.1  Task Effect 
 The cognate facilitation effect can be identified through a number of tasks, using 
cognates both in isolation and intrasententially. The cognate facilitation effect is shown 
primarily in tasks which present words without a larger semantic context: lexical priming, 
lexical decision, and picture naming. In masked priming, one paradigm is the masked 
translation priming lexical decision task in which a forward mask is introduced, followed 
by a brief presentation of a prime, which is sometimes a translation of the target, sometimes 
not. The prime is then followed by the target which may or may not be a real word. 
Participants must decide whether it is a real word. The paradigm assumes, based on 
monolingual priming tasks (Jiang & Forster, 2001), that early presentation of a word 
activates its representation, and for bilinguals, this access is non-selective. Masked 
translation priming tasks have robustly shown beneficial effects for cognates compared to 
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noncognates (Davis et al., 2010; De Groot & Nas, 1991; Duñabeitia, Dimitropoulou, Uribe-
Etxebarria, Laka, & Carreiras, 2010; García-Albea, Sanchez-Casas, & Igoa, 2020; Gollan 
et al., 1997; Sánchez-Casas & García-Albea, 2005; Voga & Grainger, 2007; but see J. Kim 
& Davis, 2003; for a review, see Wen & van Heuven, 2017). Progressive demasking is a 
similar paradigm which has shown cognate facilitation (Dijkstra et al., 1999). Lexical 
decision tasks are also useful for showing cross-linguistic activation. In these paradigms, 
participants are presented a letter string and must decide whether the string is a nonce word 
or real word. Lexical decision tasks have primarily shown that the presentations of cognates 
results in facilitation (Altenberg & Cairns, 1983; Caramazza & Brones, 1979; Dijkstra et 
al., 1999; Dijkstra, De Bruijn, et al., 2000; Dijkstra, Timmermans, et al., 2000; Gerard & 
Scarborough, 1989; Lemhöfer et al., 2004; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004; Van Hell & 
Dijkstra, 2002b), although this is not always the case for all types of cognates (see 
discussion below on degree of similarity). Others have used semantic categorization 
(Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992), word translation (Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 1994), word 
learning (Lotto & De Groot, 1998), word association (Van Hell & De Groot, 1998; Van 
Hell & Dijkstra, 2002b), and picture naming (Costa et al., 2000; Kroll et al., 2000) to show 
cognate facilitation.  
 In this study, a language identification task (known in other research also as 
language decision) will be used. It allows for the auditory presentation of lexical stimuli 
and does not include nonce words10. Unlike the aforementioned tasks, the effect of 
 
10 This study excluded nonce words so that all items would potentially result in the 
activation of their representative lemma and conceptual representations. It was important 
to compare cognates to controls for which access to these levels of representation could 
be equally assumed.  
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language decision on lexical access should typically result in inhibition of cognates (Font, 
2001). During language decision, a bilingual presented with a cognate will activate both 
cognate representations, but will have to suppress one of them, which should result in 
slower processing speed and lower accuracy. This is important because such a task 
specifically tests for a shared representation of very similar cognates, since bilinguals 
should find it extremely difficult to differentiate what language the cognate is if a 
representation is shared. For example, Dijkstra et al. (2010) used a language identification 
task and showed that cognates were processed slower than noncognates in that task, 
whereas cognates were processed faster than noncognates in their lexical decision task. 
Further, Dijkstra et al. considered degree of cognate similarity, and found that there was a 
strong discontinuous increase response times from non-identical cognates to identical 
cognates. The opposite effect from degree of similarity was found in the lexical decision 
task. Mulder, Dijkstra & Baayen (2015) also considered degree of relatedness in cognates 
using a language identification task and an English lexical decision task. They provided 
Dutch-English bilinguals cognates in both languages with varying morphological family 
sizes. While cognates were facilitated in the lexical decision task, an effect that was 
mediated by morphological family size, cognates were inhibited in the language 
identification task, and family size effects were inhibitory. Language identification also 
results in reversed direction effects for interlingual homonyms as well (Dijkstra, 2005; 
Dijkstra et al., 1998; Dijkstra, De Bruijn, et al., 2000), but results in improved performance 
when bilinguals are provided additional cues about the language and do not need to 
distinguish homonyms or cognates (Van Kesteren et al., 2012).  
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 Overall, the majority of studies using single lexical items result in facilitation of 
cognates, while language decision results in inhibition of cognates. However, studies have 
shown that a strong semantic context may also reduce or even eliminate crosslingual 
activation effects (Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Van Hell & De Groot, 2008), whereas recent 
studies, which use time-sensitive eye-tracking (Van Assche et al., 2011), suggest that 
crosslinguistic activation may remain in the semantically constraining contexts, i.e. 
sentences. While the language identification task presented cognates in isolation, the self-
paced listening task presented cognates intrasententially. 
  Cognate effects are not always detected when the cognates have been presented 
intrasententially, or the effect has been seen to a smaller degree than for cognates presented 
in isolation. It is not necessarily suggested that a single language sentence context negates 
language non-selective activation (Van Assche et al., 2013). Rather than attenuating top-
down activation of concepts, it is suggested that cognate facilitation is attenuated through 
bottom-up activation of form representations (Lauro & Schwartz, 2017). While Schwartz 
& Kroll (2006) and Van Hell & De Groot (2008) suggested that the context reduced the 
cognate effect because there was less cross-linguistic activation, Van Assche et al. (2011) 
suggested that more sensitive measures, like eye-tracking, could still find cognate 
facilitation.  
 Nevertheless, research found that effects in sentences were smaller than effects of 
isolated words, particularly if the cognates and sentences were in the L1. Van Assche, 
Duyck, Hartsuiker & Diependaele (2009), using eye-tracking, found that Dutch-English 
bilinguals fixated 5ms less on cognates, both identical and non-identical presented 
intrasententially. They also found minute effects of gaze and regression path durations of 
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8ms and 10ms respectively, that while significant, had large degrees of freedom. Titone, 
Libben, Mercier, Whitford & Pivneva (2011) found similar cognate effects with early 
English-French bilinguals reading low-constraint English sentences (which did not have a 
predictable word meaning from the context). They did not find significant cognate effects 
for high-constraint sentences or for bilinguals who acquired their L2 after childhood. 
Lemhöfer, Huestegge & Mulder (2018) considered German-Dutch bilinguals’ reading of 
German sentences, also with eye-tracking (experiment 2). They found that bilinguals, but 
not monolinguals, were positively affected by knowledge of the Dutch cognate forms. They 
also found a similar and larger effect in a lexical decision task. Furthermore, in analyzing 
the effect of lexicon size, they found that bilinguals with a larger Dutch vocabulary 
displayed greater cognate effects. Placement in the sentence may also affect the cognate 
effect. Macizo & Bajo (2006) found that the effect was smaller for cognates in sentence-
medial positions than for sentence-final positions.  
 The effect of semantic context may be very important to the potential for cognate 
effects. For example, cognate verbs may be more semantically constrained or language-
selective. Bultena, Dijkstra & van Hell (2014) found smaller effects for verb cognates than 
for noun cognates intrasententially. Sentence constraint most typically controls the 
semantic context of cognate priming (Dijkstra et al., 2014; Libben & Titone, 2009; 
Starreveld et al., 2013; Titone et al., 2011; Van Assche et al., 2013). The effect of cognate 
status can be seen even when cognates are presented in texts longer than a sentence. For 
instance, Cop, Dirix, van Assche, Drieghe & Duyck (2017) considered a corpus from 
bilingual participants reading a book. They found little cognate effect, but did find a 2ms 
advantage in first fixation durations for cognates with +9 letter strings. Balling (2013) 
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tested L1Danish-L2 English bilinguals’ eye-movements on an English text which 
contained a number of cognates that shared at least one morpheme with a Danish 
equivalent. She found that there was a processing advantage for cognates with a single 
morpheme that would have been used in a similar context in both languages. However, she 
detected an inhibitory effect for multi-morphemic cognates which did not share cognate 
status for all morphemes. Although Balling did not reflect upon the relationship between 
cognate representations at the morphological stratum, her results may be interpreted to 
suggest that the degree of morphological overlap can affect both degree and direction of 
the cognate’s influence.  
2.4.2 Degree of Form Overlap 
 More recent studies have begun to consider how degree of overlap may mediate the 
cognate effect. Early work on cognates did not make a distinction about how similar 
cognates were. Some research used only translation equivalents with identical forms (see 
Dijkstra et al., 1999), while others defined cognates as those with similar sound or spelling 
(Annette M. B. De Groot & Nas, 1991). De Bot, Cox, Ralston, Schaufeli & Weltens (1995) 
termed such items “semi-cognates.” Since neighborhood density effects have been 
observed cross-linguistically for bilinguals (Van Heuven et al., 1998), it was suggested that 
differences in form could affect cognate processing (Dijkstra et al., 1998, 1999). Dijkstra 
and others (Dijkstra et al., 1999, 2010) investigated this issue, subcategorizing cognates, 
often identifying groups of identical and non-identical cognates, primarily by orthographic 
form. This line of inquiry has suggested that the more similar cognates are between 
languages, the greater the effect of cognate status. As the research outline below indicates, 
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degree of semantic, orthographic and phonological overlap has been investigated, whereas 
degree of syntactic overlap has not.  
 One of the first studies to consider degrees of overlap cross-linguistically was by 
Doctor & Klein (1992), who considered English-Afrikaans homonyms. In the lexical 
decision task, participants saw half real words in both languages, half nonce words from 
both languages. Of the real words, a quarter were interlingual homophones, a quarter were 
interlingual homographs, and another quarter each were forms exclusive to one language. 
The nonce words were similarly divided between pseudohomophones in English and 
Afrikaans. Importantly, Doctor & Klein found that homophones were identified slower and 
less accurately, about the same as the nonce words. These results implied parallel access 
to orthographic representations which in turn activated phonological representations.  
 Dijkstra, Grainger & van Heuven (1999) were perhaps the first to look at degree of 
cognate similarity, in turn looking at orthographic (O), phonological (P) and semantic (S) 
overlap of Dutch words. They used 6 types of English words: SOP, SO and SP words, 
which were translation equivalents between Dutch and English, and OP, O and P words 
which had different meanings from Dutch competitors. SOP, SO, OP and O words were 
orthographically identical to Dutch competitors. SOP, SP, OP and P words had high 
phonological similarity. SO and O conditions had lower phonological similarity and SP 
and P conditions had lower orthographic similarity. Other non-conforming item categories 
were excluded; for example, beer was not included because bier, its Dutch translation, is 
non-identical, but Dutch does have a form-identical competitor homophone, beer ‘bear’. 
Independent bilingual raters provided scores for the similarity according to the O, P and S 
factors. The items were used in a progressive demasking task and lexical decision task, 
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both of which showed facilitatory effects for items with highly similar orthography and 
semantics, but inhibitory effects from phonological overlap. A third experiment, conducted 
with monolinguals, showed that the results were due to bilingual activation and similarity, 
not monolingual effects. 
 Since then, several other studies have been conducted showing how degree of 
similarity affects cognate processing. Most of these studies have shown that while highly 
similar orthography increases the cognate effect, less similar orthography eliminates or 
reverses the effect. For example, Lemhöfer & Dijkstra (2004) largely replicated Dijkstra et 
al. (1999), but with both L1 and L2 items, again finding inhibitory effects from 
phonological overlap, while finding similar facilitatory effects for SOP and SO conditions. 
Schwartz, Kroll & Diaz (2007), using a verbal word naming task, also found that cognate 
effects were eliminated or reversed (inhibited) due to decreased level of form overlap. 
Duyck, Van Assche, Drieghe & Hartsuiker (Duyck et al., 2007) also found an effect of 
degree of form overlap in a lexical decision task with eye tracking, as well as a sentence 
processing task. Their results indicated that sentence context may nullify the cognate 
facilitation effect obtained in isolation for target words for which cross-lingual 
orthographic overlap was not complete. Van Assche, Duyck, Hartsuiker & Dieppendaele 
(2009) replicated these findings for sequential bilinguals in their L1. Dijkstra, Miwa, 
Brummelhuis, Sappelli & Baayen (2010) also considered English-Dutch sequential 
bilinguals with similar ratings of semantic, orthographic and phonological overlap. In 
addition to a progressive demasking task, they used a language identification task. As with 
prior work, Dijkstra et al. (2010) found that for the demasking task only orthographic and 
semantic similarity was facilitatory, while phonological similarity alone was inhibitory. 
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However, for the language decision task the effect was reversed. Together, the results of 
these studies suggest that cognates with only phonological similarity may not have a 
cognate effect at all, or even that the effect may be reversed relative to more similar 
cognates.  
 Nevertheless, cognates from languages which do not share writing systems and 
only share phonology still show a cognate effect (Allen & Conklin, 2013; Hoshino & Kroll, 
2008; Nakayama et al., 2014; Voga & Grainger, 2007). Indeed, other research which 
explored degree of form overlap found only facilitation. Marian, Blumenfeld & Boukrina 
(2008) manipulated degree of phonological form similarity in a picture naming task, an 
eye-tracking study, and an auditory lexical decision task. In the auditory lexical decision 
task, Marian et al. used non-homonymic, noncognate stimuli which varied in the number 
of phonemes unique to each language. In that experiment and across the other experiments, 
researchers confirmed their suspicions that degree of phonological overlap would influence 
both speed and accuracy within each task. Midgely, Holcomb & Grainger (2011) found 
participants to be sensitive to cognate status, shown in the N400 component, which has 
been argued to show semantic violations. Participants displayed a larger negative response 
for control words than cognates. Researchers concluded that there is a closer relationship 
between phonological form representations and concept for cognates in the bilingual 
mental lexicon. Van Assche, Drieghe, Duyck, Welvaert & Hartsuiker (2011) examined the 
processing of Dutch-English cognates and noncognates in both high- and low-constraint 
sentences using eye-tracking, along with a lexical decision task. Their results showed that 
processing was mediated by degree of overlap, such that the facilitation effect was 
increased by both degree of orthographic overlap and phonological overlap. Furthermore, 
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it should be noted that none of the studies showing eliminated or reversed cognate effects 
from reduced orthographic overlap provided the stimuli auditorily. The only known study 
to use auditory presentation of stimuli, Marian et al. (2008) used noncognates exclusively. 
Indeed, the Multilink model (Dijkstra et al., 2019) predicts that both orthographic and 
phonological forms of cognates may compete, assuming that they are not a single shared 
representation. Thus, the effect of phonological overlap on auditory stimuli should be 
explored.  
2.4.3 Degree of Morphological Overlap 
 In addition to degree of form overlap, morphological family size and semantic 
complexity have also been explored. Morphological family size is the number of items 
associated semantically. Effects from morphological family size have been robustly 
observed in monolinguals (Fowler et al., 1985; Grainger et al., 1991; Henderson et al., 
1984; Lima & Pollatsek, 1983; Murrell & Morton, 1974; Napps, 1989; Napps & Fowler, 
1987; Stanners et al., 1979). Mulders, Schreuder & Dijkstra (2013) considered L1 Dutch-
L2 English bilinguals’ processing of cognates with high and low morphological family size 
in four experimental tasks. Two experiments considered response speed to separate L2 and 
L1 lexical decision tasks; two other experiments considered how similar tasks affected 
event-related potentials (ERPs). The results of the first two experiments showed a 
facilitatory effect of Dutch morphological family size, suggesting that the morphological 
family of the L1 is activated in either language. The results of ERP analyses suggested that 
morphological family size affected the N400 component, such that words with a lower 
family size produced a higher N400 response, regardless of language. Mulder, Dijkstra & 
Baayen (2015) also found a similar effect of morphological family size interacting with 
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cognate status, not dependent on cognates’ degree of orthographic similarity. In fact, their 
analyses suggested that the combined family size was the best predictor of performance in 
both languages. (See also Mulder et al., 2014, 2013). Ferré, Sánchez-Casas, Comensaña & 
Demestre (2017) considered both cognate status and concreteness, assuming that more 
abstract words would share less features cross-linguistically. Using a masked translation 
priming task, they tested Spanish-English bilinguals’ in both forward and backward 
translation. Cognate status and language direction affected response times11.  
2.4.4 Degree of Syntactic Overlap 
 As yet, degree of syntactic overlap has not previously been explored. As was 
mentioned above in section 2.1, words may associate not only by overlapping orthography, 
phonology and semantics, but also syntax. Relatedly, some research has considered 
whether divergent morphosyntax has affected cognate processing. Van Assche, Duyck & 
Brysbaert (2013) considered whether inflected verb cognates presented out of context in a 
lexical decision task (experiment 1) and in sentence context with eye-tracking (experiment 
2) would show a facilitatory effect. Dutch-English bilinguals were presented these tasks in 
their L2. Researchers found that the cognate facilitation effect was not modulated by 
inflection (experiment 1). For sentence context (experiment 2), they only found cognate 
facilitation on go-past time, the time between when participants begin looking at the region 
of interest (here, the cognate) and stop looking at the region, moving their eyes to the right 
(Cook & Wei, 2019), which is a late reading time measure. While the researchers highlight 
that their results provide contrast to other studies in which both early and late reading 
 
11 Interestingly, they found that concreteness only interacted with cognate status when the 
stimuli were presented with a longer stimulus onset asynchrony. 
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measures of noun cognates in sentence context display facilitation, the evidence outlined 
above in the Task Effect section (section 2.4.1) suggest that cognate effects are typically 
reduced intrasententially compared to out-of-context presentation. Others (Bultena et al., 
2014, 2015; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004) also have pointed out that verb cognates have 
reduced effects compared to noun cognates. Nevertheless, Van Assche et al. (2013)’s 
results show that incomplete overlap of multi-morphemic cognates does not eliminate the 
cognate effect, at least partially, contra Balling (2013), Lehtonen & Laine (2003), and 
Lehtonen, Niska, Wande, Niemi & Laine (2006). Of note, neither study attempted to 
quantify or categorize the degree of morphemic overlap of cognates. Such an analysis may 
have provided an explanation for the differences between the two studies. Importantly, no 
studies involving verb cognates have considered whether differences in cognate effect have 
been caused by degree of syntactic overlap. The present study attempted to address that 
question.  
 The close relationship of cognates to form and meaning is of particular interest, as 
it is unclear how the processing advantage of cognates reflects any potential overlap in 
storage. It is clear that cognates have a different relationship to one another than 
noncognates. It is widely assumed that cognates share a single conceptual representation 
(Annette M. B. De Groot & Nas, 1991).12 Poort & Rod (2019) have implied that cognates 
may be equivalent to polysemes. Given the theoretical organization of the bilingual mental 
lexicon, as well as past research on bilingual lexical access, there are four main adaptations 
 
12 Noncognates may or may not have a single shared conceptual representation for each 
language (De Groot & Nas, 1991). Whether this is the case or not does not have 
significant bearings on this research, since cognates are assumed to have a much closer 
relationship between representations in either case. 
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of the theories of the bilingual mental lexicon (delineated in Section 2.3) specific to the 
representation of cognates.  
 One adaptation is that cognates have one morphological representation cross-
linguistically, not present for noncognate translations (Cristoffanini et al., 1986; Kirsner et 
al., 1993; Lalor & Kirsner, 2000; Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992; Sánchez-Casas & García-
Albea, 2005). See Figure 2.12 from Dijkstra et al. (2010; similar models are depicted in 
Bowers et al., 2000; and Voga & Granger, 2007). In support of a shared morpheme 
representation model, Cristoffanini et al. (1986) suggested that cognates could be equated 
to inflectionally and derivationally related words in a monolingual lexicon, using the affix-
stripping model of Taft & Forster (1975; as cited in Carroll, 1992). However, Voga & 
Grainger (2007), which attempt to specifically address this model of cognate 
representation, suggested that a form overlap account of cognate representation would 
better explain the results from their studies which considered phonological form 
overlapping cognates and non-phonological form overlapping cognates (Greek-French). In 
three masked priming experiments, bilinguals were primed with translation equivalents to 
the targets, either morphologically or phonologically related. In the shorter prime of 
experiment 1, cognates showed facilitatory priming, while morphologically related primes 
were not significantly facilitated. In the longer prime of experiment 1, morphologically 
related primes were facilitated, but cognates continued to have greater facilitation. In 
further experiments, Voga & Grainger modulated cognates’ degree of phonological 
overlap, and found that the cognate advantage was modulated by degree of overlap, but 
there was no discernable advantage compared with phonologically related noncognates. 
This adaptation may not predict an effect from degree of form overlap, since cognates 
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merely share a single morphological representation. Instead, frequency would likely have 
a large interactional effect.  
 A second adaptation posits that cognates share a conceptual representation with 
associated form representations, depicted in Figure 2.13 (Dijkstra et al., 2010, adapted from 
de Groot & Nas, 1991). The associative links’ strength would be affected by the relative 
lexical frequency of the items. This theory would also suppose similar links between 
noncognate forms. The cognate effect would result from the similarity between forms. 
Language acquisition order or dominance would also affect form retrieval, such that 
backward translation would generally occur faster than forward translation, following 
Kroll & Stewart (1994). Like the prior adaptation, this position would not necessarily 
predict an effect of degree of form similarity, but would predict an effect from frequency, 
but perhaps other form similarity effects (see Talamas, Kroll, & Dufour, 2000).  
Figure 2.12 – In Which Cognates Share a Morphological Representation. From 
Dijkstra et al., 2010. 
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 A third adaptation posits that cognates share a greater amount of overlapping 
features at various strata (De Groot, 1992a; French & Jacquet, 2004; Li & Farkaš, 2002; 
Thomas, 1997; Thomas & Van Heuven, 2005; see Figure 2.14). These varieties of sub-
symbolic distributed connectionist models suggest that the greater degree of features 
overlapping for cognates causes these lexical items to attract more so than noncognates, 
thus explaining the cognate effect. This would also explain why cognates which share a 
greater number of features would increase the magnitude of such an effect. As with the 
prior theory, frequency strength would also interact with cognate access.  
Figure 2.13 – In Which Cognates Have Associated Form Representations. From 
Dijkstra et al., 2010. 
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 A fourth adaptation emerges from symbolic, localist connectionist frameworks 
(Dijkstra et al., 1999; Voga & Granger, 2007; see Figure 2.15) in which cognates share a 
conceptual representation but have related forms due to overlap. Like the distributed 
connectionist adaptation, cognates are related due to the degree of meaning and form 
overlap, and again is affected by relative lexical frequency. Upon presentation of a cognate 
form, there are two ways the related cognate forms would be accessed. Bottom-up 
activation accesses the form representations, which is a neighborhood effect. Frequency 
can affect resting state activation of competing cognate forms. Both language dominance 
and absolute lexical frequency affects the resting state activation of cognates. A single form 
is selected among competitors, which then accesses the conceptual representation. Once 
the concept is activated, feed-backward activation can then activate the corresponding 
paired cognate form. This feed-backward activation is called semantic resonance, and 
Figure 2.14 – Distributed Features Converge in Cognates. From Dijkstra et al., 2010. 
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definitively occurs after the initial form selection. Another similarity between these models 
is that they predict that degree of form similarity will modulate the cognate effect. Further, 
this adaptation does not preclude shared form representations for identical cognates or 
cognates perceived to be identical (Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992). If some cognates share a 
single form representation, but others do not share a form representation, then there should 
be a marked difference in processing between these sets of cognates. Because bilinguals 
would access two rather than one form representation, participants would need to inhibit 
one of the forms via later inhibition. As was mentioned above, lateral inhibition represses 
the activation of a competing representation at the same processing stratum, and the 
Figure 2.15 – Localist Connectionist Model of Cognate Representation. From 
Dijkstra et al., 2010. 
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inhibition would be stronger if there is more similarity to overcome. Thus, this variation of 
the localist connection model predicts that there would be a striking processing difference 
between perceptually identical cognates with a single form and non-identical cognates, 
those with two forms. Cognates which have less form overlap would actually not require 
as strong lateral inhibition, however there would also likely be less processing benefit. 
  Since the bilingual mental lexicon is integrated, questions arise about how 
integrated the representations of cognates are. While some of these models, particularly the 
connectionist models, predict that degree of similarity will affect cognate processing, they 
do not specify the quantity nor quality. For one, it is unclear the degree of form similarity 
that cognates require in order for there to be an effect. And as the research above 
demonstrates, the effect is not only negated, but reversed, for some less form-similar 
cognates. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the correlation between effect and degree of 
similarity would be linear or non-linear, such as going from tennis (Dutch: tennis) to coffee 
(Dutch: koffie) to rain (Dutch: regen) and bike (Dutch: fiets) (examples from Dijkstra et 
al., 2010). Another issue is that these models do not address how cross-linguistic syntactic 
similarity affects cognate access or processing. Current research has already shown that 
degree of orthographic overlap modulates the cognate facilitation effect. However, effects 
from syntactic overlap of cognates has not been investigated. As the prior section has 
shown, monolinguistic models of lexical activation posit a lemma for all lexical items, 
activated between the concept and the lexeme, or phonological representation. If the 
syntactic representation affects the cognate facilitation effect, lemma representations 
should be clearly identifiable in the processing models. While bilingual models can be 
interpreted as representing the lexeme as subsuming the lemma, if the goals of this research 
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are successful, these models will need updating. Finally, can task affect whether both 
languages are activated? It has been shown that a number of factors, including task, interact 
with the cognate effect. It is probable that task further interacts with types of cognates.  
2.5 The Cognate Continuum 
Evidence shows that a binary distinction of cognates/noncognates is inadequate. 
Considering evidence from monolinguals as well, even synonyms from a single language 
may share a gradient level of featural overlap, from the phonemic level (lexeme stratum) 
to meaning (conceptual stratum). So too might cognates. To begin with, a single concept 
potentially relates to multiple lemma representations if a speaker knows translation 
equivalents in multiple languages. Although not all theories of the bilingual mental lexicon 
propose that items cross-linguistically are stored in a single lexicon (Kroll et al., 2010; 
Kroll & Stewart, 1994), most more recent theories do advance models which posit that 
translation equivalents share a single concept with multiple related lemmas. Between 
languages, concepts need not precisely match. Nonetheless, concepts should still overlap 
between words considered translation equivalents of two languages What is important 
about this debate is that it revolves around a limited assemblage of categories cross-
linguistically. So, while it is probable that not all so-called translation equivalents actually 
share the exact same concept, it is likely that a greater proportion do in fact share concepts.  
Cognates may share almost identical phonological forms, such as casa, ‘house’ in 
Spanish and Italian, shown in (13), or only a limited number of segments, as in necesitar 
‘need/necessitate’ in Spanish and English, shown in (14).  
 
(13)  /’ka.sa/ /’ka.sa/ 
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  casa  casa 
(14)  /ne.se.si.’t(ar)/  / nɪˈsɛ.sɪ.teɪt/ 
  necesit(ar)  necessitate 
 
When comparing their phonological forms, it is clear that some cognates share more 
features than others. Recent research has subcategorized cognates into identical cognates 
and non-identical cognates based primarily on orthographic representations (Peeters et al., 
2013). Nevertheless, the above review of theorized lexical representations and relations 
suggests that cognates need a more gradient set of relations. Notably, lemma mismatches 
between cognates has not previously been considered, although it is probable that such a 
mismatch would affect cognate processing.  
This research proposes a subtler categorization of cognates, the Cognate 
Continuum, based on 6 gradient degrees of lexical relations. The study proposes: (a) ‘true 
cognates’ (complete overlap of concept/lemma/lexeme), (b) ‘lemma cognates’ (complete 
overlap at the lemma level, some overlap of the lexeme level), (c) ‘lexemic cognates’ 
(complete overlap of the lexeme, some overlap of the lemma). In addition, the following 
subcategories are suggested: (d) synonyms (translation equivalents with non-overlapping 
lexemes), (e) ‘near-synonyms’ (not ‘translationally’ equivalent at the conceptual level, but 
sharing many conceptual features), and (f) homophones (overlapping lexemes, but 
unrelated concepts). While the proposal calls for an analysis of lexical items along a 
continuum of similarity on all three processing strata, lexical categories are included now 




Figure 2.16 – The Cognate Continuum. Displayed are 6 lexical categories in the bilingual 
mental lexicon which are arranged on a cline from a high degree of overlap to low degree 
of overlap at each processing stratum. The 6 categories are: true cognates, lemma 
cognates, lexemic cognates, synonyms, near-synonyms, and homophones. 
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A ‘true cognate’ has the same grammatical features at each processing level. An 
example is casa ‘house’ in Italian and Spanish as in (16) above, which shares the same 
concept cross-linguistically, share syntactic features like [noun] and [+feminine] gender, 
and have the exact same phonological features. A ‘lemma cognate’ denotes the same 
concept in both languages and has the same syntactic features, but different realization of 
phonetic features. For example, the verbs for ‘to fly’ in Spanish and in Italian, shown in 
(15), have different initial consonant segments. The consonant inventory of Spanish does 
not include the voiced labial fricative /v/, so the stored onset segment would be the voiced 
labial stop /b/. 
 
(15)   /bol/  /vol/ 
  vol(ar)  vol(are)  
 
Note here that the infinitival morphemes, ‘-ar’ and ‘-are’ in (15), are not considered part of 
the lexical representation of the verbs. Inflectional and derivational morphemes, such as 
infinitive endings theoretically have separate representations from lexical items (Marslen-
Wilson et al., 1994). While inflectional and derivational morphemes are required by some 
lexical items, such as Spanish verbs, to be recognized as words by lay speakers, they likely 
have separate representational stores, and crucially, these would differ greatly across 
languages.  
  The third and final cognate type of interest is the ‘lexemic cognate.’ Like the lemma 
cognate, the lexemic cognate also denotes the same concept. However, the lexemic cognate 
differs from other cognate types in featural representation at the lemma level. For example, 
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the word for ‘concern’ in English and Spanish denotes the same concept and has extremely 
similar phonetic structure, but at the syntactic level represents different transitivity: both 
intransitive and transitive in English, but only intransitive in Spanish as in (16).  
 
(16)  /konˈsɜɹn/ /kon.ser’n(ir)/  
  concern concernir 
 
Clearly, the lexemic representations here are not identical. The roots here in (16) have two 
phonetic differences: the change of the consonant /ɹ/ in English to /r/ in Spanish, and the 
change of the vowel /ɜ/ in English to /e/ in Spanish. Overlap of the English phonemes /ɹ/ 
and /ɜ/ would not be possible in the Spanish form, as these are not segments shared between 
the inventories of the two languages. The degree of difference between lexemic 
representations will be categorized in the Norming Study (Chapter 3), which will consider 
how bilingual speakers perceive and store phonological differences.  
 I will now briefly describe (d) synonyms, (e) near-synonyms, and (f) homophones, 
which are merely formulated at this time and not experimentally investigated by this thesis. 
Synonyms, as described above and illustrated in Figure 2.16, include both within-language 
synonyms and translation equivalents with non-overlapping lexemes. Examples of this 
includes the English house and the Spanish casa ‘house’, shown in (17) and the English 
try and the Spanish prob(ar) ‘try’, shown in (18). 
 
(17)  /hʌʊs/   /’ka.sa/ 
  house (EN)  casa (SP) 
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(18)  /tɹaɪ/   /pro’β(aɾ)/ 
  try (EN)  probar (SP) 
 
Within-language synonyms do not have any particular degree of presumed overlap at the 
lemma level. 
 Homophones, which have overlapping lexemes, but unrelated concepts, must also 
be distinguished. Homophones can originate from a single language, like they’re and their, 
or can occur cross-linguistically, like English room and the Dutch room ‘cream’. There is 
no meaning relation across these items, and lemmas will vary about the amount of syntactic 
overlap. 
 Near-synonyms are not translationally equivalent at the conceptual level, but share 
many conceptual features. As was mentioned above, the word for table in English relates 
to a broader concept,   לּוח [luaχ], in Hebrew.   לּוח can be translated to ‘board’, ‘panel’, ‘tablet’ 
or ‘plate’ as well. Clearly, there is not a one-to-one conceptual overlap cross-linguistically. 
The lemma overlap of these items likely varies to a large degree. Within this theoretical 
distribution, some items that are traditionally considered homonyms may be included. For 
example, the English warm and the Afrikaans warm ‘hot’ are considered homophones 
because they sound quite similar (and are homographs), but conceptually there is a great 
deal of overlap. This categorization is based on large conceptual overlap, varying lemma 
overlap and varying lexeme overlap. With such a spanning category, future research may 
require further categorization of near-synonyms. 
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2.6 Research Questions 
 With bilingual populations on the rise, increased research on bilingual linguistic 
processing and development is needed. However, bilingualism research has continually 
lagged behind monolingual research on processing and development. A dearth of 
bilingualism research has often led to poor educational outcomes for bilingual children 
(Cummins, 1979, 2000; Oller & Eilers, 2002). They are often noted as having a smaller 
vocabulary in English as compared to their monolingual peers, or even as having a smaller 
overall vocabulary (Bialystok et al., 2009). Because of this difference, bilingual children 
tend to be overrepresented in special education programs (Cummins, 1979, 2000; Oller & 
Eilers, 2002). Additionally, the differences between bilinguals and monolinguals have 
implications for clinical interventions and therapies. Clinicians unfamiliar with the diverse 
linguistic background of bilingual patients may not understand that differential assessment 
of vocabulary may be necessary (Hope et al., 2015). These misunderstandings about 
bilingualism can lead to poorly designed programs for bilinguals and poor educational 
outcomes in bilingual pupils, as well as to poorly designed clinical interventions and 
therapies for bilingual children, adults, and the aging (Bialystok et al., 2009). Bilinguals 
are typically racial minorities, creating a particular need for research for these populations. 
 A great deal is known about lexical processing from research on monolingualism. 
Lexical items encode grammatical information at separate conceptual, syntactic, and 
phonological levels. Models of monolingual lexical reception ignore syntactic 
considerations as unnecessary. Models of bilingual lexical reception also do not consider 
syntax. Further, it is known that bilinguals process cognates faster than any other type of 
lexical item, a phenomenon called the cognate facilitation effect. Identical orthographic 
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cognates are processed faster than non-identical orthographic cognates, indicating that a 
gradient of overlap may interact with this effect. What is not known is the effect on 
processing of syntactic differences between cognates, or to what extent degree of 
phonological overlap between cognates presented aurally affects processing. Thus, it is 
necessary to explore these subtleties of overlap in development of a more fine-tuned model 
of bilingual lexical storage.  
 To further develop the theory and empirical data concerning the nature of cognates 
within the bilingual mental lexicon, my dissertation will seek answers to the following 
research questions:  
2.6.1 RQ1: Which Phonological Features Cause a Cognate to Be Perceived as More or 
Less Similar on the Cognate Continuum?  
 Cognates between languages exist on a gradient of overlap in phonological features. 
All lexically encoded features could theoretically affect how similar or how different 
cognates are perceived by bilinguals. Since adult bilinguals may collapse phonetic 
categories, phonological features that distinguish cognates may or may not be perceived as 
differences by bilinguals. Further, it is likely that distinguishing features are not perceived 
with equal weight. In order to determine which features are perceived to distinguish 
cognates and their relative weighting, this study conducted a Norming Study (Chapter 3) 
which sought to find Spanish-English bilinguals’ perceptual ratings of cognates 
phonological differences. Prior studies have considered cognates’ degree of phonological 
similarity, but have not provided an analysis which would shed light on which features 
exactly result in perceived differences between cognates.  
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 Featural differences were coded between Spanish and English cognate verbs’ 
stress, syllable timing, consonants, and vowels. Further, syllable timing, consonant, and 
vowel changes were coded by type and by location. I predicted that phonological features 
representing larger featural changes between cognates will result in lower perceived 
similarity, represented by a lower Likert score. In particular, I predict that vowel and 
consonant substitutions to a dissimilar vowel or consonant (respectively) will result in 
lower similarity ratings when compared to vowel and consonant substitutions to a similar 
vowel or consonant. I make no explicit prediction about the comparative effect of syllable 
or stress change in relation to phonemic changes. Equivalently, I predict that phonological 
features representing smaller featural changes between cognates will result in higher 
perceived similarity, represented by a higher Likert score. 
2.6.2 RQ2: Does Degree of Phonological Similarity and of Syntactic Similarity Affect 
Cognate Processing? 
 Bilinguals generally enjoy a processing benefit from cognates in comparison to 
other lexical items. Work by Dijkstra et al. (2010) and others has shown that so-called 
identical cognates have a greater cognate effect than non-identical cognates. Applying 
similar logic, phonologically closer cognates should have a greater cognate effect than 
more diverse cognates. From cognate types outlined in the cognate continuum, true 
cognates and lemma cognates should show a similar pattern of processing as the 
orthographic cognates used in Dijkstra et al. (2010).  
 Degree of similarity will be tested in a language identification task (LID: Chapter 
4) and a self-paced listening task (SPL: Chapter 5). Based upon the cognate continuum, I 
predict that true cognates will enjoy the greatest benefit of the cognate effect, more so than 
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lemma cognate or lexemic cognates. Further, I predict that lemma cognates will be affected 
slightly less than true cognates, but slightly more than lexemic cognates. I predict this 
because, if participants are perceptive of the syntactic mismatch in lexemic cognates, the 
syntactic violation caused by lexemic cognates will create a delay, since the lexeme 
(phonological representation) should be accessed prior to the lemma (syntactic 
representation) (c.f. Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). 
2.6.3 RQ3: How Does Task Affect the Processing of Cognates?  
 The use of various different experimental tasks has resulted in influencing either 
the magnitude or the direction of the cognate effect. Language identification tasks typically 
result in the inhibition of cognates, whereas self-paced reading tasks (which are most 
similar to the self-paced listening paradigm used here) result in the facilitation of cognates. 
Furthermore, Dijkstra et al. (2010) showed that degree of cognate similarity interacted with 
task effects to heighten the cognate effect. So, I predicted that in the LID experiment 
(Chapter 4), true cognates would be inhibited the most, while lemma cognates would be 
inhibited the least. Vice versa, I predicted that in the SPL experiment (Chapter 5), true 
cognates would be facilitated the most, while lemma cognates would be facilitated the least. 
I predicted that cognate effects would be greater in the LID task over the SPL task, 
following the distinction between lexical and sentential context differences found in prior 




CHAPTER 3: THE NORMING STUDY 
 Chapter 3 reviews the Norming study (Experiment 1). The goal of this chapter is to 
explain the rationale of this experiment, both in terms of prior studies and the selection of 
this particular experimental procedure, to share the results of the experiment, and to discuss 
possible meanings of those results in light of prior results. The lexical item of interest in 
the Norming study is cognates, which by definition have similar forms to some extent. 
Across the literature, the level of form similarity required for two translation equivalents 
to be called a cognate has varied. Dijkstra, Grainger & Van Heuven, (1999) merely defined 
cognates as translation equivalents with identical forms; De Groot & Nas (1991) defined 
cognates as those with similar sound or spelling. Some less replicable methods of 
comparison have included participants translating experimental items and using ones with 
form overlap (Kroll & Stewart, 1994), comparison of cognates IPA transcriptions (Marian 
et al., 2008), percentage of overlapping phonemes (Voga & Grainger, 2007) or researchers’ 
perceptions of almost complete phonological overlap (Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004). So, 
early research seemed to leave the definition of ‘cognate’ largely up to the perception of 
the researchers. Appropriately, Allen & Conklin (2013, p.2) submitted that “a weakness of 
many previous studies is that the methods used to determine ‘cognateness’ have often been 
unsatisfactory.” 
 Later, researchers began to consider cognates’ quantitative measures of degree of 
form similarity as an experimental variable. A variety of methods have been employed to 
categorize cognates’ level of form similarity. The most straightforward manner of 
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computing cognates’ form similarity requires surveying speakers of the languages of 
interest. For example, Dijkstra et al. (1999), one of the first to consider degree of cognates’ 
form similarity, asked 12 participants to rate the overlap of forms (both phonological and 
orthographic, separately) and meaning of 90 items English to Dutch on 7-point Likert scale. 
They presented each of the three ratings in separate blocks. Dijkstra et al. used the ratings 
along with frequencies to categorize cognates’ level of similarity. Van Assche et al. (2009, 
2011) and Duyck et al. (Duyck et al., 2007) used the ratings from Dijkstra et al. (1999) to 
categorize their cognates’ level of phonological overlap. Similarity, Dijkstra et al. (2010) 
asked 24 participants to rate the overlap of 120 English-Dutch items on 7-point Likert scale 
(½ cognates, ½ noncognates), also in three rating blocks for phonological, orthographic, 
and semantic overlap. In total, Dijkstra et al. tested 360 items (½ of which were cognates) 
across versions of the task, which randomized which items participants saw.  
 Survey ratings have also been used by researchers to delineate different-script 
cognates as well. For example, Allen & Conklin (2013) asked 40 Japanese-English 
bilinguals to rate 162 concrete items, including 20 noncognate fillers, using a 5-point Likert 
scale to separately assess phonological and semantic overlap for each item. Another 39 
bilinguals rated another 120 abstract items. The researchers found that participants used 
the whole rating scale (1-5) for scoring phonological similarity, similar to Tokowicz et al. 
(2002). Allen & Conklin noted that their experimental items were highly rated in terms of 
Likert scores, while non-translation equivalent filler items were clustered at lower end of 
the scale. Nakayama et al. (2014) also considered survey ratings of Japanese-English items. 
In this case, researchers used a 7-point Likert scale and asked 29 bilinguals to rate 176 
cognate pairs. From those ratings, Nakayama et al. categorized 24 cognates as each highly- 
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or less-similar, with score ranges as 5.4-6.5 and 1.3-3.5 respectively. Unlike Allen & 
Conklin, Nakayama et al. did not survey speakers’ perceptions of noncognate fillers’ 
similarity. Nakayama et al. did, however, also match selected items for English string 
length, frequency, and imageability. 
 On the other hand, Schwartz, Kroll & Diaz (2007) tested perceived overlap of their 
cognate sets with 29 monolingual English speakers, who rated the phonological similarity 
on a 7-point Likert scale. They pointed out that they made the decision to use monolinguals’ 
ratings because their participants primarily used English, noting that “previous research 
has demonstrated that even highly proficient bilinguals phonetically perceive their L2 in a 
non-native way (Pallier et al., 2001)” (p. 113). Hoshino & Kroll (2008) also used similarity 
ratings from monolingual English speakers perception of English-Spanish, English-
Japanese, and English-Spanish-Japanese cognates, as provided by Hoshino (2009). 
 Another method of assessing cognates’ degree of similarity is Levenshtein distance 
(LD). A Levenshtein distance, also known as edit distance, is the number of individual 
changes (additions, deletions or substitutions) required to change one word into the other 
(Levenshtein, 1966). LD have also been widely used to compare cognates’ form 
similarities. For example, Comesaña et al. (2012) and Comesaña et al. (2015) used LD 
scores to compare cognates’ phonological forms. For both investigations, researchers asked 
a phonetician to make the phonemic transcriptions of the experimental stimuli. The 
phonetician transcribed each phoneme using a set of binary distinctive features which 
distinguish the sounds of Spanish and Catalan. Following Heeringa, (2004), they were able 
to account for features that were shared by a pair of phonemes. By summing featural 
differences per phoneme across sets, they enumerated a LD, which they then normalized 
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by dividing by the length of the larger of the two words, producing a score ranging from 0 
to 1. Similarly, Carrasco-Ortiz et al. (2019) used LD scores to determine cognates’ degree 
of form overlap, for both phonological and orthographic forms. For phonological LD 
scores, Carrasco-Ortiz et al. summed additions, deletions and substitutions of IPA 
transcriptions. For orthographic LD scores, they summed additions, deletions and 
substitutions from letter strings. They also scored noncognates, and included as controls 
those which had minimal or zero cross-language phonological or orthographic form 
overlap.  
 Indeed, to identify the 180 cognates for use in their rating survey, Dijkstra et al. 
(2010) also used LD scores as a starting point. First, they identified 25,000 translation pairs 
from the Celex database (Baayen et al., 1993). Next, they whittled down the selection to 
1,500 pairs from those in which the English form had 4-6 letters in the string and the Dutch 
form had less than 7 letters in the string, and there was some level of overlap in the strings. 
To further narrow down the selection, they ordered pairs by LD score. Their LD scores 
were calculated by (i) counting the number of letters with matched positions across the 
forms, and (ii) counting the number of letters that had shifted one position across forms. 
Unmoved letters were given one point (+1) and shifted letters were given half a point (+.5). 
Total points per set were thereafter divided by the mean number of letters in the set. Finally, 
sets of function words or sets in which the English meaning could translate to multiple 
high-frequency Dutch meanings were deleted from this list, leaving 180 sets. Dijkstra et 
al. (2010) did not use these LD scores as the final determination of cognates’ degree of 
form similarity because they believed that the measure suffered from some shortcomings. 
As they noted, sets which differed in length and onset received lower LD scores, even 
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though the researchers noted that many examples of this characterization, like phase 
(English) and fase ‘phase’ (Dutch), were perceptibly similar. They also noted that the use 
of other methods that compared similarity of theoretical form overlap, such as Van Orden’s 
number (1987) similarity measure or the Longest Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSR; 
Melamed, 1999), would result in similar problems.  
 The last commonly used technique to compute cognates’ degree of form overlap is 
Van Orden’s orthographic similarity (OS) number (Van Orden, 1987). Van Orden created 
his number by analyzing college students’ performance in reading experiments. He showed 
that participants made more false positive error rates in semantic categorization tasks when 
responding to stimulus foils that were homophonic to category exemplars, meaning a 
lexical item’s homophone matched the category (e.g., <ROWS>, which is a homophone 
for <ROSE>, a category exemplar for <FLOWER>) than when they responded to spelling 
controll foils. The homophony effect was found under brief-exposure pattern-masking 
conditions, a result consistent with the possibility that phonology is an early source of 
constraint in word identification. Subjects did, however, correctly reject most homophone 
foils in Experiments 1 and 2. So, Experiment 3 investigated the source of this ability. The 
results of Experiment 3 suggested that subjects detected homophone imposters, such as 
ROWS, by verifying target foil spellings against their knowledge of the correct spellings 
of category exemplars, such as ROSE. Van Orden’s number was created by adapting 
Weber’s graphic similarity (GS) number (Weber, 1970). Weber’s number was made to 
analyze first-graders reading errors.  
 Researchers have also used Van Orden’s number to distinguish cognates’ 
(orthographic) form overlap. Van Orden’s number, while extensively used, has not had a 
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consistent level for delineating either cognates from noncognates, or highly similar 
cognates from less similar cognates. For example, Duyck et al. (Duyck et al., 2007) used 
Van Orden’s to differentiate identical cognates from non-identical cognates, with identical 
cognates averaging a Van Orden’s number of 1.0, and non-identical cognates averaging 
0.75. Their types of cognates differed significantly (p<.001) in form overlap. Comesaña et 
al. (2015) also differentiated identical from non-identical orthographic overlap using Van 
Orden’s; identical cognates had an average Van Orden’s number of 1.0, and non-identical 
cognates averaging a Van Orden’s number of 0.7. Others distinguished highly-similar 
cognates from less-similar cognates in an analogous fashion. Schwartz, Kroll & Diaz 
(2007) used Van Orden’s to differentiate the orthographic overlap of cognates, with highly-
similar cognates having a Van Orden’s number greater than 0.7, and less-similar cognates 
having a Van Orden’s number less than 0.7. Their types of cognates differed significantly 
(p<.001) in form overlap. Equivalently, Comesaña et al. (2012) used Van Orden’s (OS) 
number (1987) to calculate the orthographic overlap of cognates, with highly-similar 
cognates having a Van Orden’s number averaging 0.77, and less-similar cognates having 
a Van Orden’s number averaging 0.57. Van Assche et al. (2009) to use Van Orden’s 
number to delineate cognates as a continuous variable. As examples, Van Assche et al. 
noted three examples, which included two cognates and one noncognate: pilot/pilot which 
had a Van Orden’s number of 0.95, schaap/sheep which had a Van Orden’s number of 
0.52; and eend/duck which had a Van Orden’s number of .08. Finally, recently researchers 
have used Van Orden’s to provide a quantitative, objective measure of cognate status. Van 
Assche et al. (2011) used Van Orden’s to distinguish cognates from noncognates, with 
cognates having a Van Orden’s number of greater than .4, while Van Assche et al. (2013) 
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used Van Orden’s to distinguish cognates from noncognates, which cognates having a Van 
Orden’s number of greater than 0.5. 
 While some methods for categorizing cognates’ level of form similarity have been 
used more frequently than others, the cost, effort, reliability and validity are not equivalent. 
Survey methods, like those used by Dijkstra et al. (1999), Dijkstra et al. (2010), Allen & 
Conklin (2013) and Nakayama et al. (2014), have been used to quantify cognates’ level of 
phonological, orthographic, and conceptual overlap. Notably, surveys of form similarity 
assess cognates’ perceived similarity, rather than assessing theoretical similarity of 
linguistic features, as most methods of comparison do. It is a beneficial method because it 
provides a valid measure of the form similarity, directly assessing bilinguals’ perception 
of the cognates of interest. However, the method is problematic because the reliability of 
the method is indeterminate. More so, surveying monolinguals’ perceived similarity of the 
cognates of interest, like the method from Schwartz, Kroll & Diaz (2007) and Hoshino & 
Kroll (2008), is not necessarily valid as an assessment of bilinguals’ perception. Further, 
the implementation of a survey may be time-consuming or costly. LD scores, like those 
used by Comesaña et al. (2012), Comesaña et al. (2015) and Carrasco-Ortiz et al. (2019), 
have been used to quantify cognates’ level of both phonological and orthographic 
similarity. Notably, LD is a method that assesses theoretical similarity of linguistic 
features, since it measures differences between cognates’ theoretical forms, and does not 
adopt speakers’ perceptions. It is a beneficial method because it can easily be calculated 
by hand, and can also be rapidly measured using a tailor-made computer code. However, 
the method is problematic because the validity of the method is indeterminate. Van Orden’s 
numbers, like those used by Comesaña et al. (2012), Comesaña et al. (2015) and Carrasco-
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Ortiz et al. (2019), have only been used to quantify cognates level of orthographic overlap. 
It is a beneficial method because it considers how different aspects of form overlap may be 
considered, as a stand-in for perception. Although it is not easy to calculate by hand, it may 
be calculated expediently through a computer code. However, the method is problematic 
for cross-linguistic form comparison because it was originally created to compare within-
language competitors. So, its validity is also indeterminate, since its use as a measure of 
cross-linguistic similarity has not been normed.  
 On the grounds that the present investigation aims to consider how bilingual 
speakers store cognates in the mental lexicon, bilinguals’ perception of cognates is 
expressly relevant. Even for segments that correspond to overlapping segments across two 
languages, there may be phonetic distinctions across languages that are not perceptible to 
L2ers, such as differences in voice onset time (VOT; Cho & Ladefoged, 1999). Studies of 
adult bilinguals’ acquisition of L2 phonemes have indicated that attainment of native-like 
L2 phones may not be possible (Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, 1984, 1986, 1992, 1995, 2002, 
1998; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1986). An intermediary phoneme is often acquired, sometimes 
even expressed across both languages the bilingual speaks. The intermediary phoneme may 
be the result of L1 effects on categorical perception from the L1. Even L2 lexical stress can 
be affected by L1 perception, even when both languages are lexically stressed, called 
‘stress deafness’ (Ortega-Llebaria et al., 2013). It is also possible that cognate status has an 
effect on their perception or storage by bilinguals.  
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 To assign cognates to the types defined in the Cognate Continuum, it is pertinent to 
define differences between the phonology of the languages in question, Spanish and 
English. Although English has a larger phonemic inventory than Spanish, the majority of 
phones are shared across the languages. Figure 3.1 illustrates the consonant inventories of 
Spanish and English, while Figure 3.2 illustrates the vowel inventories of Spanish and 
English. It should be noted that these inventories express the general featural 
representations of the phonemes in question; the acoustic qualities of these phonemes may 
vary across languages. For example, according to Martínez-Celdrán et al. (2003), Spanish 
/t/ and /d/ would better be characterized as laminal denti-alveolar. Allophonic variation 
exists for Spanish consonants: in intervocalic environments, the allophones /ß, ð, Ɣ/ are 
Figure 3.1 – The Combined Spanish & English Consonant Inventory. In the 
above consonant inventory, black consonants are common to both Spanish and 
English; green consonants are present in just Spanish, and blue consonants are 
present in just English (Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011; Martínez-Celdrán, 
Fernández-Planas & Carrera-Sabaté, 2003). Starred consonants may vary by 
dialect: in Latin America [θ] may become [s]; [x] may become [h]; and [ʎ] and 
[ ͡ɟʝ] may become [ʒ] (Martínez-Celdrán et al., 2003). 
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substituted for /b, d, g/, respectively. In English, the allophones [pʰ, tʰ, kʰ] are substituted 
for [p, t, k], respectively, in onsets; [l] is generally dark, but maybe either neutral or slightly 
velarized before stressed vowels (Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011); nasals may neutralize in 
coda-clusters. (H. Rogers, 2000). Concerning vowels, unstressed vowels may be shortened 
to [ə] in English. English uses tenseness as a distinctive contrast between vowels, whereas 
Spanish does not. Both languages also permit diphthongs. Spanish permits /eu/, /au/ and 
/ou/ Martínez-Celdrán et al. (2003). English permits /aɪ/, /ɔɪ/ and /aʊ/ (/eɪ/and /oʊ/ may 
also be included, depending upon notation (H. Rogers, 2000). Of course, across both 
languages, dialectal variations exist. 
 Besides licit phonemes, licit consonant clusters differ cross-linguistically. In 
Spanish, stop consonants may occur with /l/ or /ɾ/ in the onset or medially, and no clusters 
Figure 3.2 – The Combined Spanish & English Vowel Inventory. In the above vowel 
inventory, black vowels are common to both Spanish and English; green vowels are 
present in just Spanish, and blue vowels are present in just English (Ladefoged & 
Johnson, 2011; Martínez-Celdrán, Fernández-Planas & Carrera-Sabaté, 2003). 
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may occur in the coda (Bedore, 1999). In fact, Spanish only permits /l/, /ſ/, /d/, /n/, and /s/ 
in the coda (Bedore, 1999). Whereas in English a large number of clusters may occur in 
the onset; up to three consonants may occur in a cluster beginning with voiceless sibilants, 
followed by voiceless stops, and ending with /l/, /ɹ/, or /w/. Clusters with /s/ and / ʃ/ are 
licit without the final /l/, /ɹ/ or /w/, and /s/ may also co-occur with /r/, /l/, /m/, /n/, or /w/ as 
the second consonant. /θ/ may co-occur with /ɹ/; and /t/, /d/, /k/, and /g/ may co-occur with 
/w/. /f/ may co-occur with /l/ or /ɹ/. Stop consonants may occur with /l/ or /r/ (except /t/ and 
/d/ which may only occur with /ɹ/). (The clusters with stop consonants largely overlap 
cross-linguistically). An even larger variety of coda clusters in English are licit. The 
majority of these clusters end in /s/, /z/, /t/, or /d/. Any single consonant may occur in coda 
position in English (Davenport & Hannahs, 2020).  
 Stress may also differ cross-linguistically. Although both Spanish and English are 
lexically stressed, contrasts in Spanish have relations to systematic meaning differences 
(Dalbor, 1997; Eddington, 2004). Besides phonemic and stress differences, Spanish and 
English do have other differences in lexical phonology. But, the above described 
differences are sufficient to portray cognates as having systematic phonological differences 
cross-linguistically. What is not clear is which phonological features would be distinctively 
perceived by Spanish-English bilinguals, and to what extent a particular phonological 
difference would affect perceived differences (Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, 1984, 1986, 
1992, 1995, 2002, 1998; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1986). Further, it is not clear how cognate 
status would affect the perception of differences between words’ phonological forms. 
Cognates, having very similar meaning and form across languages, have a closer form 
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relationship across representations; it is even possible that some cognates that are very 
similar share a single form representation (Dijkstra et al., 2010; Tokowicz et al., 2002).   
 Given that prior studies testing cognates have not presented stimuli aurally, and that 
the language identification (LID; experiment 2) and self-paced listening (SPL; experiment 
3) tasks test cognate stimuli aurally, it was necessary to norm cognates of interest in order 
to identify gradient levels of perceived phonological similarity as defined in the Cognate 
Continuum. Stimuli for the LID and SPL tasks were normed in order to test bilinguals’ 
perception of the cognates and to establish a rating system of cognate similarity.  
 A secondary goal was to compare cognate comparison methods, since the above 
studies that considered cognates’ degree of form similarity did not use one single cognate 
comparison method. Doing so may be of wider interest than just of the present thesis 
experiments. The first aspect of this goal was to deduce which features are salient, and to 
what degree. The present Norming study isolated a number of phonological differences 
between cognates, and used these to develop a model that would predict bilinguals’ 
perceived cognate differences. Flege and others (1984, 1986, 1992, 1995, 2002, 1998; 
Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1986) have provided evidence that bilinguals 
do not necessarily perceive all analyzable phonological differences. Therefore, I predict 
that additions/deletions will be more perceptible than substitutions, and of substitutions, 
ones that change a greater number of features will be more perceptible than substitutions 
that change only one feature. To this end, I adapted a model of perceived phonological 




 The other aspect of this goal was to compare the PPS model to previously applied 
models. Besides surveyed similarity ratings, which were straightforwardly used and not 
analyzed, Levenshtein distances, from IPA phonological transcriptions (LD-P) and 
orthography (LD-O), and Van Orden’s OS number (Van Orden, 1987) have been used to 
compare cognates. The reliability and validity of these methods has not been assessed. 
Although some studies (Tokowicz et al., 2002) have normed cross-linguistic translation 
equivalents’ form and meaning overlap, only survey ratings have been considered. So, the 
predictive power of LD-O scores, LD-P scores, and Van Orden’s number were evaluated 
against participants’ Likert ratings. Finally, Weber’s graphic similarity (GS; Weber, 1970), 
from which Van Orden’s was originally calculated, was also compared, even though it was 
not used in any of the above studies. I have predicted that the PPS model, which included 
a number of phonological features varying by weight, would best predict participants’ 
ratings. Because the PPS model would compare items’ phonological features rather than 
orthographic features, and because the stimuli were presented aurally, it should perform 
better than LD-O scores, Van Orden’s or Weber’s. Further, because the PPS model would 
consider the weighted perception of phonological features, it should have greater predictive 
power than LD-P scores.  
3.1 Participants 
 The Norming Study recruited 35 adult speakers of European and/or Latin American 
Spanish and/or English, with self-rated intermediate-to-advanced proficiency in both 
languages. Participants were recruited by word-of-mouth. Local recruits were excluded 
since they potentially could participate in the LID and SPL tasks, and familiarity with the 
target stimuli between different experiments was undesirable. At completion of the tasks, 
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participants were asked to report their language background for English and Spanish. By 
gathering this data at the end of the study, it was believed that participants would be less 
likely to misrepresent their proficiency level or background. Participants (f=20, m=15) 
reported ages ranged from 20 to 67 (M=37, SD=14). Seventeen participants reported that 
their L1 was English; 15 participants reported their L1 was Spanish, and 3 participants 
reported their L1 as both English and Spanish. Countries of origin included: Argentina, 
Belize, Colombia, the Dominican Republic France, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico, 
Spain, and the U.S.; current residences included: Canada, Spain, and the U.S. All 
participants reported that they used both English and Spanish in their daily lives. 
3.2  Materials 
 Stimuli in the norming study were cognate verbs. All included stimuli verbs were 
cognates, here meaning words with meaning and form similarity across both English and 
Spanish. The initial similarity assessment for whether to include the pair in the study was 
judged by me. All cognate verbs listed in NTC's Dictionary of Spanish Cognates (Nash, 
1997) were included, except any verbs with irregular conjugation patterns. From this list, 
155 verbs were initially identified (outlined in Appendix A, Table A.1). To begin, verb 
cognates’ underlying root pronunciation was compiled. Infinitival inflections were 
eschewed because theoretical accounts diverge regarding whether speakers access 
inflected or uninflected forms (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994), and because, if cognates do 
share representations, these inflections would not be shared across the languages in 
question. Number of syllables, syllable of primary stress, and syllable of secondary stress 
were also compiled. To compare both pronunciation (phonological representations) and 
spelling (orthographic representations) between Spanish-English cognates, dictionary 
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entries ( Spanish entries: Cop, 2016; English entries: “ODE,” 2010) were scraped. The 
entries from these dictionaries were the basis for all subsequent analysis, with a few 
systematic changes: first, infinitival endings were removed from Spanish forms, and 
resyllabified according to Spanish phonotactics (Hammond, 2001; Hualde, 2005), with the 
same pronunciations presented in experiment recordings. Only verb roots from Spanish 
and English were used in the Norming study, following the assumption that inflectional 
morphemes are stored separately from roots (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Myers-Scotton, 
1997). The following differences in cognate phonology were considered: (i) differential 
stress; (ii) different number of syllables; (iii) added/deleted segments; (iv) substituted 
segments. The manners in which these categories are represented as factors in the PPS 
model are described below in 3.5.1. 
 In testing, cognate stimuli were presented aurally. A simultaneous bilingual 
informant, judged to have a neutral accent in both languages, recorded all cognate verbs, 
in both Spanish and English, between separate recording sessions. All recorded verbs were 
clipped to 200ms lead and 500ms trailing time, with 44100Hz mono recording with 28,672 
bytes per recording. After the cuts, Spanish and English forms were adjoined into a single 
audio file, which were then normalized to -1.0Db in Audacity software using the 
‘Normalize’ function. All files were stored as mp3 file type to ensure ease of usage via 
internet transmission. Because Spanish cognates did not include any inflectional 
morphemes, forms that are unrecognizable as words to native Spanish speakers, they were 
labeled ‘pseudo-words’ for the purposes of the Norming study. Each experimentally 
presented recording included both the English and Spanish cognate as a pair. There were 
155 total cognate pairs. Half of the cognate pairs were provided in English first, half in 
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Spanish first. Because the software required that each pair be presented in a single 
recording, it was not possible to fully randomize whether a participant heard the English 
cognate or the Spanish cognate first. The process of pseudo-randomizing the order of 
languages for pairs required first recording each cognate verb. Individual cognates in each 
language were initially cut into single word/pseudoword segments; the two cognates were 
then combined into a single recording which was subsequently normalized.  
3.3  Procedures & Task 
 The scoring surveys were presented in Qualtrics software package online. The 
surveys were distributed via email to be accessed through a link. Surveys for the Norming 
study were sent to contacts in Spanish departments at U.S. universities and to contacts in 
English departments in Spanish-speaking institutions. Any bilinguals who self-rated as 
proficient in both languages were eligible to participate. Participants were first provided an 
invitation to participate, which provided a summary of the study, and three questions that 
asked if they understood what was asked of them and if they agreed to participate. 
Participants selected whether the invitation was displayed in either Spanish or English. 
Next, participants were asked an exclusion-criteria question (whether they were a local 
student). Those not excluded were then given a sound check to ensure that their device 
volume was working and at an appropriate level before beginning the task. Next, 
participants were provided the survey, followed by background questions.  
 Participants were asked to rate the sound similarity of root forms of cognates using 
a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 the lowest and 7 the highest. Participants were informed to 
rate the similarity of the sounds as quickly as possible. Participants heard both a Spanish 
cognate and English cognate in a single recording. Presentation order of the 155 cognate 
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verb pairs was fully randomized. For each pair of cognates, participants heard both 
cognates, then saw a Likert scoring chart. The Likert scoring chart appeared three seconds 
after the onset of question presentation (this prevented participants from responding before 
hearing both cognate forms). As such, participants were unable to rate the cognate verb 
pairs before hearing both cognates. Participants were required to rate a pair before 
continuing. Participants were not able to review previous choices or change their previous 
answers.  
3.4  Data Analysis 
 First, participants’ survey results were averaged, and analyzed for outliers. Then, 
five different analyses were made of cognate comparison methods. My original method of 
analysis, here designated Model 1, was completed by isolating a number of phonological 
features that differentiated the cognates, described in detail below. Model 2 and 3 compared 
Levenshtein distances; Model 2 used IPA transcriptions and Model 3 used orthographic 
representations. Model 4 used Van Orden’s OS number (Van Orden, 1987). Lastly, Model 
5 used Weber’s graphic similarity (GS; Weber, 1970). 
 To contrast the phonological forms of the cognates, the dictionary entries of the 
cognates (noted above) were used as a starting point. For the Spanish entries, the infinitival 
endings, /ar/, /ir/, and /er/, were removed. The forms were resyllabified according to 
Spanish phonotactics (Hammond, 2001; Hualde, 2005). So, this phonological form was 
what was recorded and presented to participants; this was also the form used to analyze 
cognates’ phonology for the PPS model and the LD-P model. For the English entries, 
schwa /ə/ in the dictionary transcriptions were reanalyzed were replaced with underlying 
vowel forms. Schwa is included in dictionaries as the surface form of shortened vowels 
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(Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011); vowel shortening is considered a post-lexical process for 
the purposes of this research, since speakers have access to an underlying, unshortened 
vowel representation. For example, Oxford Dictionary of English (“ODE,” 2010) provided 
/əˈbɒl.ɪʃ/ transcription of ‘abolish’, which was reanalyzed by this project as /ɑˈbɒl.ɪʃ/. 
Additionally, English transcriptions containing /r/ were replaced with /ɹ/, as this is the 
correct representation of the phoneme in the English inventory (Ladefoged & Johnson, 
2011).  
 For the PPS model (Model 1), differences between cognates’ root phonological 
forms were calculated before beginning the experiment. Changes between the root 
phonological forms of the Spanish and English cognates included both categorical 
differences (of whole forms against the other), and aggregated differences (that compared 
the ordered segments). The following categorical differences between forms of the cognate 
were coded (with the abbreviation listed first):  
 
(i) StrC: stress change ((A) no change, or (B) different) 
 (A) /ɑˈbɒl.ɪʃ/  /a'βol/ 
  abolish (EN)  abol[ir] (SP) 
 (B) /ɑˈkjuː.mju.leɪt/ /a.ku'mul/ 
  accumulate (EN) acumul[ar] (SP) 
(ii) SyllC: syllable change ((A) no change, or (B) different number of syllables),  
 (A) /ɑˈbjuːz/  /a'βus/ 
  abuse (EN)  abus[ar] (SP) 
 (B) /ɑˈbɒl.ɪʃ/  /a'βol/ 
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  abolish (EN)  abol[ir] (SP) 
(iii) LocC: location of syllable change ((A) no change, (B) item onset, (C) item medial, or 
(D) item coda) 
  (A)  /ɑˈbjuːz/  /a'βus/ 
  abuse (EN)  abus[ar] (SP) 
 (B) /dɹes/   /a'de.res/ 
  dress (EN)  aderez[ar] (SP) 
 (C) /ˈen.tɛɹ/  /entr/ 
  enter (EN)  entr[ar] (SP) 
 (D) /ɑˈkjuː.mju.leɪt/ /a.ku'mul/ 
  accumulate (EN) acumul[ar] (SP) 
 In addition, the following changes in consonant segments were coded and 
aggregated:  
(iv) CAD: consonant changes (addition or deletion),  
 +2 /ɑˈkjuː.mju.leɪt/ /a.ku'mul/ 
  /j/ and /t/ deleted EN to SP  
(v) CSubSame: consonant substitutions with 1 featural change,  
 +1 /dɪˈzaɪ.ɛɹ/  /de'se/ 
  /z/ to /s/ from EN to SP 
(vi) CSubDiff: consonant substitutions with multiple featural changes,  
 +1 /ɪˈmæd͡ʒ.ɪn/  /i'ma.xin/ 
  /d͡ʒ/ to /x/ from EN to SP 
(vii) COns: consonant changes to onset cluster,  
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 +1 /kɹiˈeɪt/  /'kre/ 
  /ɹ/ to/r/ from EN to SP 
(viii) CCoda: consonant changes to coda cluster,   
 +1 /daɪˈvʌld͡ʒ/  /di'βulɣ/ 
  /d͡ʒ/ to /ɣ/ from EN to SP 
 Similarly, the following changes in vowel segments were coded and aggregated:  
(ix) VAD: vowel changes (addition or deletion),  
 +2 /dɹes/   /a.de'res/ 
  /a/ and /e/ added from EN to SP 
(x) VSubSame: vowel substitution to a similar vowel, 
 +1 /ɑˈbjuːz/  /a'βus/ 
  /ɑ/ to /a/ from EN to SP 
(xi) VSubDiff: vowel substitution to a dissimilar vowel, and 
 +1 /ɑˈfɜːɹm/  /a'firm/  
  /ɜ/ to /i/ from EN to SP 
(xii) VStress: changes to stressed vowels 
 +1 /ædˈmɪt/  /ad'mit/ 
  /ɪ/ to /i/ from EN to SP in the stressed syllable 
 
To determine vowel change quality, vowel segment inventories from Spanish and English 
were compared. Vowels were considered to be changed within the same vowel space if the 
changes were within set clusters, shown in Figure 3.3. These clusters display vowels that 
are distinguished by tenseness in English.  
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 Concerning the first prediction (which features would affect perception more), 
CAD should be more predictive than CSubDiff, which should be more predictive than 
CSubSame. Correspondingly, VAD should be more predictive than VSubDiff, which 
should be more predictive than VSubSame. Other features do not resemble this hierarchy, 
and so their different weights are not predicted. The coded differences between cognates 
phonological representations for the PPS Model (Model 1) are provided in Appendix A. 
 Data were analyzed using the above variables in a mixed effects analysis in repeated 
measures linear modeling to predict participants scoring of cognate similarity. Linear 
modeling was used because Likert-scores were treated as interval/continuous data with the 
Figure 3.3 – The Common Vowel Spaces for the PPS Model. In the above vowel 
space, black vowels are common to both Spanish and English; green vowels are 
present in just Spanish, and blue vowels are present in just English. Schwa /ə/ was 
not included, as it was considered an unstressed, surface representation of an 
underlying vowel (Ladefoged & Johnson, 2011). The circles represent vowels that 
were considered within the same vowel space. So, /i/ and /ɪ/ were considered within 
the same vowel space; /u/ and /ʊ/ were within the same vowel space; /e/ and /ɛ/ were 
within the same vowel space; /o/, /ʌ/, and /ɔ/ were within the same vowel space; and 
/æ/, /a/, and /ɑ/ were within the same vowel space.  
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assumption that there is no weighting of score increments, and that the responses were 
normally distributed.  
 In Models 2 and 3, the Levenshtein distances was a less subtle comparison than 
Model 1. Although many iterations of this analysis are possible, two very similar 
adaptations are used here. In the first adaptation, Model 2, the IPA transcriptions of the 
cognate roots were compared by summing all additions, deletions and substitutions. For 
example in (19), cease (the English cognate, EN) and ces[ar] (the Spanish cognate, SP) 
are compared. 
 
(19)  /siːs/   /ses/ 
  cease (EN)  ces[ar] (SP) 
 
From their IPA transcriptions, there is one substitution, the /i/ for the /e/; vowel 
lengthening, which is not phonemic in either language, is not included in these analyses. 
So, the Levenshtein distance for cease/cesar is 1. In another example (20), the Levenshtein 
distance is between the advance (EN) and avanz[ar] (SP) is 4.  
 
(20)  /ædˈvɑːns/  /'a.βans/ 
  advance (EN)  avanz[ar] (SP) 
 
As can be seen, the first vowel /æ/ is substituted from EN to /a/ in SP (+1); in EN there is 
an additional consonant, /d/, (+1); the following consonant, /v/ in EN and /β/ in SP, differs 
across languages (+1); and the final vowel, /ɑː/ in EN and /a/ in SP, is substituted across 
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languages as well (+1). All cognate verbs were scored similarly, producing a single 
composite score which ranged from 1 to 11. The cognates’ IPA Levenshtein distances for 
Model 2 are also provided in Appendix A. To assess Model 2, the IPA Levenshtein distance 
of each cognate was regressed against its average participant Likert score.  
 In the second adaptation, Model 3, orthographic Levenshtein distance scores were 
calculated from orthographic representations. Using the example verbs from above, 
cease/ces[ar] would have a difference score of 2, from the additional <a> and <e> written 
in EN. Similarly, advance/avanz[ar] would have a difference score of 3, from the 
additional <d> in EN, the change of <c> to <z>, and the final <e> in EN. Orthographic 
Levenshtein distances scores ranged from 0 to 5. The cognates’ orthographic Levenshtein 
distances for Model 3 are also provided in Appendix A. To assess Model 3, the 
orthographic Levenshtein distance of each cognate was regressed against its average 
participant Likert score. 
 Van Orden’s OS number (Van Orden, 1987), Model 4, adapted Weber’s GS number 
(Weber, 1970). To calculate OS, GS must first be calculated. GS is computed using the 
following formula, (21) below (with examples taken from Van Orden, 1987, p. 196). In 
Van Orden’s model, each factor, represented by ‘F’, ‘V’, ‘C’, ‘A’, ‘T’, ‘B’ and ‘E’, 
corresponds to value quantified by comparing two lexical items. After each factor is an 
example pair of lexical items and the score for that factor. Exemplars are not continuous 
throughout all the factors; this is because representative exemplars were chosen which 
should clarify the scoring of that factor. 
 




 F = number of pairs of adjacent letters in the same order shared by word pairs 
  HOUSE/HORSE  F = 2 
  EVERY/VERY  F = 3 
 V = number of pairs of adjacent letters in reverse order shared by word pairs: 
  WAS/SAW   V = 2 
 C = number of single letters shared by word pairs: 
  SPOT/PUFF   C = 1 
  FAMILY/FUNNY  C = 2 
 A = average number of letters in the two words: 
  EVERY/VERY  A = 4.5 
 T = ratio of number of letters in the shorter word to the number in the longer 
  EVERY/VERY  T = 4/5 
 B = 1 if the first letter in the two words is the same; otherwise, B = 0 
 E = 1 if the last letter in the two words is the same; otherwise, E = 0. 
 
Next, to calculate OS, GS is used, shown in (22) below: 
 
(22) OS = (GS of target foil and category exemplar)/(GS of category exemplar and itself) 
 
For instance, the OS between MEET and MEAT is shown in (23) below: 
 
(23)  OS = 700/975 = .72 
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Calculated from the GS between MEET and MEAT, shown in (24) below: 
 
(24) GS = 10{[50(1) + 30(0) + 10(3)]/4 + 5(1) + 27(1) + 18(1)} = 700 
where: 
 F =  MEET/MEAT   = 1 
 V =  MEET/MEAT   = 0 
 C =  MEET/MEAT   = 3 
 A = MEET/MEAT   = 4 
 T =  MEET/MEAT   = 1 
 B =  MEET/MEAT   = 1 
 E =  MEET/MEAT   = 1 
 
And the GS between MEAT and itself, shown in (25) below: 
 
(25) GS = 10{[50(1) + 30(0) + 10(4)]/4 + 5(1) + 27(1) + 18(1)} = 975 
where: 
 F =  MEAT/MEAT  = 3 
 V =  MEAT/MEAT  = 0 
 C =  MEAT/MEAT  = 4 
 A = MEAT/MEAT  = 4 
 T =  MEAT/MEAT  = 1 
 B =  MEAT/MEAT  = 1 
 E =  MEAT/MEAT  = 1. 
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To assess this method, Model 4, the Van Orden’s OS number for each cognate pair was 
regressed against its average participant Likert score. Van Orden’s OS numbers ranged 
from .8522 to 1.  
 Finally, Weber’s GS (Weber, 1970) was also computed and assessed as Model 5. 
To do so, the Weber’s GS number for each cognate pair was regressed against its average 
participant Likert score. Weber’s GS numbers ranged from 241.667 to 1188.89. Van 
Orden’s OS numbers and Weber’s GS numbers are listed as well in Appendix A. 
3.5 Results 
 Thirty-five participants completed the norming study survey. From participants’ 
responses, 150 verbs were analyzed; 4 verbs were excluded because they have irregular 
conjugations, and 1 was excluded because of a pronunciation error in presentation. No 
participants were excluded from analysis, as none were outliers in response scoring or 
timing. Verb score averages ranged from 1.8 for judge to 6.4 for descend, with an overall 
average of 4.19 across all items and participants. For a complete listing of cognate verbs 
by average Likert score, see Appendix A.  
3.5.1 Model 1 
 To create a model from the phonological features of Model 1, a linear RM 
regression of mixed effects was conducted, which showed that the following variables 
significantly predicted participants’ Likert rating scores: LocC(onset) (p<0.001), CAD 
(p<0.001), CSubDiff (p<0.001), CCoda (p=0.001), VAD (p<0.001), VSubSame (p<0.001), 
VSubDiff (p<0.001), and VStress (p<0.001), shown in Table 3.1. Dependent variable is 
Likert score (L). LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. The following symbols are used to 
indicate levels of significance: carrot (^) indicates approaching significance (p=.1-.05); one 
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star (*) indicates statistical significance (p=.05-.01); two stars (**) indicates statistical 
significance (p=.01-.001); and three stars (***) indicates statistical significance (p<.001). 
 
Table 3.1 – Phonological Features as Predictors of Similarity Rating. 
 




Intercept 5.448 0.354 4.753 6.144 <.001*** 
(Categorical variables) 
  StrC (no change) -0.297 0.178 -0.646 0.052 0.095^ 
  StrC (change) - - - - - 
  SyllC (no change) -0.099 0.281 -0.650 0.451 0.723 
  SyllC (change) 0.085 0.310 -0.524 0.693 0.785 
  LocC (no change) 0.162 0.091 -0.016 0.340 0.075^ 
  LocC (item onset) -0.467 0.108 -0.679 -0.255 <.001 
  LocC (item medial) 0.113 0.102 -0.086 0.312 0.265 
  LocC (item coda) - - - - - 
(Continuous variables) 
  CAD -0.551 0.037 -0.622 -0.479 <.001*** 
  CSubSame -0.040 0.032 -0.103 0.023 0.214 
  CSubDiff -0.764 0.070 -0.901 -0.626 <.001*** 
  COns  0.081 0.055 -0.027 0.190 0.141 
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  Ccoda -0.146 0.043 -0.230 -0.061 0.001*** 
  VAD -0.322 0.077 -0.474 -0.171 <.001*** 
  VSubSame 0.298 0.034 0.231 0.365 <.001*** 
  VSubDiff -0.243 0.042 -0.326 -0.160 <.001*** 
  Vstress -0.513 0.036 -0.584 -0.443 <.001*** 
 
 From parameter estimates, effects of significant results were calculated, with 
categorical variables entered as dummy variables, which were used to produce a model of 
cognate similarity, shown in (26): 
 
(26) 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 5.4484 − .4671𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑐𝐶(𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡) −
 .5505𝑥𝐶𝐴𝐷 − .7637𝑥𝐶𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 − .1456𝑥𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑎 − .3224𝑥𝑉𝐴𝐷 +
 .2977𝑥𝑉𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒 −  .2430𝑥𝑉𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 −  .5133𝑥𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 
 
The larger the parameter estimate, the greater the weighted effect of that phonological 
features. It should be noted that both negative and positive effects were interpreted. 
Negative parameter estimates corresponded to a reduction in similarity rating, while 
positive parameter estimates corresponded to an increase in similarity rating. From the 
statistically significant phonological features included, only VSubSame, number of vowel 
substitutions in the same vowel space, predicted increased similarity ratings. Predicted 
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similarity rating was calculated for each cognate verb using (26). The predicted similarity 
ratings range from -2 (an impossible score) to 6. Each cognate’s similarity rating was then 
compared to its average Likert score, obtained in the Norming study, by regressing each 
similarity rating against its corresponding Likert score, obtaining a model fit demonstrated 
in Figure 3.4. As the fit (R2=0.2724) demonstrates, the combined, weighted features predict 

























Similarity rating (from phonological difference scores)
Fit  of  the  PPS Model
(Model  1)
Figure 3.4 – Fit of the PPS Model. Model 1 shows how well the model of Phonological 
Difference Scores, which was calculated by analyzing the predictive power of 12 





3.5.2 Model 2 
 The LD-P scores were regressed against participant ratings, with a model fit of R2 
= 0.3283 (shown in Figure 3.5). The LD-P scores predict roughly 33% of the variance in 
participants’ scores. 
3.5.3 Model 3 
 The orthographic LD (LD-O) scores were regressed against participant ratings, 
with a model fit of R2 = 0.4866 (shown in Figure 3.6). The LD-O scores predict roughly 
49% of the variance in participants’ scores.  
3.5.4 Model 4 
 The Van Orden’s OS numbers were regressed against participant ratings, with a 
model fit of R2 = 0.0819 (shown in Figure 3.7). The Van Orden’s OS numbers predict 
roughly 8% of the variance in participants’ scores. 
3.5.5 Model 5 
 The Weber’s GS numbers were regressed against participant ratings, with a model 
fit of R2 = 0.4909 (shown in Figure 3.8). The Weber’s GS numbers predict roughly 49% 




























LD Scores from cognates' IPA transcriptions
Fit  of  IPA Levenshtein Distances
(Model  2)
Figure 3.5 – Fit of LD-P. Model 2 shows how well the LD-P scores predicts actual 

























LD scores from cognates' grapheme strings
Fit  of  Orthographic  Levenshtein Distances
(Model  3)
Figure 3.6 – Fit of LD-O. Model 3 shows how well the orthographic LD scores predict 



























OS numbers comparing cognates' grapheme strings
Fit of Van Orden's OS Numbers
(Model 4)
Figure 3.7 – Fit of Van Orden’s Numbers. Model 4 shows how well the OS numbers 
























GS numbers comparing cognates' grapheme strings
Fit of Weber's GS Numbers
(Model 5)
Figure 3.8 – Fit of Weber’s Numbers. Model 5 shows how well the GS numbers predict 




 The Norming study asked Spanish-English bilingual participants to rate the 
similarity of aurally presented cognates. Participant ratings from Likert scores were 
averaged for 150 cognates. Five different methods to predict participants’ average ratings 
were assessed. Model 1 was created by me and distinguished 12 phonological features, 
assessing not just which significantly predicted ratings, but also weighting the features. 
Models 2 and 3 considered LD scores, from IPA transcriptions and orthographic grapheme 
strings respectively. Model 4 considered Van Orden’s number which has been widely used 
in cognate studies, and Model 5 considered Weber’s number from which Van Orden’s 
number was originally calculated. Besides the practical need of categorizing cognates in 
the Cognate Continuum, I wanted to establish which phonological features would be 
perceived. I predicted that additions/deletions would be more perceptible than 
substitutions, and that substitutions involving more featural changes would be more 
perceptible than substitutions involving fewer featural changes. Further, I predicted that 
this method of comparing cognates would be more predictive than the other methods. 
  Results of the analysis from my method (Model 1) showed which speech sounds 
bilingual participants perceived between the languages. Of the 12 features considered, 8 
were predictive (listed in order of weight): Consonant substitutions with multiple feature 
changes (CSubDiff=-.7637); consonant additions and deletions (CA=(-.5505); changes to 
stressed vowels (VStress=-.5505); changes to the consonant onset cluster (LocC(onset)=-
.4671); vowel additions and deletions (VAD=-.3224); vowel substitutions with a non-
tenseness change (VSubDiff=-.2430); changes to the coda consonant (CCoda=-.1456) and 
vowel substitutions with a tenseness change (VSubSame=+.2977). First, the results of 
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regression suggest that bilinguals do not necessarily perceive all phonological features 
(StrC, SyllC, LocC (no change, item medial, or item coda), CSubSame and COns were not 
significantly predictive), and those that are perceived do not equally affect perception. Of 
the predictions about vowel features, VAD, VSubDiff and VSubSame were proportionally 
weighted as predicted. However, the predictions about consonant features were incorrect, 
as CSubDiff was weighted as affecting perception more than CAD; CSubSame is not 
considered here because it was not a significant predictor. These results partially support 
the prediction that greater phonological distance contributes to lower ratings of cognate 
similarity by bilinguals. 
 In comparing the predictive power of the models, the PPS model, Model 1, was 
approximately 27% predictive of participants’ scoring for cognates’ similarity. LD-P 
scores (Model 2) were approximately 33% predictive of participants’ scoring for cognates’ 
similarity. Orthographic LD scores (Model 3) were approximately 49% predictive of 
participants’ scoring for cognates’ similarity. Van Orden’s OS numbers (Model 4) were 
approximately 8% predictive of participants’ scoring for cognates’ similarity. And, 
Weber’s GS numbers (Model 5) were approximately 49% predictive of participants’ 
scoring for cognates’ similarity. Comparison of these models suggest that Van Orden’s 
numbers predictive power was negligible for cognates’ phonological differences. 
Comparison of these models suggest that orthographic LD scores (Model 3) and Weber’s 
GS numbers (Model 5) were the most (and almost equally) predictive13. Surprisingly, LD-
 
13 Interestingly, the fact that orthographic LD scores are most predictive follows results 
from studies on similar-form word processing by monolinguals. Yarkoni, Balota & Yap 
(2008) which found that LD scores outperformed Coltheart’s O neighborhood size 
measure in word recognition and production. 
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P scores, although similar to the PPS model, were slightly more predictive, contra my 
hypothesis.  
 In trying to explain why some models were more predictive than others, it may be 
telling to consider what exactly was compared. Both orthographic LD scores and Weber’s 
GS numbers are based upon orthographic form comparisons, whereas LD-P scores and my 
method are based upon phonological form comparisons. Principally, this suggests that 
bilingual listeners activate orthographic representations from phonological ones. 
Specifically, the fact that the orthographic distance scores are most predictive suggests that 
participants call upon the orthographic representations of these words when hearing them. 
Although presentation of aural cognate sets should primarily activate phonological form 
representations in the mental lexicon, it is not unanticipated that an analogous activation of 
orthographic forms representations from phonological form representations should happen 
(Dijkstra et al., 2019; Dijkstra, p.c., 25 November 2019). If (literate) bilinguals activate 
orthographic representations of cognates upon hearing them, this may also explain why 
LD-P scores were more predictive than the PPS model. LD-P scores, which computed 
cognates’ phonological form similarity in a coarser manner than the PPS model, may 
analyze phonemes changes as they overlap with grapheme changes. This possibility is 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
 To ensure that the present findings are reliable and generalizable, a replication 
should be completed with illiterate bilingual speakers. This replication would pinpoint 
whether the relationship between orthographic and phonological representations is key 
here. If illiterate bilinguals’ ratings of the cognates resembled the present participants’, 
then the explanation is in fact not likely to be activation of orthographic representations, 
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since the illiterate bilinguals would not have orthographic representations. An additional 
replication could confirm the connection between types of form representations. This 
replication should include bilingual speakers with different language pairs. In particular, 
languages that share orthography, but with deeper orthography than Spanish (such as 
French) should be considered for this replication, since there may be a relationship between 
phonemes and graphemes. This replication should also assess bilinguals’ ratings of 
cognates’ orthographic similarity in order to test whether the orthographic LD model is 
also most predictive of those ratings. It must be stated that while the relationship between 
orthographic and phonological representations may explain bilinguals’ ratings of cognates 
phonological similarity, this relationship may not necessarily shed light on how bilinguals 
in other studies rated cognates’ orthographic similarity. Nevertheless, this apparent close 
relationship between a single word’s phonological and orthographic form representations 
means that researchers should be cautioned from using these as separate measures of 
cognate phonological and orthographic form similarity.  
Ultimately, the categorization of cognates phonological differences (for the LID 
and SPL tasks, described in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively) will use orthographic LD 
scores. These scores are the most predictive method, along with Weber’s GS numbers. 
Orthographic LD are preferable to Weber’s GS numbers because, being nearly equivalent 
in predictive power, the former is far easier to compute. Finally, they were chosen over 
participants’ Likert scores, since this method results in many of the cognates having 





CHAPTER 4: THE LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION TASK 
 Chapter 4 reviews the language identification (LID) task (Experiment 2). The goal 
of this chapter is to explain the rationale of this experiment, both in terms of prior studies 
and the selection of this particular experimental procedure, to share the results of the 
experiment, and to discuss possible meanings of those results in light of prior results. The 
lexical item of interest in this study is cognates. Cognates have been shown to be processed 
both faster and more accurately than noncognates (Caramazza & Brones, 1979; 
Cristoffanini et al., 1986; Davis et al., 2010; Annette M. B. De Groot & Nas, 1991; Dijkstra 
et al., 1998, 1999, 2010; Font, 2001; Lemhöfer et al., 2004; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004; 
Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992; Van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002a; Voga & Grainger, 2007), a result 
referred to as the cognate facilitation effect. Cognate facilitation has been observed in a 
variety of experimental conditions, including lexical decision tasks, like go-no go tasks, 
which asks participants to identify real words from nonce words. In this and other similar 
tasks, participants are faster and more accurate on cognates because they are similar across 
languages. The shared form benefits bilinguals’ processing because bilinguals do not need 
to differentiate the forms’ language. This is true regardless of whether cognates have a 
single form across languages or whether there are multiple forms, one for each language.  
 The cognate facilitation effect has been shown to be mediated by the similarity of 
cognates’ forms, either orthographic or phonological (Comesaña et al., 2015; Dijkstra et 
al., 2010; Mulder et al., 2014; Peeters et al., 2013; Poort et al., 2015). For example, Dijkstra 





(experiment 1) mediated the cognate facilitation effect. Researchers found that 
orthographically identical cognates were processed faster than non-identical cognates, both 
of which were faster than noncognates. Similarly, Comesaña et al. (2015) showed that a 
cognate facilitation effect in a lexical decision task was driven by ‘identical cognates’. 
Here, researchers considered both orthographic and phonological degree of similarity. 
Cognates that were orthographically identical and phonologically identical, along with 
cognates that were orthographically identical and not phonologically identical comprised 
the ‘identical cognates’ group, and cognates that were not orthographically identical while 
phonologically identical and cognates that were not orthographically identical nor 
phonologically identical comprised the ‘non-identical cognates’ group. In one experiment 
which included identical cognates, non-identical cognates, noncognates and nonce words, 
participants were more accurate at identifying cognates than noncognates. Further, when 
researchers considered speed of identification of identical cognates, non-identical 
cognates, and noncognates as three groups, they found that there was a significant 
difference in processing speed between the identical cognates and noncognates, but no such 
difference between non-identical cognates and noncognates.  
 Besides cognate facilitation, certain experimental conditions can give rise to 
cognate inhibition. A further similarity between Dijkstra et al. (2010) and Comesaña et al. 
(2015) is that both studies found cognate inhibition in other experimental conditions. 
Dijkstra et al. (2010), in a second experiment using language decision, found that cognates 
were processed slower than noncognates. Further, they found that the level of inhibition 
was increased the more similar the cognates were, so that identical cognates were processed 





because the task required participants to suppress (inhibit) a lexical representation of the 
cognate from the other language (assuming there is not a single shared form representation 
across languages). The corresponding non-target form representation from noncognates 
would not need to have been suppressed, meaning that there would not have been 
inhibition. Further, identical cognates would be processed slower than non-identical 
cognates because the identical cognates either share a representation or have a closer 
relationship between form representations. Comesaña et al. (2015) used another lexical 
decision task in their second experiment, that time using only non-identical cognates and 
noncognates. The result of this repeated procedure was that instead of a facilitation, all 
cognates were processed slower than noncognates. Comesaña et al. explained this 
inhibition as resulting from different organization of identical and non-identical cognates 
in the bilingual mental lexicon. While Dijkstra et al. and Comesaña et al. assumed that 
differences in relationships between less-similar cognates from more-similar cognates 
caused the processing differences, it is possible that experimental design caused these 
results. Factors internal to the design, such as differential frequency of the items, or factors 
external to the design, such as the proficiency of the participants, could have resulted the 
inhibition of less-similar cognates.  
 While degree of cognate overlap has been found to mediate the cognate facilitation 
effect in lexical decision tasks, such tasks with only non-identical cognates demonstrated 
cognate inhibition (Comesaña et al., 2015). And while language identification tasks 
typically resulted in inhibition of cognates (Van Hell & De Groot, 2008), language 
identification tasks that considered degree of cognate overlap found that amount of 





factors, such as L2 proficiency or language tested (L1 versus L2), have been also 
manipulated both intrasententially and in isolation. In both types of experimental 
paradigms, the effects of these types of manipulations seemed to have similar results. 
Further, the effect of these factors on the cognate effect did not appear to interact with task 
(when comparing paradigms). Given the above research, it is clear that degree of form 
overlap mediates the cognate effect in paradigms presenting isolated words. 
 What is not clear is whether degree of syntactic overlap of cognates would modulate 
the cognate effect in a paradigm presenting isolated words. Testing degree of syntactic 
overlap of cognates using a language identification task is particularly motivated since both 
the target items (cognates) and non-target filler items would be real words, i.e. have 
conceptual, syntactic and phonological features.  
 Another commonality among the studies noted above is that they presented stimuli 
visually. Only one study of cognate processing have presented stimuli auditorily14. While 
auditory presentation of stimuli examining orthographic overlap of cognates might not 
have been warranted, auditory presentation of stimuli examining phonological overlap of 
cognates should.  
 Given the categories of cognates laid out in the Cognate Continuum (see Chapter 
2), and given that differential access to the lemma and conceptual strata between the types 
of cognates and noncognates, language identification (LID) was selected for the design of 
this task over lexical identification. Like Dijkstra et al. (Dijkstra et al., 2010) and Comesaña 
et al. (Comesaña et al., 2015), the present study considered degree of overlap between 
cognates. This study considered both phonological degree of overlap between cognates, 
 





but also considers syntactic degree of similarity between cognates. Instead of identical 
cognates, this study considered true cognates, which are very similar by degree of 
phonology and syntax, lemma cognates, which are very similar by degree of syntax but 
less similar by degree of phonology, and lexemic cognates, which are very similar by 
degree of phonology but less similar by degree of syntax. Categorization of the cognates 
in this study as phonologically similar was completed using the results of the Norming 
Study in Chapter 3, and further outlined below in the Materials Section. 
 Also like Dijkstra et al. (2010), the LID task asked participants to identify the 
language of words in the experiment (both target and filler items). A complete list of the 
target and filler items may be found below in Table 4.2 (or, along with their relative 
frequencies and translations, in Appendix D, Table D.1). Just as Dijkstra et al. found 
inhibition in their language decision task, I predicted that the LID task would result in 
inhibition of cognate items. Further, just as Dijkstra et al. found that the inhibition was 
increased as a consequence of degree of cognate similarity, I too predicted that the closer 
the degree of similarity between cognates, the greater the level of inhibition. Specifically, 
I predicted that true cognates would be processed the slowest, while noncognates would be 
processed the fastest. I predicted that lemma cognates would fall between the true cognates 
and the noncognates. It was unclear where lexemic cognates would fall, as no prior research 
has considered degree of syntactic similarity. If degree of syntactic similarity does affect 
lexical processing in this context, I predicted that lexemic cognates would be faster than 
true cognates but slower than lemma cognates, since the lexeme (phonological 
representation) would be accessed prior to the lemma (syntactic representation) (c.f. Levelt, 





(27)  noncognates >> lemma cognates >> lexemic cognates >> true cognates 
 
However, if degree of syntactic similarity does not affect lexical processing, then there 
should not be a significant difference between true cognates and lexemic cognates, 
resulting in the following order:  
 
(28)  noncognates >> lemma cognates >> true cognates & lexemic cognates 
 
If participants displayed differential accuracy on comprehension questions, they were 
predicted to be more accurate on cognates than noncognates, with accuracy by type of 
cognates patterning with processing speed above.  
4.1  Participants 
 Participants recruited to the LID task were also recruited to the SPL task. The same 
inclusion/exclusion criteria applied. Participants were recruited from the Southeastern U.S. 
through advertisements across college campuses and by word-of-mouth. Participants who 
had participated in the Norming Study (experiment 1; see Chapter 3) were excluded. 
Background data and language proficiencies, which were collected via survey prior to 
recruitment, were used to determine participants’ language proficiency and usage. Only 
participants with intermediate or higher proficiencies were included by design so that all 
recruited participants would understand all of the stimuli, as some lower frequency words 
were included. Participants’ background data and their proficiencies were collected via 
internet survey before participants were scheduled for the LID and SPL tasks. The 





Language Profile (Birdsong et al., 2012). Participants’ proficiency in Spanish and in 
English was measured using the TrueNorth speaking test. Any potential participant who 
scored below B1 in either language (using the CEFR scoring rubric, provided by 
TrueNorth), was excluded from participating. The CEFR scoring rubric organizes language 
proficiency into six levels, from A1 to C2, grouped into three broad levels: Basic User (A), 
Independent User (B), and Proficient User (C). The levels are defined through ‘can-do’ 
descriptors. The Council of Europe (2020) provides this description for the B1 level: 
Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly 
encountered in work, school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most situations likely to 
arise whilst travelling in an area where the language is spoken. Can produce simple 
connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe 
experiences and events, dreams, hopes & ambitions and briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions and plans. 
And the Council of Europe provides this description for the C2 level:  
Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read. Can summarise [sic] 
information from different spoken and written sources, reconstructing arguments 
and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express him/herself spontaneously, 
very fluently and precisely, differentiating finer shades of meaning even in more 
complex situations. 
One applicant was excluded using this measure, scoring A1 in both English and Spanish. 
 Twenty participants completed this task. Nine were L1 Spanish speakers (L1Sp) 
and eleven were L1 English speakers (L1En). L1Sp participants’ average Spanish 





English proficiency was C2, and their Spanish proficiency was B2-C1. Table 4.1 details 
relevant background characteristics of the LID participants. Besides English (EN) and 
Spanish (SP), participants also acquired Portuguese (PO), Chinese (CH), French (FR), 
Latin (LA) and Greek (GR). The asterisk (*) indicates participants whose data were 
analyzed in the SPL task as well.  
 
Table 4.1 – LID Participants’ Backgrounds. 
 


















201 SP EN SP C1 C1 39 f 
202 SP EN SP C1 B2 19 f 
203 SP EN, PO SP B2-C1 C1 21 f 
204 SP EN EN C1 B2-C1 20 f 
205* SP EN SP C1 B2 21 f 
206* 
SP(-
CH) EN SP B2 C1 19 f 
207* SP EN, FR EN C2 B2-C1 19 f 
208* SP EN EN B2 C1 37 m 
209* SP-PO 
EN, FR, 
PO SP C2 C1 18 m 
301 EN  SP  EN C2 B2 26 f 
302 EN  SP EN C2 B1 28 f 
303 EN  
SP, FR, 
LA EN C2 B2-C1 31 m 
304 EN  SP EN C2 B1-B2 23 f 
305 EN 
SP, LA, 
GR EN B2 B1 80 f 
306* EN SP, FR EN C2 B2 18 f 
307* EN SP SP C1-C2 B1 21 m 























309* EN SP EN C2 B1 19 m 
310* EN SP EN B2 B2 57 f 
311* EN SP EN C2 B1-B2 32 f 
 
4.2  Materials 
 Target stimuli in the LID study were Spanish-English cognates. All included 
stimuli cognates were verbs, originally selected from NTC's Dictionary of Spanish 
Cognates (Nash, 1997). From a list of 155 cognate verbs initially identified, words were 
categorized as belonging to ‘true cognates’, ‘lemma cognates’, ‘lexemic cognates’ or other 
cognates. The cognate categories of interest, the first 3 categories, are described in Chapter 
2. To divide cognates into these groups, each word’s cross-linguistic similarity was rated 
in terms of phonology and in terms of syntax. To rate the cognates similarity, the original 
155 cognates’ phonological similarity was rated by participants (using the Norming Study, 
described in Chapter 3). As the analysis showed (Chapter 3), orthographic similarity was 
the best predictor of participants’ perception of phonological similarity (over any sets of 
phonological characteristics). Using orthographic overlap as a stand-in for phonological 
overlap, cognates’ Levenshtein distances were calculated, with included verbs’ ratings 
ranging between a score of 0 and 4. These scores differentiated true cognates and lexemic 
cognates from lemma cognates and other cognates. True cognates and lexemic cognates 





 To further differentiate these types of cognates, their syntactic overlap was 
calculated. To do this, the verb cognates’ transitivity was coded as permitting each 
transitive form and intransitive form, in each language, using Longman’s dictionary 
(Longman English–Spanish Dictionary | English to Spanish Translation, 2020; Procter, 
2006). If a verb differed by whether it could occur as transitive cross-linguistically, it 
received a score of 1 for transitivity. Likewise, if a verb differed by whether it could occur 
as intransitive cross-linguistically, it received a score of 1 for transitivity. For example, the 
cognate verb discard/descartar is both transitive and intransitive in English, but is only 
transitive in Spanish. So, it had a transitivity-difference score of 1.  
 Further, for each language, the following verb frames were coded as permitted or 
not: no dependent; prepositional phrase (PP); clause; adjective (AdjP); adverb (AdvP); 
noun phrase (NP); noun phrase-noun phrase (NP-NP); noun phrase-to-noun phrase (NP-
to-NP); noun phrase-prepositional phrase (NP-PP); noun phrase-clause (NP-clause); noun 
phrase-adjective (NP-AdjP); adjective-prepositional phrase (AdjP-PP); adverb-
prepositional phrase (AdvP-PP); and prepositional phrase-clause (PP-clause). The possible 
usage in each frame was coded in each language. Then each type of frame was compared. 
For example, the cognate verb console/consolar had a frame-difference score of 3. In 
English, the following frames were deemed licit: NP, NP-PP, NP-clause. In Spanish, the 
following frames were deemed licit: no dependent, NP. So, in only one language could it 
occur with no dependent (+1), with NP-PP (+1) and with NP-clause (+1). 
 True cognates and lemma cognates had no differences in transitivity, and between 
0 and 2 differences in frames across languages. Lexemic cognates (and other cognates) had 





From these analyses, 38 verbs were categorized at true cognates; 35 verbs were categorized 
at lexemic cognates; 29 verbs were categorized as lemma cognates; and 48 verbs were 
excluded, grouped as ‘other’ (being both more dissimilar in phonology and syntax). From 
the lists of included verbs, 29 verbs were randomly selected from true cognates and lexemic 
cognates, so that each type of cognate was represented by an equal number of items. For 
the included verbs, Appendix B shows which verbs were categorized as which type of 
cognate, their forms in English and Spanish, their phonological overlap displayed as 
orthographic Levenshtein distance score, and their syntactic distances as calculated via the 
above method. 87 pairs of cognates were included, 29 in each true cognates, lemma 
cognates, and lexemic cognates, for a total of 174 cognates. 
 Each verb included in the 3 types of cognates was recorded in 3 forms in each 
language: (i) as an infinitive (sans ‘to’ in English), (ii) in 3rd Person Singular (P.Sg.) Present 
Tense, and (iii) in 3rd P.Sg. Past Tense/Imperfect. The experimental set presented each verb 
to participants only twice, once in English and once in Spanish. Verbs were typically 
presented once as an infinitive (i) and once as either conjugation (ii or iii). Selection of the 
conjugated verb form was pseudo-randomized: if the number of syllables would have 
changed (from the number included in the norming study) due to conjugation, the other 
form was used. The match between infinitive/conjugated form was randomized by 
language. For example, the cognate verb cancel/cancelar was presented as an infinitive (i) 
in Spanish, and in present tense (ii) in English. 
 All fillers were always noncognate nouns. Two fillers were assigned to each 
cognate verb pair, one in each language, for a total of 174 fillers. Each filler was matched 





in the first syllable could be matched as well, they were. Similar to target verbs, the filler 
nouns were pseudo-randomized in an inflected form (if the plural form would have changed 
the number of syllables, it was not used). For example, matched to the cognate verb 
cancel/cancelar were the nouns ‘carrots’ and ‘cumbre’. In sum, there were 348 items. 
Matched filler items are listed in Table 4.2, showing the form of the cognate used in the 
LID task and the filler selected to match it, in each language. (The translations for the LID 
lexical items are provided in Appendix D). 
 
Table 4.2 – LID Task Cognates & Fillers. 
 
 
Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 











1 affect answer afectar abeja 
2 affirm alley afirma aguafiestas 
3 amass anvil amasa amansador 
4 applauded agreement aplaudir apoyo 
5 cancels carrots cancelar cabeza 
6 capture catwalks capturaba carcajada 
7 causes caller causar cumbre 
8 combine  campfire combinar caida 
9 comfort candy conforta cajetilla 






Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 
Cognate SP Matched filler 
SP 
11 depend deadend dependía desconocido 
12 descended disbursements descender dedales 
13 discern defeat discernir desdicha 
14 divulge desktop divulgar desecho 
15 enters ebb tides entraba entrega 
16 found fad fundar falda 
17 installs indents instalaba izquierdista 
18 intercepted inaptitudes interceptar igualada 
19 memorizes misadventures memoriza malentendido 
20 pass pad pasa pabellon 
21 persuade pager persuadir pechada 
22 practice precinct practicar prangana 
23 proceed pretense proceder presteza 
24 proclaims proctors proclamaba prostibulo 
25 refuted removers refutaba regocijo 
26 represent raider representa recaudaciones 
27 resolves red meat resolver ramaje 
28 suspend sailor suspende subcampeon 
29 toast teen tostaba tuetano 






Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 












1 abolish acorn abolir abono 
2 accumulated attorneys at law acumular alimento 
3 alienates acquiescence alienar almacen 
4 approve adage aprobar acero 
5 blanches blastoff blanquear bajista 
6 block bird bloqueaba bebedores 
7 celebrate ceiling fan celebraba calentura 
8 commences code numbers comenzar camino 
9 complicate canopy complicaba concursante 
10 cooperate coffee table cooperaba compaginacion 
11 corrupted cobblestones corromper cocina 
12 discover dejection descubre dibujante 
13 dismantle delivery desmantela descorrimiento 
14 distinguish depletion distinguir disfrute 
15 distorted dizziness distortionaba desfiladeros 
16 dressed dice adereza ensachamiento 
17 eliminate entertainment eliminar escudero 
18 imprison imbalance aprisionar anteojo 
19 incubated impoliteness incubaba internado 






Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 
Cognate SP Matched filler 
SP 
21 operate offender operaba olfateo 
22 penetrated peanut butters penetraba pachamanca 
23 polishes ponytail pulía puestero 
24 promise prickers prometer primada 
25 recognize rebounder reconocer rabadilla 
26 reinforces 
rearview 
mirrors reforzar raedura 
27 specify scavinger especificaba espantapajaros 
28 stipulated sororities estipular exigencia 
29 terminated 
tightrope 
walkers terminar toldillo 












1 admit adder admite abolengo 
2 conceded cloverleaves conceder campana 
3 condescend canister condescende caballeriza 
4 confirms coldness confirmar cartera 
5 connect coaster conectaba caceria 
6 consoles cobblers consolar cerumen 
7 continue cab driver continua cochoneria 






Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 
Cognate SP Matched filler 
SP 
9 decide dairy decide decolaje 
10 describe deck chair describe descosido 
11 devours desserts devorar dadora 
12 discard delay descartaba desengano 
13 discriminated dilapidations discriminar disfrazes 
14 imagined inbreedings imagina infelicidad 
15 informs income informa impavidez 
16 insist imprint insistir inicio 
17 mount mash montar maizal 
18 order oddball ordenar oyente 
19 peel peck pelar pavo 
20 permit paddle permitir pachorra 
21 persisted painkillers persiste periodista 
22 prefers prodding prefería primavera 
23 prepare prayer rug preparar precinto 
24 presented prevalence presenta procurador 
25 presided processions presidir premiacion 
26 presumes prizes presume promulgacion 
27 reclaims racehorses reclama refulgencia 






Cognate EN Matched filler 
EN 
Cognate SP Matched filler 
SP 
29 transmitted tiddlywinks transmitir trasfondo 
 
All items, target items and fillers, were recorded in Audacity using a Yeti USB Condenser 
Microphone, sampled at 44100Hz, by a simultaneous Spanish-English bilingual speaker, 
deemed to have a neutral accent in both languages (Central American Spanish, Standard 
American English). The speaker recorded all items in each language in separate sessions. 
After all items were recorded, each item was cut with a 200 millisecond (ms) onset and 
offset. Each item was then individually normalized to -1.0Db in Audacity software using 
the ‘Normalize’ function. 
4.3  Procedures & Task  
 Experiments were conducted using E-Prime 2.0. Participants were randomly 
assigned to complete the LID task or the SPL task first. Participants were verbally provided 
instructions before beginning each experiment. Additionally, participants read instructions 
after a welcome page in E-Prime. Instructions asked participants to identify the language 
of each word that they heard as rapidly as possible, using ‘S’ for Spanish and ‘E’ for 




15 These keys were chosen because they utilized the left hand, even though this 
potentially could bias participants toward English. A less biased approach would have 
been to use the first letter for the word of the language in that language, but that approach 
was not possible as it would have selected ‘E’ in both languages. Other keys were 





4.4  Data Analysis 
 Participants’ accuracy was recorded and analyzed. Participants’ response times 
(RTs) from button presses were also recorded by E-Prime. For both types of results, the 
planned analyses were repeated measures ANOVAs to determine (i) whether participants 
performed differentially on cognates from noncognates (cognate status), with language as 
a factor, and (ii) whether participants performed differentially on types of cognates 
(cognate type: true cognates, lemma cognates, and lexemic cognates), with language as a 
factor16. Because Comesaña et al. (2015) indicated that the less-similar types of cognates 
may not have a facilitation at all, and may in fact instead show a reverse pattern compared 
to the other cognates, the second ANOVA also included noncognates as a fourth condition. 
For example, if true cognates were inhibited, the results may show that other cognates were 
facilitated. So, this RM ANOVA considered language and lexical type, with the following 
four conditions: all 3 types of cognates along with noncognates17. The first RM ANOVA 
was an important indicator of whether there was an overall cognate effect; this could show 
different results from the analysis of effect by lexical type. 
4.5 Results 
 Twenty participants completed Experiment 2. No participants were excluded from 
analysis, as none were outliers in response scoring or timing. Participants were near ceiling 
 
16 Potential effects from participants’ individual differences (L1, dominant language, 
English proficiency and Spanish proficiency) were analyzed in Chapter 6. 
17 An alternate analysis for the LID task using a linear mixed effects (LME) regression is 
provided in Appendix E. This LME regression includes experimentally controlled 
internal factors (language and lexical type), between-subject factors which were gathered 
in the Bilingual Language Profile (L1 and dominant language) and the True North 
proficiency tests (English proficiency and Spanish proficiency), and an uncontrolled 
covariate (lexical frequency). Such an analysis provides greater power, and is less 





in accuracy for all items, with an average of 1.4% of responses incorrect (M=5 incorrect, 
SD=5 incorrect, range=0-14). Participants were about equally accurate across languages 
(English: M=3 incorrect, SD=2 incorrect; Spanish: M=2 incorrect, SD=3 incorrect), 
without significant difference between languages in accuracy (t(19)=-.197, p=.846). 
Participants were also about equally accurate between cognates and noncognates 
(cognates: M=2, SD=2; noncognates: M=3, SD=3), again without significant difference 
between item type in accuracy (t(19)=-.970, p=.344). Because participants’ accuracy was 
near ceiling and because t-tests did not reveal any pattern in participants’ accuracy, RM 
ANOVAs were not run on participants’ accuracy to further analyze it, as this would not 
likely produce valuable results. 
Figure 4.1 – Language Identification RTs by Stimuli Type. The following 
abbreviations are used: EN-true (English true cognates), EN-lemma (English lemma 
cognates), EN-lexemic (English lexemic cognates), EN-Non (English noncognates), 
SP-true (Spanish true cognates), SP-lemma (Spanish lemma cognates), SP-lexemic 





























 Table 4.3 reports average response times by type of item. See Figure 4.1 for a 
depiction of the ranges for these RTs and their ranges for a visual comparison. Response 
times averaged 1351ms for all items (SD=259ms), with an average of 1357ms on English 
items and 1349ms on Spanish items (SD=286ms, 239ms, respectively). A t-test showed 
that there was no statistically significant difference between participants’ speed on English 
versus Spanish items (t(19)=1.489, p=.153). Likewise, t-tests between types of cognates 
between languages revealed that participants did not perform significantly differently 
across languages (true: t(19)=-.277, p=.785; lemma: t(19)=.329, p=.200, lexemic: 
t(19)=1.770, p=.093). However, participants were faster on cognates (M=1327ms, 
SD=252ms) than noncognates (M=1368ms, SD=270ms), with cognates faster than 
noncognates by 41ms (t(19)=-2.292, p=.034). There was a significant difference between 
participants’ speed on Spanish cognates versus noncognates (t(19)=-3.216, p=.005), but no 
significant difference between participants’ speed on English cognates versus noncognates 
(t(19)=-1.112, p=.280).  
  


















L1Sp 1279 1446 1425 1450 1386 1370 1396 1431 
L1En 1368 1374 1389 1389 1306 1365 1299 1382 





 Among the cognates (not dividing by language), participants were nearly equally 
as fast on true cognates (M=1319ms, SD=241ms) and lexemic cognates (M=1320ms, 
SD=257ms), and slower on lemma cognates (M=1345ms, SD=271ms). In English, 
participants were fastest on true cognates (M=1263ms, SD=247ms), then slowest on 
lemma cognates (M=1360ms, SD=314ms). However, in Spanish, participants were fastest 
on lexemic cognates (M=1307ms, SD=245ms) and slowest on lemma cognates 
(M=1326ms, SD=226ms).  
 The first RM ANOVA considering language and cognate status showed a 
significant main effect of cognate status (F(1,19)=7.904, p=.011, partial η²=.294). There 
was no significant interaction of language and cognate status (F(1,19)=2.929, p=.103, 
partial η²=.134) or main effect of language (F(1,19)=1.868, p=.188, partial η²=.090). These 
results suggest that cognates were processed differentially by participants, with 
approximately 30% of the variation in response times explained by cognate status.  
 The second RM ANOVA considering language and lexical type showed a 
significant main effect of lexical type (F(3,17)=3.311, p=.045, partial η²=.369). There was 
no significant interaction of language and lexical type (F(3,17)=1.051, p=.396, partial 
η²=.156) or main effect of language (F(3,17)=.920, p=.349, partial η²=.046). These results 
were driven by significant differences between true cognates and lemma cognates 
(p=.032), with true cognates faster than lemma cognates by 52ms, and between true 
cognates and noncognates (p=.004), with true cognates faster than noncognates by 75ms. 
There was also a difference between lexemic cognates and noncognates approaching 





 The results of these RM ANOVAs suggested that type of cognate did affect 
participants processing speed, but participants only significantly differentiated true 
cognates and lemma cognates. Of note from these results is the fact that cognates were 
facilitated, not inhibited. In fact, no single type of cognate was inhibited, although not all 
types of cognates were significantly faster than noncognates. 
4.6 Discussion 
 The LID task asked participants to listen to cognate verbs in isolation during a 
language identification task. Different RTs between cognates and noncognates were 
expected. Different RTs by language were not unexpected, as prior research has not shown 
that any groups of bilinguals have a single lemma or lexemic representation for any 
cognates (Dijkstra et al., 2010). 
 Results did show that participants performed differentially between cognates and 
noncognates as expected. However, contrary to expectations, participants were faster, not 
slower, on cognates than noncognates. The reason for cognate facilitation is not 
immediately obvious. A difference between cognates and noncognates is indeed consistent 
with prior findings. However, the difference between cognates and noncognates in 
processing is theoretically caused by differences in access; this difference in access, as 
described in Chapter 2, is resultant from a (more or less) doubling of form representation 
for cognates but not for noncognates. The double form representation of cognates should 
lead to facilitation in contexts where bilinguals do not need to distinguish between the 
cognate forms, whereas they should lead to inhibition in contexts where bilinguals do need 





inhibition. These findings are contra the above hypothesis and at odds with Dijkstra et al. 
(Dijkstra et al., 2010).  
 There are two possible explanations for these unanticipated results. First, the theory 
of cognate access is incorrect. Other theories of cognate access, however, must not only 
explain the cognate facilitation found in this experiment, but as well must explain the 
cognate inhibition found by Dijkstra et al. (Dijkstra et al., 2010). Two potential 
explanations for how access could result in both inhibition and facilitation of cognates in 
reasonably similar tasks are that (i) cognates do not actually share access, and any cognate 
effects identified are actually the result of other factors, or (ii) access is fundamentally 
different for participants to the current study and that of Dijkstra et al. Neither of these 
explanations are probable. The myriad research finding cognate effects across diverse 
language combinations, and in a great number of different tasks strongly suggests that the 
cognate effect is based on a psychological reality, being that cognates have shared access. 
Further, fundamental differences in processing between the groups of participants in these 
studies, while not impossible, is also unlikely. Participants in Dijkstra et al.’s language 
identification task were L1 Dutch speakers of L2 English. Participants had at least 8+ years 
of English experience. All had roughly daily experience with both languages and were 
current university students (p.13). In the present study, participants were L1 Spanish 
speakers of L2 English or L1 English speakers of L2 Spanish. The participants had nearly 
daily experience with both languages and were university educated, if not current students. 
So, the only marked characteristic separating our participants is their L1 language. That 
said, the cognate effect has been replicated across for bilinguals of varying backgrounds 





 A second possibility is that something in the experimental design, most likely the 
stimuli set, created a confound that contributed to the contradictory outcome. This 
possibility assumes that cognates do share access to a single conceptual representation, and 
that the cognate effect as found in previous research has psychological reality. This 
possibility would mean that a confound set apart all cognate stimuli from noncognate 
stimuli, and that factor either wholly or in part was responsible for the seeming cognate 
effect found in the LID task. Such confounds may be inherent to the cognates themselves, 
or may be specific to the stimuli set selected for the LID task. Potential confounds to the 
cognate effect include concreteness, lexical syntactic category, and frequency. 
Concreteness, which was not held constant between cognates and noncognates, is not likely 
to have caused the present results. Concreteness has been found to positively interact with 
cognate effects (c.f. Ferré, Sánchez-Casas, Comesaña, & Demestre, 2017) because more 
concrete cognates more likely have a stronger overlap at the conceptual level. The cognates 
used in the LID task likely were less concrete than the noncognates because the cognates 
were all verbs and the noncognates were all nouns. Nouns are assumed to have more 
concrete representations than verbs (Bultena et al., 2013). So, both concreteness and lexical 
syntactic category should have resulted in the target items being slower than the non-target 
items. A further obvious factor is frequency. Frequency positively affects lexical access for 
both monolinguals (Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1989) and bilinguals (Dijkstra et al., 2010). If 
the selected cognates were sufficiently more frequent than the selected noncognate fillers, 
positive (facilitatory) effects of frequency may have overridden negative (inhibitory) 
effects from cognate status. This possibility may explain why cognates were facilitated 





a limitation of the current study. Frequency was not considered because matching fillers 
for noncognate status was deemed more important, and the majority of words between 
Spanish and English are in fact cognates (Schepens et al., 2013). Potential effects from 
frequency in this and other experiments are analyzed and discussed in depth in Chapter 6.  
 Besides the simple effect of cognate status, the LID task considered how type of 
cognate would interact with the cognate effect. As a reminder, (i) true cognates are very 
similar by degree of phonology and syntax, (ii) lemma cognates are very similar by degree 
of syntax but less similar by degree of phonology, and (iii) lexemic cognates are very 
similar by degree of phonology but less similar by degree of syntax. My predictions were 
that if only degree of phonological overlap affected processing, the following order would 
result:  
 
(29)  noncognates >> lemma cognates >> true cognates & lexemic cognates 
 
Inversely, the following order should result with facilitation: 
 
(30) true cognates & lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
But, if degree of syntactic overlap also affected processing, the following order would 
result: 
 






Inversely, the following order should result with facilitation: 
 
(32)  true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
Since facilitation was found instead of inhibition, the inverse of the predicted order should 
be considered, either (30) or (32). Consistent with the finding of facilitation, lemma 
cognates were consistently the slowest type of cognate, either compiled across languages 
or within each language. While true cognates were faster than lexemic cognates in English, 
this difference was not statistically significant. More so, true cognates were nearly equally 
as fast as lexemic cognates across both languages, and actually slower than lexemic 
cognates in Spanish. These results most closely align with the prediction provided in (29). 
This suggests that only degree of phonological overlap affected processing. Additionally, 
these results are in line with Dijkstra et al. (2010) and Comesaña et al. (2015), which found 
that there was a gradient effect of facilitation by cognate degree of form similarity. 
However, contra Comesaña et al., the LID task did not show that less similar cognates 
(lemma cognates, and potentially lexemic cognates) were slower than noncognates. The 
possible reasons for the different findings to our RM ANOVAs considering noncognates 
as a cognate type condition are numerous. The potential reasons notwithstanding, the 
present results suggest that while less similar cognates may have a reduced cognate effect, 





CHAPTER 5: THE SELF-PACED LISTENING TASK
Chapter 5 reviews the self-paced listening (SPL) task (Experiment 3). The goal of 
this chapter is to explain the rationale of this experiment, both in terms of prior studies and 
the selection of this particular experimental procedure, to share the results of the 
experiment, and to discuss possible meanings of those results in light of prior results. The 
lexical item of interest in the SPL task, like the LID task, is cognates. The close relationship 
between cognate representations can be interpreted in a variety of experimental conditions. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, experimental tasks can induce participants to activate cognate 
representations in isolated lexical conditions or in intrasentential environments, and can 
produce cognate inhibition or facilitation depending on experimental design. As Chapters 
3 and 4 make clear, all target cognates in this study are verbs, since there is not a systematic 
syntactic difference between Spanish and English, like there are for nouns. And, because 
the Cognate Continuum considers degree of syntactic overlap of cognates, it is important 
to consider an experimental task that presumably would activate the syntactic 
representation of the cognate, such as an intrasentential environment. While the LID task 
induced participants to activate cognate representations in isolation, the SPL task induced 
participants to activate cognate representations in an intrasentential environment. In prior 
research, the processing of cognates intrasententially has been investigated through eye-
tracking (U. Cop et al., 2017; Duyck et al., 2007; Libben & Titone, 2009; Van Assche et 
al., 2009, 2011, 2013) and self-paced reading (Bultena, 2013; Bultena et al., 2015; Dijkstra 




(2006) showed that cognates were read faster than noncognates in a variety of sentence 
conditions. In two experiments, researchers presented Spanish-English bilinguals with 
cognates and noncognates in both high- and low-constraint sentences, and then asked 
participants to complete a lexical decision task. First, participants read sentences in which 
a target was missing and replaced by dashes. Then, a letter string appeared on the screen 
and participants were asked to determine whether it was a real English word or a nonce 
word. Position of the target item varied across constraint conditions. In a third condition, 
only the letter string appeared. Concreteness of the target was also manipulated. Schwartz 
& Kroll found a cognate facilitation for isolated words and for those in the low-constraint 
sentences, but not for those in the high constraint sentences. This indicates that the cognate 
effect was easier to distinguish without context, and further that sentence structure can 
influence whether the cognate effect is discernable. Other researchers have also found a 
cognate facilitation effect for bilinguals reading in the L2 (Duyck et al., 2007; Libben & 
Titone, 2009; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Van Assche et al., 2011; Van Hell & De Groot, 
2008). Furthermore, cognate facilitation was also found intrasententially in bilinguals’ L1 
(U. Cop et al., 2017; Van Assche et al., 2009). 
Degree of cognate overlap has also been manipulated in an intrasentential 
paradigm. Duyck et al. (Duyck et al., 2007) presented orthographically identical cognates, 
non-identical cognates and noncognates in three experiments. In a first experiment, 
participants identified both identical and non-identical cognates faster than noncognates in 
a lexical decision task. In a second experiment, researchers replicated the effect with 
cognates as the final words in low-constraint sentences. But, in a third experiment using 




cognates. The results of Duyck et al. indicate that cognate facilitation can be affected by 
an interplay between experimental paradigm and degree of orthographic overlap. Cop et 
al. (2017) found similar effects of degree of orthographic overlap on cognates in both the 
L2 and the L1 in an eye-tracking study.  
On the other hand, not all researchers have found a facilitation effect when cognates 
have been used intrasententially. For instance, Bultena et al. (2015) used cognate verbs 
intrasententially in a self-paced reading task but found no facilitation effect. In Bultena et 
al., the main verb was manipulated for cognate status, and the following subordinate clause 
was manipulated for a code-switch. They found an effect of language switch following the 
verb, with a significant cost of switching from the L1 to the L2 but a significant benefit of 
switching from the L2 to the L1. However, they found no facilitation from cognate status 
on the verb segment nor an interaction of cognate status on the switch. Bultena et al. 
attributed this result at least partially to the fact that the cognates were verbs, pointing out 
that verbs have shown reduced facilitation compared to nouns (Bultena et al., 2014; Van 
Assche et al., 2013; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). There are several additional possible 
explanations for why there was no facilitation of cognates in these tasks which were not 
explicitly considered. For one, sentence constraint was not considered, so it was possible 
that high-constraint sentences were used18. It is also possible that the language switching 
paradigm could have interfered with the cognate facilitation, although that is unlikely given 
that the switch occurred after the cognate in the sentence. Another potential explanation 
could be that the participants were not sufficiently fluent in their L2. However, Bultena et 
 
18 Although others (Dijkstra et al., 2014; Libben & Titone, 2009; Starreveld, De Groot, 
Rossmark, & Van Hell, 2014; Titone, Libben, Mercier, Whitford & Pivneva, 2011; Van 




al. suggested that their proficiency in L2 English was “relatively high” as measured by a 
non-speeded lexical decision task, for which their average score was 82%. They also 
included L2 proficiency was included as a covariant in analyses. Given the potential for 
learners’ unfamiliarity with an L2 cognate to remove or reduce the cognate effect (Bowers 
et al., 2000), only highly proficient bilinguals were included in the present study. Similar 
to Bultena et al., the bilinguals included in the present study were tested in both the L1 and 
their L2. 
Similarly, Van Assche et al. (2013) found little cognate facilitation in an eye-
tracking study of intrasentential cognate verbs. Only on go-past time did the authors find 
an effect of cognate status, although they did find a facilitation effect for the same cognates 
in a lexical decision task. Like Bultena et al., Van Assche et al. did not seem to consider 
sentence constraint, which could have affected their results. Another similarity between 
both studies was the fact that target cognates were verbs. As Van Assche et al. pointed out, 
“verbs have a smaller degree of formal and semantic overlap between languages than nouns 
(Gentner, 1981; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998)”, and a reduced conceptual overlap has been 
suggested to diminish the cognate affect (Dijkstra et al., 2010). However, Van Assche et 
al. reported that verb tense was not shown to interact with the facilitation affect they found, 
indicating that differences in inflectional morphology across verb cognates does not 
eliminate the cognate effect. Another explanation for both the findings of Bultena et al. and 
Van Assche et al. might be that verbs’ degree of syntactic overlap was not investigated. It 
is possible that in their studies there were large variations in the types of arguments the 
cognate verbs selected cross-linguistically. For that reason, the present research considered 




While semantic context was found to lessen the cognate effect compared to the 
cognate effect found when there was no context (e.g., isolated lexical items), the effect was 
still found (Schwartz & Kroll, 2006). And, while not all researchers found the effect 
intrasententially (Bultena et al., 2015; Van Assche et al., 2013), the majority did (Bultena, 
2013; Bultena et al., 2015; U. Cop et al., 2017; Dijkstra et al., 2014; Duyck et al., 2007; 
Libben & Titone, 2009; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Starreveld et al., 2013; Titone et al., 2011; 
Van Assche et al., 2011, 2013, 2009). The factors that have appeared to interact with the 
cognate effect intrasententially were sentence constraint level, and possibly word class of 
the cognate. Other factors that were manipulated in studies of the cognate effect 
intrasententially, such as L2 proficiency or whether the L1 or L2 was tested, have been 
similarly manipulated in studies of the cognate effect in isolation. The effects of such 
manipulations seemed to have similar results in both types of experimental paradigms, and 
the manipulations intrasententially of such factors did not appear to have an interaction 
with task. Given the above research, it is clear that a cognate effect is typically detected in 
an intrasentential environment.  
What is not clear is whether degree of syntactic overlap of cognates would modulate 
the cognate effect intrasententially, as it was not clear of cognates in isolation. Furthermore, 
testing degree of syntactic overlap of cognates intrasententially is particularly motivated, 
since the syntactic variations between the cognates cross-linguistically may become more 
discernable in that environment. In other words, the cognates’ potential differences in 





Another commonality among all the studies noted above is that they presented 
stimuli visually. No studies of the cognate processing intrasententially19 have presented 
stimuli auditorily. While auditory presentation of stimuli examining orthographic overlap 
of cognates might not have been warranted, auditory presentation of stimuli examining 
phonological overlap of cognates should. It can be assumed that visual presentation of a 
lexical item induces a reader to initially access the orthographic form representation 
(Dijkstra et al., 2019). It may equally be assumed that aural presentation of a lexical item 
induces a listener to initially access the phonological form representation.  
Given the categories of cognates laid out in the Cognate Continuum (see Chapter 
2), given that verb cognates were selected for analysis due to their potential syntactic 
variations (see Chapter 3), and given that degree of syntactic overlap between cognates 
may be more pronounced intrasententially than in isolation, it was important to consider 
whether task would provoke or interact with effect of cognate overlap. If task interacts with 
the effect of cognate overlap, then the SPL task should result in a greater effect from degree 
of syntactic overlap of cognates than the LID task, since the intrasentential context would 
necessitate the accessing of the lexical item’s lemma; it is unclear whether the presentation 
of isolated lexical items (like in the LID task) triggers accessing the item’s lemma. If there 
is no interaction, then the LID and SPL tasks should result in roughly equivalent effects 
from degree of syntactic overlap of cognates. And, given that cognate phonology (more so 
than cognate orthography) was compared (see Chapter 3 for an explanation), self-paced 
listening (SPL) was selected for the design of this task over self-paced reading. The SPL 
 




task asked participants to listen to a sentence in which the main verb was either a cognate 
or a noncognate. Just as Schwartz & Kroll (2006) found facilitation in their self-paced 
reading task, I predicted that the SPL task would result in facilitation of cognate items. 
Further, just as Duyck et al. (2007) and Cop et al. (2017), have found that facilitation was 
increased as a consequence of degree of cognate overlap intrasententially, I too predicted 
that the closer the degree of overlap between cognates, the greater the level of facilitation. 
This study considered true cognates (which are very similar by degree of phonology and 
syntax), lemma cognates (which are very similar by degree of syntax but less similar by 
degree of phonology), and lexemic cognates (which are very similar by degree of 
phonology but less similar by degree of syntax). Categorization of the cognates in this 
study as phonologically similar was completed using the results of the Norming Study in 
Chapter 3, and further outlined below in the Materials Section of Chapter 4. Specifically, I 
predicted that true cognates would be processed the fastest, while noncognates would be 
processed the slowest. If only degree of phonological overlap affected processing, I 
predicted that lexemic cognates have roughly the same response time as true cognates, with 
a smaller processing benefit to lemma cognates, resulting in the following order: 
 
(33) true cognates & lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
If degree of syntactic overlap also affected processing, I predicted that lexemic 
cognates would be slower than true cognates but faster than lemma cognates, since the 
lexeme (phonological representation) would be accessed prior to the lemma (syntactic 




(34) true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
If participants displayed differential accuracy on comprehension questions, they 
were predicted to be more accurate on cognates than noncognates, with accuracy by type 
of cognates patterning with processing speed above.  
5.1  Participants 
Participants recruited to the LID task were also recruited to the SPL task. The same 
inclusion/exclusion criteria applied. Participants who had participated in the Norming 
Study (experiment 1; see Chapter 3) were excluded. Background data and language 
proficiencies collected via survey for the LID task applied to the SPL task. As with the LID 
task, one applicant was excluded using this measure, scoring A1 in both English and 
Spanish. 
Twenty participants completed this task. Nine participants were excluded from 
analysis, as technical errors resulted in the loss of data from segments 1-5. Table 4.1 
indicates the relevant background characteristics of the SPL participants; those whose 
results were included were indicated with a (*). From the included participants, L1Sp 
participants’ average Spanish proficiency was C1, and their English proficiency was C1-
C2. L1En participants’ average English proficiency was C2, and their Spanish proficiency 
was B2-C1.  
5.2  Materials 
Target stimuli in the SPL study included the same Spanish-English cognate verbs 
as in the LID task (see Appendix B), with the same sets of 29 cognates per category. For a 




lexemic cognates, see Section 4.2. In the SPL task, cognate verbs, which were the target 
items, were presented intrasententially in simple past tense conjugation in English and 
preterite in Spanish. Each cognate verb was presented in both English and Spanish. In each 
language, each type of cognate had 29 total sentences; across languages, there were 174 
total sentences with target items (cognate verbs). 
Filler items’ verbs were noncognate verbs, also in simple past tense in English and 
preterite in Spanish. Some, but not all, filler verbs were used in both languages. Filler verbs 
were not matched to target verbs for onset or syllable length. The total number of fillers 
was 2/3 the total number of target sentences; the total number of fillers was not equivalent 
to targets in order to reduce participant fatigue. Across languages, there were 116 total 
sentences with filler items (noncognate verbs).  
All sentences for one language were presented in one block. Sentences within a 
language block were presented in randomized order. There were an equal number of items 
per language. In sum, there were 290 total sentences. 
I (a native speaker of English) wrote the English sentences; and I, along with 3 L1 
English speakers with advanced Spanish proficiency, wrote the Spanish sentences. All 
words in all sentences, aside from the target cognates, were noncognates. The simultaneous 
bilingual informant provided an additional grammaticality check for all sentences, as well 
as a check for cognates among non-target words. Any sentences with non-target cognates 
were rewritten, so that the only cognates in the final version were the target items. The final 
version of all sentences presented in the SPL task, in both languages, are displayed in 




Each sentence (in both languages) contained the same number of syllables before 
the verb and the same number of syllables after the verb. Always preceding the verb were 
five syllables total; these syllables contained either just a subject noun phrase (NP), or an 
adverb or prepositional phrase (PP) followed by an NP. All NPs were [+animate] (typically 
[+human]). Nine sentences in English had just the NP and 89 sentences in Spanish had just 
the NP. Most subject NPs were third person (3p), either singular or plural, with some 1p or 
2p plural. After the verb were two segments: a 5-syllable segment was first, which 
contained a NP or PP20. Following that segment, each sentence ended with a 10-syllable 
structure, which contained a clause or adjunct PP. To illustrate, the verbs cause/causar, a 
true cognate, is presented in (35a-b) below, and the verbs smile/sonreír, fillers in both 
languages, are presented in (35c-d). Note that the cross-linguistic presentations of neither 
targets nor fillers were in translated sentences. In fact, no sentence was directly translated 
across languages. 
 
(35a) Yesterday the dogs caused their owners' children to run after squirrels in their 
neighbors' yards 
(35b) Hoy la tormenta causó mucho perjuicio por la inundación de las casas 
 ‘Today the storm caused a lot of damage due to the flooding of the houses’ 
 
20 These objects were both complements and adjuncts to both transitive and intransitive 
verbs. These properties were not held constant because the primary factor used to select 
arguments was that they were noncognates; as such, possible semantically licit lexical 




(35c) The nurses and I smiled at the sick children through the window into their playroom 
(35d) Todas las chicas sonrieron hoy de repente cuando vieron un payaso tonto 
 ‘All the girls smiled today suddenly when they saw a silly clown’ 
 
Forty sentences in English and 41 sentences in Spanish received a comprehension question. 
Comprehension questions were included to ensure that participants were paying attention, 
but due to the length of the blocks, it was deemed impractical to add a question to each 
sentence. The sentences that received a comprehension question were assigned to each fifth 
sentence. The question asked participants if they heard a word or phrase from the sentence 
they just heard (“Did you hear _” or “Oyó [usted] _”). Approximately half of the questions 
had a ‘yes’ response and half had a ‘no’ response. The ‘yes’ responses were phrases 
pseudorandomly selected from each of the 4 non-verb segments.  
All sentences, targets and fillers, and questions were recorded in Audacity using a 
Yeti USB Condenser Microphone by the same simultaneous Spanish-English bilingual 
speaker as the LID task. The speaker recorded all items in each language in separate 
sessions. Each sentence was recorded all at once, spoken clearly with normal prosody (i.e. 
words were not spoken in isolation). After all sentences were recorded, sentences were cut; 
each sentence had a 500 millisecond (ms) onset and offset. Sentences were then cut into 
segments. Segment cuts were planned and corresponded to prosodic/syntactic phrases 
detailed above. Typically, segment 1 was the PP and segment 2 was the NP. Sentences 
with just the NP only had one segment, coded as segment 1. The verb, which was of 
primary interest, was always coded as segment 3, regardless of whether it was preceded by 




the verb (a single word, either a cognate target or a noncognate filler), and never contained 
any other words. Segment 4 contained the object NP or PP; segment 5 was the clause or 
adjunct PP. Thus, the planned number of segments varied from 4 to 5.  
For some sentences, planned segment cuts were not made because of significant 
coarticulation. In which case, the two segments were left as one segment, and coded as the 
lower number segment (segment 1). After the cuts, 34 sentences in English had no segment 
2, 25 more than was planned, and 90 sentences in Spanish had no segment 2, 1 more than 
was planned. This resulted in a significantly greater number of Spanish sentences with only 
4 segments (t(144)= -7.568, p<.001). As an example of a sentence that had 5 planned cuts 
but only had 4 final segments, in sentence (36), the P and NP before the verb (in bold), 
planned as segments 1 and 2, were left together. 
 
(36) Yesterday you all condescended to the waitresses who complained to the diner's 
new owner 
 
 After all segments were cut, each segment was then individually normalized. The 
average length of segments by language and cognate status are shown in Table 5.1. 
Averages do not include ‘0’ values. The following abbreviations are used: EN (English), 
SP (Spanish), Cog (sentence with a cognate for the verb), and Non (sentence with a 
noncognate for the verb). There was no significant difference between English verbs and 
Spanish verbs (t(144)=.180, p=.858), but there was a significant difference between 
English sentences and Spanish sentences (EN: M=6634.20, SD=649.53; SP: M=5486.44, 




segments were longer than non-cognate verb segments (Cog: M=660.79, SD=151.12; Non: 
M=550.55, SD=153.95; t(288)= -6.1518, p<.001); and cognate status sentences were longer 
than non-cognate status sentences (Cog: M=6134.44, SD=786.47; Non: M=5949.14, 
SD=968.90; t(288)=-1.900, p=.058). The differences between cognate verbs and 
noncognate verbs accounted for 60% of the total difference between those types of 
sentences. 
 
Table 5.1 – RTs for SPL Segments by Language and Cognate Status. 
 
  SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 total 
EN Cog 1221.19 652.88 641.86 1377.55 2836.63 6625.05 
Non 1351.85 680.92 575.20 1439.78 2834.98 6647.93 
SP Cog 1247.42 615.37 679.71 1058.72 2431.63 5643.83 
Non 1129.56 595.55 525.90 1036.56 2322.16 5250.34 
Mean 1236.87 644.13 616.69 1226.15 2611.90 6060.32 
 
5.3  Procedures & Task  
Experiments were conducted using E-Prime 2.0. As described in the previous 
chapter, participants were randomly assigned to complete the LID task or the SPL task 
first. Participants were verbally provided instructions before beginning each experiment. 
Additionally, participants read instructions after a welcome page in E-Prime. Participants 
were randomly assigned to begin with either the Spanish or English block. Participants 
were encouraged take a break between blocks.  
Participants were instructed that they would press the spacebar to begin a sentence, 
then press the spacebar to proceed in each sentence. They should press the spacebar as 




sentence, as this may impede comprehension. When participants encountered a question 
which followed some sentences, they could only proceed by responding to it. They were 
instructed to press ‘Y’ for yes/sí or ‘N’ for no/no. These response keys were consistent 
across language blocks so that participants did not confuse which button to press, although 
this may have created the same bias as was mentioned in Chapter 4. Only by pressing one 
of these two keys could participants proceed beyond a question. Comprehension questions 
were included to check whether participants were paying attention, but were not included 
for every sentence because this would have greatly lengthened the total task time. 
Participants began each language block with 3 practice sentences, presented in random 
order. One of the three practice sentences had a question. Although response times to 
button presses for the practice sentences were recorded, they were not used in analyses. 
5.4  Data Analysis 
To analyze participants’ accuracy, responses to comprehension questions were 
recorded and analyzed. As a starting point, if participants showed that they were 
consistently inaccurate (near chance), their results would be excluded, since this would 
indicate that they were frequently not paying attention. However, for participants with 
majority accurate responses, individual incorrect responses were not excluded due to the 
low number of experimental items available per category. T-tests were also used to 
determine if participants displayed differential accuracy on questions between English and 
Spanish21, between all sentences with a cognate and all sentences without a cognate, and 
between sentences with a cognate and sentences without a cognate in each language.  
 
21 Potential effects on stimuli language from participants’ individual differences (L1, 
dominant language, English proficiency and Spanish proficiency) were analyzed 




Participants’ response times (RTs) from button presses were also recorded by E-
Prime. Like the analysis in Chapter 4, the RM ANOVAs of interest for this experiment 
were used to determine (i) cognate status (whether participants performed differentially on 
cognates versus noncognates), with language as a factor, and (ii) whether participants 
performed differentially on lexical types, with both cognates (cognate type: true cognates, 
lemma cognates, and lexemic cognates) and noncognates as the four conditions, also with 
language as a factor. As indicated in Chapter 4, the effect of less-similar types of cognates 
may not result in facilitation at all, and may in fact instead show a reversal or negation of 
cognate effects (Comesaña et al., 2012, 2015). One set of RM ANOVAs were run on RTs 
of the target segment, segment 3. One RM ANOVA was run which included language and 
cognate status as factors. Another RM ANOVA was run which included language and 
lexical type. This RM ANOVAs were run in order to determine whether types of cognates 
significantly differed from one another, and/or from noncognates. Further RM ANOVAs 
on the segments subsequent to the verb, segments 4 and 5, were each run to consider 
whether there was an effect of cognate status, with language considered as a factor. These 
RM ANOVAs were run in order to determine whether cognate status affected processing 
and/or interacted with other factors, and whether effects spilled over to the segments 
following the verb (c.f. Bultena et al., 2015)22. 
 
 
22 An alternate analysis for the SPL task using a linear mixed effects (LME) regression is 
provided in Appendix E. This LME regression includes experimentally controlled 
internal factors (language and lexical type), between-subject factors which were gathered 
in the Bilingual Language Profile (L1 and dominant language) and the True North 
proficiency tests (English proficiency and Spanish proficiency), and an uncontrolled 
covariate (lexical frequency). Such an analysis provides greater power, and is less 





 Participants were near ceiling in accuracy (responses to comprehension questions) 
for all items (M=7, SD=3). Participants were about equally accurate across languages 
(English: M=4, SD=2; Spanish: M=3, SD=2), without significant difference between 
languages in accuracy (t(10)=.911, p=.384). However, unlike the LID task, participants in 
here were not equally accurate by cognate status (Cog: M=2, SD=1; Non: M=6, SD=3; 
t(10)=-4.577, p=.001). Figure 5.1 shows participants’ accuracy by sentence type. Figure 
5.2 visualizes average response times by segment and sentence type. Average response 
times for all sentences (across both languages) was 8115ms (SD=755ms). Of all the 
segments, segment 2 was the fastest (M=1118ms, SD=102ms), followed by segment 3, the 
target (M=1298, SD=108), then segment 1 (M=1719ms, SD=115ms), then segment 5 





























Participants' Accuracy by Sentence Type
EN-Cog EN-Non SP-Cog SP-Non
Figure 5.1 – Participants’ Accuracy by Sentence Type. This figure shows how many 
errors each participant made by sentence type. In the key, the following abbreviations 
are used: EN (English), SP (Spanish), Cog (positive cognate status for the sentence), 




the most variation in RTs. Besides segments 2 and 3, these average RTs are consistent with 
the average lengths for each of these recordings. However, on average, segment 3 is shorter 
than segment 2.  
Participants’ average time for English sentences is 8771ms (SD=770ms) and for 
Spanish sentences is 7419ms (SD=948ms), with a significant difference between languages 
(t(10)=5.275, p<.001). The average time to listen to the whole sentence with a cognate was 
8166ms (SD=768ms) and for sentences without a cognate was 7963ms (SD=730ms), again 
with a significant difference between the cognate statuses (t(10)=5.405, p<.001). Response 
times averaged 1619ms for all items (SD=156ms), with an average of 1754ms on English 
items and 1484ms on Spanish items (SD=154ms, 190ms, respectively)23.  
 
23 A separate ANOVA was conducted which included segments and language as factors, 
in order to ensure that participants did not react to each segment at the same speed. If 
they had, this would suggest they were not paying attention. The results of this ANOVA 
revealed a significant interaction of segment and language (F(4,11)=. 252.875, p<.001, 
























Segment RTs by Sentence Type
EN-Cog EN-Non SP-Cog SP-Non
Figure 5.2 – Segment RTs by Sentence Type. This figure shows the speed at which 
participants pressed keys to progress to the following segment. In the key, the 
following abbreviations are used: EN (English), SP (Spanish), Cog (positive cognate 




Table 5.2 specifies averages of segment 3. A visualization of lexical types is 
provided separately for each language in Figure 5.3. The following abbreviations are used: 
SP-Cog (Spanish cognates), and SP-Non (Spanish noncognates). Within segment 3, the 
results of the first RM ANOVA showed that there was a significant interaction between 
language and cognate status (F(1,10)=59.678, p<.001, partial η²=.856), a significant main 
effect of cognate status (F(1,10)=8.181, p=.017, partial η²=.450), and a main effect of 
language approaching significance (F(1,10)=4.119, p=.070, partial η²=.292). Post-hoc 
analyses indicated that the interaction was driven by differences between cognate statuses 
 
main effect of segment (F(4,11)=.082, p<.001, partial η²=.994). All segments were 
significantly different from one another (p<.001), with the exception of segment 1 and 



























Figure 5.3 – Bar Chart of Verb Processing by Lexical Type in SPL. Verbs, or Segment 




in English with cognate segments responded to faster than noncognate segments 
(F(1,10)=25.217, p=.001, partial η²=.716), in Spanish also with cognate segments faster 
than noncognate segments (F(1,10)=35.401, p<.001, partial η²=.780). These results clearly 
indicated that cognates were responded to faster than noncognates24. And, as Table 5.2 
indicates, several types of English cognates were faster than Spanish cognates. The 
difference in processing speed between English and Spanish cognates likely drives the 
interaction between language and cognate status. 
 






Non true lemma lexemic true lemma lexemic 
L1Sp 1196 1446 1230 1425 1343 1375 1429 1340 
L1En 1049 1228 1088 1239 1233 1396 1329 1290 
Mean 1116 1327 1153 1324 1283 1386 1374 1313 
 
In the second RM ANOVA of segment 3, results revealed a significant interaction 
of language and lexical type (F(3,8)=20.059, p<.001, partial η²=.883), a significant main 
effect of lexical type (F(3,8)=15.799, p=.001, partial η²=.856), and a significant main effect 
of language (F(3,8)=10.639, p=.009, partial η²=.515). Post-hoc analyses in English showed 
 
24 This is particularly notable because noncognate verb recordings were significantly 
shorter than cognate verb recordings. While the mismatch between recording lengths for 
cognate sentences and noncognates was not ideal, the fact that cognates were processed 





that there was a significant effect of lexical type (F(3,8)=63.664, p<.001, partial η²=.960). 
Pairwise comparisons in English showed that true cognates were responded to significantly 
faster than lexemic cognates approaching significance (p=.065) by 37ms, faster than 
lemma cognates (p<.001) by 211ms, and significantly faster than noncognates (p<.001) by 
208ms. Lexemic cognates were responded to significantly faster than lemma cognates 
(p<.001) by 174ms, and noncognates by 171ms (p<.001). There was not a significant 
difference between lemma cognates and noncognates (p>.500). In fact, English noncognate 
verbs processed 3ms faster than English lemma cognate verbs.  
Similarly, post-hoc analyses in Spanish showed that there was a also significant 
effect of lexical type (F(3,8)=52.223, p<.001, partial η²=.951). Pairwise comparisons in 
Spanish showed that true cognates were responded to significantly faster than lexemic 
cognates (p<.001) by 92ms, and faster than lemma cognates approaching significance 
(p=.065) by 103ms. But, while true cognates were responded to faster than noncognates, 
the difference was not significant (p=.310). In fact, lexemic cognates and lemma cognates 
were each responded to significantly slower than noncognates (respectively, p=.010 and 
p=.014) by 73ms and 61ms. The results of the analyses for segment 3 show that true 
cognates are processed significantly faster than other types of cognates. Further, these 
results suggest that true, lemma and lexemic cognates were processed differentially from 
one another. However, the results do not show that these cognate types equally elicit the 
cognate facilitation effect.  
Within segment 4, there was a significant difference between cognate statuses in 
English (F(1,10)=363.835, p<.001, partial η²=.973) with cognate status segments 




(F(1,10)=30.005, p<.001, partial η²=.750) with noncognate status segments responded to 
faster than cognate status segments by 165ms. Within segment 5, there was a significant 
difference between cognate statuses in English (F(1,10)=217.524, p<.001, partial η²=.956) 
with noncognate status segments responded to faster than cognate status segments by 
603ms, and in Spanish (F(1,10)=5.557, p=.040, partial η²=.357) with cognate status 
segments faster than noncognate status segments by 50ms. While it may be reasonable to 
expect a continued effect of cognate status in the segments subsequent to the cognate verb, 
the mixed results across languages do not readily support this possibility. It is unlikely that 
participants’ processing of this segment is facilitated in one language and not the other.  
5.6 Discussion 
The SPL task asked participants to listen to cognate verbs intrasententially during 
a self-paced listening task. Different RTs by language were not unexpected, as the length 
of recorded English sentences versus Spanish sentences significantly varied. While the 
differences between languages are not desirable, these differences are not unexpected, 
since the number of syllables per second is greater in Spanish than in English. Specifically, 
Spanish speakers utter approximately 7.82 syllables per second, whereas English speakers 
utter approximately 6.19 syllables per second (Pellegrino et al., 2011). Further, different 
RTs within segment 3 through 5 were predicted to be mediated by whether the sentence of 
the segment had a cognate or not, and by what type of cognate was in that sentence25.  
 
25 Results did show that participants reacted differentially to each preceding segment, 
with all but one pairwise comparison of segments producing significant results. These 
results were foreseeable because segments had differential numbers of syllabi assigned to 
them in their creation, and as a result, the affiliated segment was a corresponding length. 
It was expected that participants paying attention to these recordings would have varied 
RTs, so these significant differences support the inference that participants were paying 




Segment 3 was the segment of the greatest interest because this was where the target 
item was located. A consistent cognate facilitation effect was seen in segment 3. These 
results are contra Van Assche et al. (2013) and Bultena et al. (2015) which suggested that 
cognate verbs would not be facilitated intrasententially. As a reminder, (i) true cognates 
are very similar by degree of phonology and syntax, (ii) lemma cognates are very similar 
by degree of syntax but less similar by degree of phonology, and (iii) lexemic cognates are 
very similar by degree of phonology but less similar by degree of syntax. The predictions 
were that if only degree of phonological overlap affected processing, the following order 
would result: 
 
(37) true cognates & lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
But, if degree of syntactic overlap also affected processing, the following order would 
result: 
 
(38) true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
 
All three types of cognates patterned in the manner expected in (38), the pattern that 
assumed that both degree of phonological overlap and degree of syntactic overlap would 
affect processing. This pattern was consistent across languages, although it was not 
significant in both languages. While the three-way patterning of cognates was consistent, 
the individual types of cognates’ relationship to noncognates was not consistent across 




whether all types of cognates actually had a facilitation showed that in fact only English 
true cognates and lexemic cognates showed a facilitation. Neither English lemma cognates 
nor any Spanish cognates (individually) had a facilitation effect in comparison to 
noncognates. Further, like Comesaña et al., there was actually an inhibition of Spanish 
lexemic and lemma verbs. Based upon this observation, it is unsurprising that the lemma 
cognates failed to show facilitation. Also following Comesaña et al. it was expected that 
both true cognates and lexemic cognates would display facilitation, given that they were 
more similar phonologically/orthographically. So, it was surprising that Spanish lexemic 
cognates showed inhibition. It was particularly surprising that lexemic cognates displayed 
facilitation in one language and inhibition in the other.  
Nevertheless, the significant differences in English, which are partially repeated in 
Spanish, support the idea that both cognate phonology/orthography and cognate syntax can 
mediate the cognate facilitation effect. The difference between true cognates and lemma 
cognates replicates findings in prior research. The difference between true cognates and 
lexemic cognates, which considers cognate syntactic differences, is a novel finding. It is 
likely that intrasentential environment of the cognate verbs is what triggered the tripartite 
processing stratum between the true, lexemic and lemma cognates. It is probable that the 
support found for the Cognate Continuum in this task was due to the fact that the cognates 
were verbs, as opposed to another lexical syntactic category without a complex syntactic 
structure that would (a) affect processing of the sentence and (b) differ markedly across 
languages.  
Following segment 3 were segments 4 and 5 for which a facilitation effect due to 




research (Bultena et al., 2015). However, there did not seem to be a pattern of facilitation 
for these portions of the sentences. As with segments 1 and 2, there were interactions 
between the languages and the cognate status of these segments, which did not seem to 
follow a predictable pattern. While the interaction did occur, the lack of patterning suggests 
that having a cognate in the sentence did not boost processing speed.  
While the facilitation was predicted due to the cognate status, the novelty of self-
paced listening made the likelihood of facilitation unclear. Self-paced listening is a novel 
task design to examine cognate facilitation. Similar tasks, such as self-paced reading, have 
shown cognate facilitation though (Duyck et al., 2007; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006). Overall, 
the analyses on segment 3 suggest that self-paced listening, like self-paced reading, can be 
a valid task to find cognate facilitation.  
Unlike a number of prior studies considering cognate facilitation intrasententially 
(Dijkstra et al., 2014; Libben & Titone, 2009; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Starreveld et al., 
2013; Titone et al., 2011; Van Assche et al., 2013; Van Hell & De Groot, 2008), this 
study did not consider sentence constraint. As was noted above, cognate facilitation has 
been found more readily in low-constraint than high-constraint sentences. For that reason, 
it would be worth determining the constraint level of the stimuli sentences. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION 
 This thesis investigated the representation, relationship, and processing of similar 
lexical items across languages. To this end, this project investigated the processing of 
cognates both in isolation and intrasententially. The cognates used in this study were 
categorized into three types of cognates from the Cognate Continuum, varying by degree 
of similarity of each. True cognates are cognates that are very similar in terms of phonology 
and syntax across cognates; lemma cognates are cognates that are very similar in terms of 
cognate syntax, but less similar in terms of phonology; and lexemic cognates that are very 
similar in terms of cognate phonology, but less similar in terms of syntax. This thesis 
examined not only how cognate phonology mediated their cross-language relationship at 
the lexemic level, but also how the syntax of cognate verbs affected that relationship at the 
lemma level. In addition, the thesis explored how task affected cognate processing. In three 
comprehension and perception experiments, the following research questions were 
undertaken in relation to cognate processing: RQ1: Which phonological features cause a 
cognate to be perceived as more or less similar on the cognate continuum? RQ2: Does 
degree of phonological similarity and of syntactic similarity affect cognate processing? 
RQ3: How does task affect the processing of cognates? 
 Section 6.1 summarizes the three research questions and corresponding hypotheses, 
how these were addressed by the experiments, and how those results support the 
hypotheses. This is followed by a discussion of additional internal and external factors 
potentially affecting the outcomes in section 6.2. The discussion culminates with 
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suggestions for future research based on the present findings, and an overall conclusion 
regarding the research questions in section 6.3. 
6.1  Research Questions 
6.1.1 RQ1: Which Phonological Features Cause a Cognate to Be Perceived as More or 
Less Similar on the Cognate Continuum? 
 The goal of this research was to determine the relationship between cognates’ 
representations at the lemma and lexemic strata. To test processing differences arising from 
dissimilarity in cognates’ lexemes, it was necessary to determine which phonological 
differences were perceptible in distinguishing the cognates, since bilinguals have been 
shown to collapse phonemic categories across languages (Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, 
1984, 1986, 1992, 1995, 2002, 1998; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1986). Few prior studies of 
cognate processing considered perceived similarity (but see, Allen & Conklin, 2013; 
Dijkstra et al., 2010; Nakayama et al., 2014). Those that did typically used norming study 
participants’ ratings to determine cognate degree of similarity. Other methods to 
discriminate cognates’ similarity, such as Levenshtein distances and Van Orden’s number, 
have also been used. Since the goal in those studies was merely to categorize cognates as 
more or less phonologically similar, a comparison of these models has not previously 
happened. However, the reliability and validity of such methods have not been evaluated. 
So, the appropriate method was comparing phonological forms of cognates was unsettled.  
 Thus, the first investigation in this thesis, the Norming Study (Chapter 3) 
considered which phonological features would lead to a cognate being perceived as more 
or less similar on the Cognate Continuum. An original evaluation method was tested, which 
was designed to reflect possible differences in native speakers’ phonological form 
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representations and bilinguals’ perceived phonological form representations. To this end, 
the Norming Study considered which phonological features caused cognates to be 
perceived as more or less similar on the Cognate Continuum by examining the perceived 
similarity of Spanish-English cognate verb pairs, presented aurally. Results of the rating 
survey of Spanish-English bilinguals were compared to a number of phonological features. 
Because bilinguals do not necessarily perceive all analyzable phonological differences 
(Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, 1984, 1986, 1992, 1995, 2002, 1998; Flege & Hillenbrand, 
1986), but which differences bilinguals perceive has not been experimentally isolated, I 
predicted that additions/deletions will be more perceptible than substitutions, and of 
substitutions, ones that change a greater number of features will be more perceptible than 
substitutions that change only one feature. The Norming study also assessed the other 
manners for calculating cognate similarity. From the results of the rating survey and these 
analyses, levels of phonological similarity between cognates within the Cognate 
Continuum were established. 
 The results of the Norming Study showed that changes to certain phonological 
features affected the perceived relationship between cognates, while other phonological 
features apparently did not affect their perception. The following features, in the PPS model 
of phonological differences scores (Model 1), were predicted to account for approximately 
27% of the variance in participants’ Likert score ratings: added or deleted syllables at onset 
of the lexical item; total number of consonant additions and deletions; total number of 
consonant substitutions in a different place; total number of consonant changes within the 
coda; total number of vowel additions and deletions; total number of vowel substitutions 
in the same vowel space; total number of vowel substitutions in a different vowel space; 
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and total number of changes to vowels in stressed syllables. All of these features, except 
vowel substitutions in the same vowel space, predicted a lower similarity rating, while 
changes to vowel substitutions accounted for greater perceived similarity. As predicted, 
following Flege and colleagues (Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, 1984, 1986, 1992, 1995, 2002; 
Flege & Hillenbrand, 1986), these results suggested that small phonetic differences 
(substituted phonemes that had overlapping phonological features) did not affect 
bilinguals’ perception of cognates.  
 In evaluating the survey ratings against the other methods of quantitatively 
comparing cognates’ similarities, some models were more or less predictive than the PPS 
model of phonological differences scores (Model 1). The model of formal phonological 
distances (using a LD of the IPA of the cognates, or LD-P; Model 2) accounted for 
approximately 33% of the variance in participants ratings. In comparing these methods, the 
PPS model of perceived phonological differences (Model 1) was about equally predictive 
of participants’ similarity ratings as LD-P. What is surprising in the comparison of the PPS 
model of perceived phonological differences (Model 1) and LD-P (Model 2) is that the 
same variations are accounted. The PPS model included additions, deletions and 
substitutions to both consonants and vowels, and in fact allowed for more subtlety in their 
ratings by including them as different factors. By separating these factors, the PPS model 
had larger degrees of freedom, which would predict that this model would have greater 
power than LD-P. Nevertheless, these analyses imply that norming studies of perceived 
phonological similarity may not be necessary, and instead LD-P, which would require less 
effort to calculate, may be substituted. This would be particularly useful to studies of 
different script cognates.  
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 The model of formal orthographic distances (using orthographic LDs, or LD-O; 
Model 3) accounted for approximately 49% of the variance in participants ratings. Van 
Orden’s OS numbers (Model 4) accounted for approximately 8% of the variance in 
participants ratings. And, Weber’s GS numbers (Model 5) also accounted for 
approximately 49% of the variance in participants ratings. However, LD-O (Model 3) and 
Weber’s calculations (Model 5), which used orthographic form comparison, were much 
more predictive of participant rating scores than models comparing phonological forms 
(the PPS model and LD-P). This surprising result suggests that cognates’ orthographic 
similarity is actually more predictive of cognates phonological similarity than either 
perceived phonological differences or formal phonological features. If models using 
orthographic forms are more predictive than models using phonological forms, this further 
suggests that participants in the survey have feed-backward activation from phonological 
representations (lexemes) to orthographic representations, even without seeing them, but 
merely upon hearing them.  
 It has long been suggested that orthographical representations feed-forward to 
phonological representations (c.f. Dijkstra et al., 2019) and further that correspondence of 
orthographic to phonological mapping can affect perceived lexical similarity cross-
linguistically (Schwartz et al., 2007). However, cross-linguistic feed-backward effects 
have not previously been found. For example, Schwartz et al. (2007, p.120), which 
considered feed-backward effects in cognate naming from orthographic stimuli, suggested 
that “[e]vidence for cross-language feed-backward activation, from phonology to 
orthography was not as strong in the present study.” The present results suggest the 
converse contra Schwartz et al., that the phonological representations activate the 
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orthographic representations, at least for bilinguals similar to the present participants 
(educated, literate speakers with intermediate or higher language proficiency). The 
implication from the Norming Study is that the phonological and orthographic 
representation are mutually activated. These differences in results may be due to the fact 
that it may be easier to observe feed-backward activation when stimuli are presented 
aurally rather than visually. Additionally, while the rating study used by Schwartz et al. 
provided the stimuli aurally, raters were all monolinguals. It has been further suggested 
that highly similar phonological codes may result in more feed-backward activation (see 
Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002). The possible strong feed-backward activation of the 
orthographic representation from the phonological representation may explain why degree 
of orthographic similarity has been found to increase the effects of either cognate 
facilitation or inhibition, while degree of phonology has been found to reverse it 
(Comesaña et al., 2012, 2015). On the other hand, other prior research has not presented 
materials aurally, which means that activation of a similar, but slightly different, form 
representation could interchange the orthographic form representation.  
 However, another possible explanation of these results may be that shared 
graphemes across Spanish and English often represent a single archiphoneme for Spanish-
English bilinguals. Thus, the results of their rating study could be indicative of how a single 
grapheme, mapping onto two corresponding phonemes for the distinct phonological 
representations of different language cognates, may be perceived as a single phoneme by 
sequential bilinguals. Empirical evidence (Bohn & Flege, 1992; Fahey, 2019) suggests that 
bilinguals, acquiring a new L2 phoneme that is phonemic similar to an L1 existing 
phoneme, may expand the spectral frequency range of a phoneme rather than creating a 
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new phonemic category. Indeed, the existence of archiphonemes for some bilinguals would 
both explain these results as well as prior studies which suggest that bilinguals do not 
differentiate phonemic categories that largely have overlapping spectral frequency ranges. 
To reconcile the seemingly contradictory results of Schwartz et al., and to assess whether 
they are due to feed-backward activation or archiphonemes, future research should address 
these questions more directly. Such a project would include both monolingual and bilingual 
ratings of the same cognates in both written and aural form. 
6.1.2 RQ2: Does Degree of Phonological Similarity and of Syntactic Similarity Affect 
Cognate Processing? 
 In theoretical models of the bilingual mental lexicon, upon hearing a cognate, 
bilinguals initially access both cognates’ lexemes among competitors. Both of these form 
representations link to a common conceptual representation. Because bilinguals do not 
need to distinguish between cognate forms during listening, they are able to process 
cognates more easily than noncognates. This theory has been bolstered by the experimental 
results showing that bilinguals process cognates faster and more accurately than 
noncognates in a number of experimental paradigms. This cognate effect can be modulated 
by how similar the forms are from one another. Primarily, degree of orthographic similarity 
has been investigated, but degree of phonological similarity has also been considered. 
Results from paradigms like semantic categorization (Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992), word 
translation (Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 1994), word learning (Lotto & De Groot, 1998), 
word association (Van Hell & De Groot, 1998; Van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002b), and picture 
naming (Costa et al., 2000; Kroll et al., 2000) to show cognate facilitation have shown that 
higher degree of phonological similarity results in greater facilitation. Results from 
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language identification tasks (Dijkstra et al., 2010) have shown that higher degree of 
phonological similarity results in greater inhibition. All together, these studies suggest that 
degree of form similarity affects the relationship between the representation of those forms 
in the bilingual mental lexicon. In addition, when the degree of overlap was lower, the 
cognate effect has been shown to be negated or reversed (Comesaña et al., 2012, 2015; 
Dijkstra et al., 2010). Combined, the findings of cognate facilitation and findings of 
cognate inhibition imply that highly-similar cognates have fundamentally different 
relationships between their representations from less-similar cognates. An analogous effect 
may be found based on degree of syntactic similarity, but this had not previously been 
examined.  
 In order to test the relationship between cognates’ representations at the lemma and 
lexemic strata, the LID task (experiment 2; Chapter 4) and the SPL task (experiment 3; 
Chapter 5) tested differences in processing between true cognates, lemma cognates, and 
lexemic cognates. The LID task, a language decision paradigm, was expected to result in 
inhibition of cognates relative to noncognates. The SPL task, a listening task that had 
participants press a button to hear sentences in which cognates were separate segments, 
was expected to result in facilitation of cognates relative to noncognates. Assuming that 
cognates with greater phonological overlap would be processed differently from those with 
less, true cognates and lexemic cognates were expected to pattern differentially from 
lemma cognates in both experiments. Thus, if (only) degree of phonological overlap 
affected cognate processing, the observable difference expected would be: 
 
(39) true cognates & lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates 
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Separately, if cognates with greater syntactic overlap would be processed differently from 
those with less, then true cognates and lemma cognates would show a different pattern 
from lexemic cognates. Thus, if (only) degree of syntactic overlap affected cognate 
processing, the observable difference expected would be: 
 
(40) true cognates & lemma cognates >> lexemic cognates 
 
Since cognates would likely be affected by both processing strata, the interaction of these 
difference levels was expected to result in the following three-way divergence between 
cognates, since the lexeme (phonological representation) would be accessed prior to the 
lemma (syntactic representation) (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 2008a), as shown in (41): 
 
(41) true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates  
 
Specifically, for the LID task in which inhibition of cognates relative to noncognates was 
expected, the following relationship in (42) was anticipated:  
 
(42)  noncognates >> lemma cognates >> lexemic cognates >> true cognates 
 
And, for the SPL task in which facilitation of cognates relative to noncognates was 
expected, the following relationship in (43) was anticipated:  
 
(43) true cognates >> lexemic cognates >> lemma cognates >> noncognates 
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Since the target cognate verbs and filler non-target, noncognate verbs in segment 3 were 
separate from other words/segments, and because cognate effects were not systematically 
observed in segments following the verb, only results of segment 3 will be discussed below. 
 The overall results of the LID and SPL tasks showed that cognates were facilitated 
compared to noncognates on average. The relative processing speed of specific types of 
cognates relative to noncognates by task and language is listed in Table 6.1. For the SPL 
task, response time speeds are for segment 3. A visualization of these response times (RTs) 
is provided in Figure 6.1. 
 Results of the LID task indicated that cognates were processed differentially from 
noncognates, but, contrary to expectations, were processed faster than noncognates, 
directly contra the results of Dijkstra et al.’s (2010) language decision task. When 
comparing just the three types of cognates, significant differences occurred between true 
cognates and lemma cognates (not factoring in language). Comparing the three types of 
cognates to noncognates, true cognates were also significantly different from noncognates. 
Differences between lexemic cognates and noncognates were approaching significance. 
Since the direction of the cognate effect was diametrically opposite that predicted in (*8), 
only the relationship between the lexical types will be discussed in this section. Possible 
reasons for the reversal of the effect’s direction will be discussed later in Section 6.2.1. 
 Results of the SPL task also indicated that cognates were processed differentially 
from noncognates. When comparing just the three types of cognates, true cognates and 
lexemic cognates were each significantly faster than lemma cognates in English, and true 
cognates faster than lexemic cognates approaching significance. In Spanish, true cognates 
were significantly faster than lexemic cognates, and true cognates were faster than lemma 
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cognates approaching significance. Comparing the three types of cognates along with 
noncognates, true cognates and lexemic cognates were each significantly faster than 
noncognates in English. However, in Spanish, lemma cognates and lexemic cognates were 
significantly slower than noncognates. Possible reasons for differences between RTs by 

















Lexical Item Processing by Task & Language
true lemma lexemic non
Figure 6.1 – Lexical Item Processing by Task & Language.  The processing times for 
each cognate along with non-cognates, by language and task. 
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Table 6.1 – Lexical Items, Ordered from Fastest to Slowest. 
 
  LID SPL 
  EN SP combined EN items SP items combined 
Fastest true 1263 lex 1307 true 1291 true 1116 true 1283 true 1199 
2nd lex 1334 true 1318 lex 1320 lex 1153 non 1313 lex 1264 
3rd lem 1360 lem 1326 lem 1343 non 1324 lex 1374 non 1318 
Slowest non 1367 non 1377 non 1372 lem 1327 lem 1386 lem 1357 
 
Table 6.2 – Differences between Lexical Types by Task and Language. 
 
  
lemma lexemic noncognates 
LID SPL-EN SPL-SP LID SPL-EN SPL-SP LID SPL-EN SPL-SP 
true 52ms* 211ms*** 103ms^ 30ms 37ms^ 92ms*** 82ms** 208ms*** 30ms 
lemma - - - -22ms -174ms*** -12ms 29ms -3ms -73ms* 
lexemic - - - - - - 52ms^ 171ms*** -62ms** 





 From these results, patterns between types of cognates and noncognates emerged 
across tasks and languages. Depicted in Table 6.2 are the differences between each lexical 
type and its significance level (results approaching significance are indicated by ^; LID 
results are differentiated by language, as RM ANOVAs did not show a significant effect 
of this factor). As pointed out in (38), if only degree of phonological overlap mediated 
cognate processing, then both true cognates and lexemic cognates would be faster than 
lemma cognates. In support of this hypothesis, true cognates were faster than lemma 
cognates, significantly or approaching significance in all cases. Lexemic cognates were 
also faster than lemma cognates in all cases, but only significantly in English SPL items. 
Although not always statistically significant, these patterns do follow (38). These results 
seem to support the hypothesis that (only) degree of phonological similarity would mediate 
the effect of cognate status.  
 But if only degree of syntactic overlap mediated cognate processing, as pointed out 
in (39), then both true cognates and lemma cognates would be faster than lexemic cognates. 
In support of this hypothesis, true cognates were faster than lexemic cognates in all cases, 
but only significantly or approaching significance in the SPL task. However, lemma 
cognates were slower than lexemic cognates in all cases. Together these results seem to 
refute the hypothesis that (only) degree of syntactic similarity would mediate the effect of 
cognate status.  
 Finally, if both degree of phonological overlap and degree of syntactic overlap as 
pointed out in (41), then a three-way divergence between cognates would result, wherein 
true cognates were faster than lexemic cognates and lexemic cognates were faster than 
lemma cognates. In fact, true cognates were faster than lexemic cognates and lexemic 
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cognates were faster than lemma cognates across the LID task, English items of the SPL 
task, and Spanish items of the SPL task. This three-way divergence was significant and 
approached significance in English items of the SPL task, but differences between lexemic 
cognates and lemma cognates were not significant in the LID task or Spanish items of the 
SPL task. Nevertheless, true cognates were processed significantly (or approaching 
significance) faster than lexemic cognates across all three sets. While significant results 
between all three types of cognates in all tasks would most strongly support the effects 
from both degree of phonological overlap and degree of syntactic overlap, the differences 
between true cognates and lexemic cognates reasonably support the theory that cognate 
processing is affected by syntactic overlap. The partial support for the intersection of both 
of these effects was not shown to have a consistent effect, which may indicate an interaction 
with task. Thus, degree of phonological similarity seems to robustly mediate the effect of 
cognate status, while degree of syntactic similarity seemed to moderately mediate the effect 
of cognate status. 
 Besides the relationship between types of cognates, the relationship between each 
type of cognate and noncognates was considered, in accordance with Comesaña et al. 
(2012, 2015), which suggested that reduced cognate similarity will result in the reversal of 
the cognate effect. While noncognates were faster than lemma cognates in both languages 
of the SPL, and faster than lexemic cognates in Spanish items of the SPL, all types of 
cognates were processed faster than noncognates in the LID task. Further, noncognates 
were only significantly faster than either lexemic cognates or lemma cognates in Spanish 
SPL items. The direction of the cognate effect seems to have been strongly delineated 
between tasks, and moderately by language. Thus, the results in the LID task partially 
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contradict Comesaña et al, while the results in the SPL task partially support Comesaña et 
al. 
6.1.3 RQ3: And How Does Task Affect the Processing of Cognates? 
 Cognates in isolation have shown a larger cognate effect than cognates presented 
intrasententially. An explanation for the difference between types of task is that sentence 
context may suppress the activation of alternate language lexical targets. Cognates 
presented in isolation have consistently shown a cognate effect, but cognates presented 
intrasententially have not always shown an effect (see Bultena et al., 2013, 2014, 2015). 
From these studies, it is unclear whether the SPL task would show a cognate effect. But, 
assuming that both the LID task and SPL task did show a cognate effect, differences still 
could result from degree of syntactic overlap. Theoretical models have not previously 
addressed whether a lexical item’s lemma would be accessed during listening. While it is 
possible that the lemma would not be accessed whatsoever during listening, it seems likely 
that a listener would access the lemma when a word occurred intrasententially, since the 
paradigm requires syntactic processing. However, it was unclear whether the processing of 
words in isolation would result in access to the lemma. As a further expected difference 
between tasks, the LID task should have resulted in inhibition of cognates since the overlap 
in forms means that one form’s representation would need to be suppressed through 
inhibitory control. Unlike the LID task, facilitation of cognates was predicted in the SPL 
task, since participants merely had to passively listen; there was no active task for 
participants, and they had no need to inhibit the related form of the cognate.  
 The results of both the LID and SPL tasks showed a consistent cognate effect. In 
the LID task, there was a significant cognate effect across languages. In the SPL task, there 
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was an interaction of cognate status and language. The effect of cognate status was present 
in both English and Spanish. The results of the SPL task directly counter studies indicating 
that cognate effects do not happen intrasententially (Bultena et al., 2013, 2014, 2015).  
 Contrary to both the theoretical account and precedent following Dijkstra et al. 
(2010), the results of the present LID task showed cognate facilitation, not inhibition. One 
possible culprit for this unexpected result is that the cognate stimuli have higher individual 
and relative frequency compared to the noncognates. The paradoxical results of the LID 
cognates notwithstanding, the SPL cognates performed as predicted. Aside from the 
paradoxical results for the LID cognates, the LID task did reveal that degree of 
phonological similarity, but not syntactic similarity, will consistently affect cognate 
processing. While degree of syntactic similarity was only moderately found to mediate the 
cognate effect in the LID task, both degree of phonological similarity and syntactic 
similarity repeatedly were found to mediate the cognate effect in the SPL task. The 
difference in effect from degree of syntactic similarity suggests that an aspect of the 
presentation of the SPL task triggered the accessing of the cognates’ lemmas, whereas the 
LID task did not do so consistently or as strongly. These results partially pattern with 
research showing that the effect of cognate status is greater for tasks presenting cognates 
in isolation than for task presenting cognates intrasententially (Bultena et al., 2013, 2014, 
2015). But while degree of cognate overlap affected the extent of the facilitation in the LID 
task, task degree of cognate overlap influenced the orientation of the effect relative to 
noncognates in the SPL. In both tasks, true cognates were facilitated to a larger extent 
relative to other types of cognates. The question remains as to why the Spanish lexemic 
cognates, the Spanish lemma cognates, and the English lemma cognates were inhibited in 
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the SPL task whereas they were facilitated in the LID task. If smaller degree of overlap 
alone resulted in inverse cognate effects as predicted by Comensaña et al. (2012, 2015), 
inhibition of the lemma cognates should have been seen in the LID task, particularly since 
Comensaña et al.’s task provided word in isolation also. What is clear is that there is some 
interaction of degree of cognate overlap and task (along with language of the cognate). 
6.2 Additional Factors 
6.2.1 Lexical Factors 
 In addition to degree of phonological or orthographic similarity, studies considering 
the effect of cognate status have considered both factors affecting the relationship of 
cognate representations as well as how lexical categorization interacts with cognate status. 
For example, while degree of syntactic similarity has not previously been considered, 
degree of semantic similarity has been considered. Conceptual and lemma representations 
are by no means equivalent, but they may be theoretically related. Other factors considered 
by prior research have included concreteness, lexical syntactic category, and frequency. 
This study did not consider the effects of either concreteness, lexical syntactic category or 
frequency, but it is possible that these factors did affect the results. Concreteness or degree 
of semantic overlap cannot be explored with the present stimuli, as that would require 
additional testing from bilingual participants. To that end these additional factors should 
be incorporated in future studies. Similarly, while syntactic category was systematically 
different from target cognates and non-target noncognates in the LID task, the effect of this 
factor cannot be investigated without additional research. However, frequency can still be 
examined with the stimuli in this study. Frequency has been found to interact with cognate 
status, such that high frequency cognates have been found to be facilitated more than lower 
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frequency cognates (Dijkstra et al., 1999, 2010; Duyck et al., 2007; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 
2004; Marian et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2007; Van Assche et al., 2009, 2011). In research 
controlling for both cognate status and frequency, interactions have been found, but effects 
of cognate status and frequency are separable, when including frequency as a covariate. 
Furthermore, cognates may reinforce the frequency of both forms in their representative 
languages (Mulder et al., 2014, 2015). Theoretically, hearing or using a lexical item’s form 
more frequently primes the activation of that item’s phonological representation, meaning 
that frequency effects relate to the lexeme representation. In the present research, frequency 
had not been held as a constant. Therefore, supplementary analyses of the frequency of 
cognates versus noncognates were conducted.  
 Target cognate items’ and noncognate filler items’ frequencies were compared in 
t-tests for each task by language. (The frequencies for LID lexical items and for SPL 
segment 3 verbs, along with their translations, are provided in Appendix D). The t-test for 
the SPL task compared cognate verbs’ and noncognate verbs’ frequencies in segment 3. 
Frequencies originated with the BYU Words and Phrases English (M. Davies, 2008) and 
Spanish corpora (M. Davies, 2011), and used uninflected forms of the items for analysis. 
Since the English and Spanish corpora used different sources, rank frequencies were used. 
While English frequency ranks continued beyond 40,000, all rankings above this level were 
included in analyses as 40,000 because this was the maximum Spanish frequency rank.  
 The result of t-test for the LID stimuli revealed that cognate verbs were significantly 
more frequent than noncognate filler nouns in both English (t(172)=8.217, p<.001) and 
Spanish (t(172)=6.946, p<.001). The results of the t-test for the LID stimuli may partially 
explain why cognate facilitation was seen, as opposed to inhibition. To further test this 
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possible effect, a mixed effects regression was run to determine whether lexical type, 
language, frequency or any potential factorial interactions would significantly predict 
participants’ RTs. However, the results of this analysis did not indicate that any of these 
factors significantly predicted participants RTs (R2=.062). These results do not bolster the 
assumption that frequency alone or in interaction with cognate status predicts the results of 
the LID task. Results of t-tests for the SPL stimuli did not reveal significant differences 
between types of stimuli in either English (t(143)=.927, p=.356) or Spanish (t(143)=-.423, 
p=.673). Since there were no significant differences by frequency in the SPL task, there 
does not seem to be a discernable effect. 
  It is still possible that frequency affects the results of the LID task. If cognates 
reinforce the relative frequency of cognate forms across all languages of a bilingual speaker 
(Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastian-Galles, 2000), the cognate facilitation effect may actually 
be the result of cognates’ higher relative frequency, rather than the relationship between 
cognate representations. Given the close relationship between cognate status and 
frequency, it may have been beneficial to hold frequency constant across stimuli in both 
the LID and SPL tasks. However, this would have been difficult primarily for two reasons: 
(1) other control factors used in the LID task (syllable number, onset) led to a limited 
number of potential fillers and (2) chiefly, cognates are higher frequency than noncognates, 
at least in English. While past research on the cognate effect did not always control for 
lexical frequency, more recent research has begun to include this factor in the stimuli 
(Comesaña et al., 2015; Dijkstra et al., 2010). Future research using different language 
pairs may better be equipped to control for this factor. If frequency does not explain the 
special effect that cognate status has on bilinguals’ lexical access and processing, the 
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question remains whether cognates, or even a subset of cognates, have fundamentally 
different representations from other lexical items.  
6.2.2 Individual Differences & Language Dominance 
 Besides internal factors to the stimuli, the results could have been affected by 
external factors in the background of the participants, namely individual differences. 
Individual differences include L1, language proficiency, and language dominance. A 
potential explanation for this interaction of language could be language dominance of the 
participants: as all participants, regardless of L1, were in the United States, it is probable 
that they spoke English more than Spanish. However, studies of the cognate facilitation 
effect have shown that for most individuals the effect is stronger in the L2 or weaker 
language (Caramazza & Brones, 1979; Annette M. B. De Groot et al., 2002; Gollan et al., 
1997; Meuter, 2009; Poarch & Van Hell, 2012). The effect of proficiency on cognate 
processing has been shown in both the L2 and L3 as well as L1. Cognate facilitation has 
been seen to decrease in the L2 with increased proficiency (Libben & Titone, 2009; 
Rosselli et al., 2012), while cognate facilitation in the L1 has been seen to increase when 
there is higher L2 (or L3) proficiency (Brenders et al., 2011; Kootstra et al., 2012; Poarch 
& Van Hell, 2012; Titone et al., 2011; Van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002a). With this in mind, 
participants could be expected to show a stronger facilitation in Spanish than English. 
Surprisingly, participants were generally faster on English items than Spanish items in both 
tasks. It is possible that participants’ individual differences, first language, language 




 In order to test possible effects from individual differences, both an RM ANOVA 
and a mixed effects regression were run with L1, language proficiency (in each English 
and Spanish), and language dominance (self-reported in the background questionnaire) as 
factors. Results revealed that there were significant interactions of language and EN 
proficiency (F(3,4)=9.992, p=.025, partial η²=.882), of language and SP proficiency 
(F(4,4)=25.768, p=.004, partial η²=.963), and of lexical type and EN proficiency 
(F(9,12)=2.946, p=.042, partial η²=.688). There was also a main effect of lexical type 
approaching significance (F(3,2)=11.487, p=.081, partial η²=.945). To test the predictive 
capacity of the individual differences for participants, a mixed effects regression was run. 
The results of this analysis did not indicate that a model including these factors 
significantly predicted participants RTs (R2=.066). But, the results did indicate that the 
interaction of dominant language and lexical type was significant (β=-3573.979, p=.040), 
along with the interaction of L1, dominant language and lexical type (β=-789.016, p=.093), 
the interaction of L1, SP proficiency and lexical type (β=143.808, p=.058), and the 
interaction of dominant language, SP proficiency and language (β=-95.219, p=.075), 
approaching significance.  
 The results of the RM ANOVA and mixed effects regression point to the possibility 
that individual differences affect cognate processing. While there were significant 
interactions of individual difference factors for the LID task, there was no clear single 
factor or combination of factors that most strongly predicted differential performance. Due 
to the smaller sample size in the SPL task, it was not possible to run the RM ANOVA with 
all four individual difference factors. With additional participants, this step would be 
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undertaken, with the aim of understanding possible differences between tasks26. In the 
interest of better understanding the effects of these factors, future research should expressly 
examine the role of individual difference in cognate processing.  
 Besides L1, the effect of individual differences on cognate processing has not been 
greatly explored. For example, age of acquisition has also been considered as a factor 
potentially affecting cognate processing, but little research has considered how 
simultaneous versus sequential bilinguals may represent cognates differently (but see(but 
see Duyck et al., 2004; for a review, see Van Hell & Tanner, 2012). These issues are 
important to probe, as differences in language background may be representative of more 
than just processing speed. In fact, it is possible that bilinguals with different language 
backgrounds (but speaking the same languages) have differences in lexical representations 
or relationships. As it is, bilinguals acquiring their languages at different ages have shown 
different acquisition patterns (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009; Klein et al., 2014; Montrul 
& Foote, 2014; Perani et al., 1998). Accordingly, differences in acquisition may be 
representative of different lexical representation patterns. Sequential bilinguals are 
theorized to map an L2 form representation onto a corresponding L1 form representation 
to mediate to the conceptual representation (Kroll & Stewart, 1994), but less is understood 
about the relationship between representations in simultaneous bilinguals’ mental lexicons. 
6.3  Future Directions, Limitations, & Overall Conclusions 
 The present findings point to several paths for future research, all of which aim to 
further delineate the relationship between lexical representations in the bilingual mental 
 
26 Greater power can also be achieved by combining all internal and external factors into 
a single, linear mixed effects regression. This was completed in Appendix E. 
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lexicon. Firstly, what are the phonological (lexemic) representations for cognates? While 
this research indicated that there may be a feed-backward mechanism to the orthographic 
representation, the possibility remains that the grapheme similarity belies archiphonemes 
for these cognates. Determining which theoretical position best explains these results is 
important because it has implications for whether cognates could share a representation 
beyond the conceptual stratum. In order to establish whether there is feed-backward 
activation of the lexeme to the orthographic representation or rather the bilinguals’ 
phonemes correspond to a single archiphoneme activated by language-specific 
conditioning, two additional experiments are called for. First, lower literacy Spanish-
English bilinguals should complete the Norming Study. Since lower literacy individuals 
are unlikely to have strong orthographic representations, their ratings would likely be 
representative of only the underlying phonological representations of the cognates and the 
relationship between these. If these lower-literacy participants produce similar results to 
the primarily highly educated, literate group’s results, then the results could not be 
explained by feed-backward activation, and would best be explained by archiphonemes. 
Additionally, low proficiency Spanish-English bilinguals (or even monolinguals) should 
complete the Norming Study. For these participants, there should not be an effect of 
cognate status (Bowers et al., 2000). The results of this test will provide additional insights 
about the effect of bilingualism on cognate perception. Besides, the Norming Study should 
be replicated with a different language combination, preferably with languages that share 
orthography but have deeper grapheme-phoneme relationships than Spanish, such as 
French. The results of this study would be useful for disentangling potential overlap 
between feed-backward and archiphoneme accounts.  
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 Other studies have even considered both the role of degree of orthographic and 
phonological similarity on the same sets of cognates. In contrast to studies considering just 
phonological similarity, which have found an increased effect of cognate status from higher 
degree of phonological similarity, studies considering both orthographic and phonological 
similarity have seemed to show that only increased orthographic similarity increases the 
effect of cognate status, while increased phonological similarity was shown to reverse it. 
This seemingly considerable disparity between results in prior research (Comesaña et al., 
2012, 2015) and the present research may perhaps be explained by the fact that the present 
research presented stimuli aurally. The aural presentation likely explains the 
correspondence between form representations. Of course, orthographic similarity may be 
expected to be a more significant factor in research presenting lexical items visually. Even 
though access of the orthographic representation should theoretically flow to the 
corresponding phonological representation, it is also possible that access of the 
orthographic representation could flow to the conceptual representation (c.f. Dijkstra et al., 
2019). Since no other experimental paradigms testing the cognate effect have presented 
stimuli aurally, it is unclear whether participants in such studies accessed cognate lexemes. 
So, the present study may be unique in providing data about how bilinguals access lexical 
items when listening. However, because it is unclear which form representation is accessed 
as a result of visual versus aural stimuli presentation, a direct comparison of results would 
be speculative at best.  
 Akin to the prior question, is the effect of degree of cognates’ syntactic similarity 
replicable? To begin, the present research validating the consideration of cognates’ degree 
of syntactic similarity needs to be expanded. The SPL task particularly had a small sample 
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size, due in part to restrictions on experimental participation during the COVID-19 
pandemic and technical issues, which resulted in the loss of data from multiple participants. 
A larger sample would increase power, and would provide stronger evidence for the current 
findings. In addition, both the LID and SPL tasks should be replicated with another set of 
languages to both confirm the current findings as well as ensure that these results are not 
language specific. Correspondingly, a supplementary study should be conducted to 
determine level of sentence constraint for the verbs in the present as well as future studies, 
as the results may shed light on the effect that this factor has on cognate processing. 
 Further, this experiment should use the methodologies from the present 
experimental tasks, but should incorporate a measure of conceptual overlap for cognates. 
Dijkstra et al. (2010) included a perceptual measure of cognates’ conceptual overlap along 
with perceptual measures of orthographic and phonological overlap in similar tasks to this 
thesis’s Norming Study. However, Dijkstra et al. only included items as cognates with the 
highest conceptual ratings in the main study. The replication study to the present research 
would aim to include a lexical category that had incomplete conceptual overlap, as is 
theorized to exist in the Cognate Continuum. In addition to exploring another lexical 
category not previously explored (near-synonyms), by adding both conceptual and 
syntactic overlap to future research, these inquiries can tease apart how argument structure 
relates to each representational stratum. Such research would better be able to address 
whether any lexical items share a concept, as some researchers have suggested that cross-
linguistic semantic mappings are never one-to-one (Pavlenko, 1999, 2009). 
 A final research question is whether any theorized ‘near-synonyms’ have a similar 
relationship to each other as non-identical or non-true cognates. Research on both cognates 
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and interlingual homophones are key to exploring the bilingual mental lexicon. While 
recent research has begun to examine cognates with more nuance than a binary 
cognate/noncognate distinction, little work has been conducted to examine interlingual 
homophones with similar nuance (but see Doctor & Klein, 1992; Klein & Doctor, 1992). 
As Doctor & Klein (1992, p.11) point out, categorizing homophones from polysemes is 
difficult for psychological research. In their research, polysemous interlingual English-
Afrikaans homographs were distinguished from interlingual homographs without non-
overlapping meanings. Amount of string overlap was also analyzed, but was not considered 
in participants’ processing results. It would be logical to extend the current materials 
analysis to a study of interlingual polysemes or homophones. Providing a more nuanced 
analysis of these items could shed light on the relationship between a much larger 
proportion of lexical items cross-linguistically.  
 Aside from the previously mentioned issues, this study did bear additional 
limitations. Central to the limitations in this research were unpredictable effects from 
uncommon experimental paradigms. Language decision tasks are not commonplace in 
cognate research. This paradigm is particularly unique in that it should result in inhibition 
of cognates. However, the LID task in this thesis resulted in facilitation. Although the 
facilitatory effects are possibly due to frequency, it is also simply possible that unknown 
task-based influences resulted in the facilitation. Further experimentation comparing the 
language decision paradigm to more commonly utilized paradigms, such as lexical 
decision, may be warranted. In the same way, the self-paced listening paradigm is one-of-
a-kind in cognate research. Although the selection of such a paradigm was well motivated, 
its novelty alone calls for replication. Still, the number of participants in the LID and SPL 
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tasks should be expanded for greater power. While the current results are significant, the 
smaller sample does increase the chance of Type I errors. Collectively, the need to 
corroborate the validity and reliability of the present experimental paradigms, the necessity 
for expanded generalizability through additional languages and bilingual backgrounds, and 
the justification of exploring other lexical categories in the Cognate Continuum, 
supplementary studies are motivated. 
 At the heart of this research lay the question of what the shape of the bilingual 
mental lexicon is: in particular, how cognate representations relate at each stratum. From 
linguistic comparisons informing the Cognate Continuum, it seemed possible that some 
highly similar cognates had a special status relative to other cognates, and even that some 
cognates could share representations at particular stratum. Integral to determining how 
cognates relate to one another is whether cognate similarity at both the lemma and lexeme 
strata affect processing. It was assumed that if degree of syntactic similarity mediated the 
cognate effect, then more similar cognates have a closer relationship within the lexeme 
stratum than less similar cognates. Likewise, it was assumed that if degree of syntactic 
similarity mediated the cognate effect, then more similar cognates have a closer 
relationship at the lemma stratum than less similar cognates. This assumption took for 
granted that the comprehension of cognates accessed the lemma, and that lemmas related. 
Since the RTs of the cognates in this research differed by cognate type, these results 
indicate that cognates relate at more than just the conceptual and lexeme strata. However, 
the effect of degree of syntactic overlap differed by task. While the cognate types’ means 
were unequal in the LID, the lack of significant difference means that degree of syntactic 
overlap may not affect processing in a task that involves processing isolated lexical items. 
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By contrast, processing differences involving degree of syntactic overlap were clear from 
the SPL results.  
 Models of the bilingual mental lexicon with an integrated lexicon all allow for 
differences in cognate processing by degree of phonological overlap. However, the 
outcomes of the LID and SPL tasks appeal for theories of the bilingual mental lexicon to 
be updated to include the lemma stratum. Following the theory of cascading access to 
stratum representations in Levelt et al. (1999; Levelt, 1993; Roelofs, 2008b), several of the 
models may be updated. Dijkstra (p.c., 25 November 2019) has suggested that the Multilink 
model (Dijkstra et al., 2019) could be extended to include the lemma; in such a case, a 
morpheme stratum might also be postulated. Of course, De Bot’s MPM (2004; De Bot & 
Schreuder, 1993) uses WEAVER++ (Levelt, 1993) as a starting point, and as such, includes 
the lemma stratum. Considering the present evidence, the stratification of the concept, 
lemma and lexeme in the MPM may be preferable to Multilink.  
 Previous research has been mixed with regard to whether any types of cognates 
may have a special status. Lëmhofer & Dijkstra (2004) argued that no types of cognates 
are processed fundamentally distinct from any others. Bultena (2013; Bultena et al., 2015) 
has argued that noun cognates may be fundamentally distinct from verb cognates based on 
degree of conceptual overlap. However, results showing that true cognates (or identical 
cognates, as employed in Comensaña et al., 2012, and others) are processed fundamentally 
differently from other types of cognates would bolster this theory. In fact, Comensaña et 
al. (2012, 2015) did find that their identical cognates behaved fundamentally differently 
from non-identical cognates. Similarly, the results of both the LID and SPL tasks reinforce 
past work attesting to the fact that some cognates are processed differentially from others. 
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In particular, the SPL task showed conflicting results between types of cognates, wherein 
both cognate facilitation and inhibition relative to noncognates was found. Merely having 
a closer relationship between some types of cognates does not provide a strong explanation 
for why some types of cognates are facilitated while others are inhibited. Comensaña et al. 
(2012, 2015) suggested that the interplay between orthographic and phonological 
representations is at fault for the differences between types of cognates, but such an 
explanation does not support the present findings. Whereas Comensaña et al.’s cognates 
had different levels of phonological and orthographic form overlap, the cognates in this 
research had corresponding levels of phonological and orthographic form overlap. The 
present results with Comensaña et al.’s expose a contradiction in the cognate effect, 
implying that the processing of less-similar cognates may result in a negation or reversal 
of the cognate effect. None of the available models shed light on these phenomena. One 
extent explanation for categorical differences in cognate processing is that there is a 
categorical difference in their representations; it may be that cognates with a high degree 
of overlap have just one representation at the lemma and/or lexeme strata.  
 Shared representations have not been precluded by all models. If cognates share 
representations at any stratum, one must assume that they share conceptual representations 
(c.f. De Groot, 2011; De Groot & Nas, 1991; Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002; Kroll & 
Stewart, 1994; but see Pavlenko, 2009; Sánchez-Casas et al., 1992). It may be presumed 
that cognates with a shared representation are not distinguishable, or at least to a very low 
degree. De Bot’s MPM (2004; De Bot & Schreuder, 1993) characterizes this possibility 
well through the use of language tags external to a stratum representation. This type of 
model would explain well categorical differences between types of cognates. Less well 
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explained would be language-based differences between cognates with a high degree of 
overlap. Contrary to this theory, lexemic cognates were facilitated in English but inhibited 
in Spanish in the SPL task. Also, no cognates in the Norming Study received average 
ratings of 7, meaning that on average, all cognates had perceptible differences to at least 
some bilinguals. 
All in all, the RTs in the SPL task indicated that cognates’ both degree of 
phonological overlap and degree of syntactic overlap both affected processing in 
intrasentential environments, while the RTs in the LID task indicated that cognates’ degree 
of syntactic overlap does not strongly affect processing in isolated lexical environments. 
So, degree of syntactic overlap can mediate cognates’ relationships, but only affects said 
processing if an item’s lemma is accessed, and the lemma is seemingly not accessed when 
the item is presented without context. One possible but far-reaching implication of this 
difference is that listeners will not access the lemma representation of a word when it is 
presented without (syntactic) context. The ramifications of such a conclusion would be 
important for understanding the lexical and syntactic processing of not just bilinguals but 
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APPENDIX A: COGNATE COMPARISON METHODS: SURVEY RESULTS & MODEL CONTRASTS
 The table below displays 150 verbs included in the Norming Study survey. The 
spelling and pronunciation were taken from dictionary entries (Spanish entries: Cop, 2016; 
English entries: “ODE,” 2010). To compare pronunciations and spellings, infinitival 
endings were removed. The average ratings for aurally presented cognate pairs are listed 
in the ‘Avg Likert Ratings’ column. Beyond that, the values matched to each cognate pair 
in each of the five models is listed. From these scores, regression analyses were completed.
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abolish /ɑˈbɒl.ɪʃ/ abol(ir) /a'βol/ 3.200 3.125 5 3 0.948 644.026 
abuse /ɑˈbjuːz/ abus(ar) /'a.βus/ 3.914 3.331 4 1 0.975 732.222 
accept /ækˈsept/ acept(ar) /a'sept/ 5.657 5.196 2 1 0.952 946.212 
accumulate /ɑˈkjuː.mju.leɪt/ acumul(ar) /a.ku'mul/ 3.429 2.983 6 4 0.991 750.000 
admit /ædˈmɪt/ admit(ir) /ad'mit/ 5.771 5.531 2 0 1.000 1000.000 
advance /ædˈvɑːns/ avanz(ar) /'a.βans/ 3.800 3.153 4 3 0.922 572.381 
affect /ɑˈfekt/ afect(ar) /a'fekt/ 6.200 5.746 1 1 0.952 946.212 
affirm /ɑˈfɜːɹm/ afirm(ar) /a'firm/ 4.743 3.676 3 1 0.952 946.212 
alienate /ˈeɪ.li.ɛ.neɪt/ alien(ar) /'a.ljen/ 3.371 2.777 7 3 0.988 685.865 
allege /ɑˈled͡ʒ/ aleg(ar) /aˈleɣ/ 3.971 4.682 3 2 0.860 743.333 
alphabetize /ˈæl.fɑ.be.taɪz/ alfabetiz(ar) /al.fa'βe.tis/ 3.857 2.877 6 3 0.997 680.909 
amass /ɑˈmæs/ amas(ar) /'a.mas/ 4.829 5.017 2 1 0.965 1023.333 
analyze /ˈæ.nɑˌlɑɪz/ analiz(ar) /a'na.lis/ 4.114 4.001 5 2 1.000 697.473 
appear /ɑˈpɪəɹ/ aperec(er) /a'par.es/ 3.000 1.869 6 4 0.939 553.333 
applaud /ɑˈplɔːd/ aplaud(ir) /a'plaud/ 4.971 5.531 3 1 0.959 954.396 
apply /ɑˈplaɪ/ aplic(ar) /a'plik/ 3.457 4.980 4 3 0.962 580.000 
approve /ɑˈpɹuːv/ aproba(r) /a'proβ/ 4.029 2.361 4 3 0.946 622.381 
assume /ɑˈsum/ asum(ir) /a'sum/ 6.200 5.746 1 2 0.929 683.333 
beat /biːt/ bat(ir) /bat/ 2.514 4.692 1 1 0.957 716.071 






























block /blɒk/ bloque(ar) /'blo.ke/ 4.286 3.436 2 3 0.984 548.030 
cancel /ˈkæn.sɛl/ cancel(ar) /kan'sel/ 4.543 5.017 2 0 1.000 1000.000 
capture /ˈkæp.t͡ ʃɛɹ/ captur(ar) /kap'tur/ 4.486 1.848 3 1 0.988 789.780 
cause /kɔːz/ caus(ar) /kaus/ 4.457 2.542 2 1 0.975 732.222 
cease /siːs/ ces(ar) /ses/ 3.886 4.692 1 2 0.952 575.000 
celebrate /ˈsel.e.bɹeɪt/ celebr(ar) /se'leβr/ 3.743 1.480 5 3 0.990 783.333 
certify /ˈsɜːɹ.tɪ.faɪ/ certific(ar) /seɾ.ti'fik/ 3.771 2.910 6 2 0.946 767.083 
clarify /ˈklæɹ.ɪ.faɪ/ clarific(ar) /kla.ri'fik/ 3.886 2.910 6 2 0.946 767.083 
combine /kʌmˈbaɪn/ combin(ar) /kom'bin/ 4.171 4.990 3 1 0.988 789.780 
comfort /ˈkʌm·fɜɹt/ confort(ar) /kom'fort/ 5.143 3.162 4 1 1.000 857.143 
commence /kʌˈmens/ comenz(ar) /'ko.mens/ 4.829 5.233 1 3 0.980 664.643 
complicate /ˈkɒm.plɪ.keɪt/ complic(ar) /kom'plik/ 3.514 3.137 5 3 0.975 728.529 
concede /kʌnˈsiːd/ conced(er) /kon'sed/ 4.514 4.990 2 1 0.921 820.549 
concern /kʌnˈsɜːɹn/ concern(ir) /'kon.seɾn/ 5.200 3.703 3 0 1.000 1000.000 
condescend /ˌkɒn.dɪˈsend/ condescend(er) /kon.de'send/ 6.114 5.503 2 0 1.000 1110.000 
confirm /kʌnˈfɜːɹm/ confirm(ar) /kon'firm/ 5.086 3.676 3 0 1.000 1028.571 
connect /kʌˈnekt/ conect(ar) /ko'nekt/ 5.943 5.746 1 1 0.959 954.396 
console /kʌnˈsəʊl/ consol(ar) /kon'sol/ 5.714 5.531 3 1 0.986 774.396 
continue /kʌnˈtɪn.juː/ continu(ar) /kon'ti.nu/ 5.171 4.980 3 1 0.990 793.750 
contribute /kʌnˈtɹɪ.bjuːt/ contribu(ir) /kon'tri.βu/ 4.286 1.801 5 2 0.998 787.778 
convert /kʌnˈvɜːɹt/ convert(ir) /kom'bert/ 5.486 2.902 5 0 1.000 1028.571 
convince /kʌnˈvɪns/ convenc(er) /'kom.bens/ 5.200 1.848 4 2 0.988 647.083 






























corrupt /kʌˈɹʌpt/ corromp(er) /ko'rromp/ 3.943 3.115 5 3 0.937 677.143 
create /kɹiˈeɪt/ cre(ar) /'kre/ 3.143 1.379 4 3 0.933 763.889 
decide /dɪˈsaɪd/ decid(ir) /de'sid/ 4.200 4.990 3 1 0.852 838.939 
decode /diːˈkəʊd/ descodific(ar) /des.ko.di'fik/ 2.257 1.246 8 5 0.939 600.000 
decorate /ˈdek.ɑ.ɹeɪt/ décor(ar) /'de.kor/ 3.400 3.018 5 4 0.976 516.635 
decree /dɪˈkɹiː/ decret(ar) /de'kret/ 3.800 2.584 4 1 0.968 720.000 
deduce /dɪˈdus/ deduc(ir) /'de.dus/ 5.114 4.692 1 1 0.985 857.121 
demonstrate /ˈdem.ʌnˌstɹeɪt/ demostr(ar) /de'mostr/ 3.400 2.028 6 4 0.992 657.374 
depend /dɪˈpend/ depend(er) /de'pend/ 6.200 5.205 1 0 1.000 1083.333 
descend /dɪˈsend/ descend(er) /de'send/ 6.400 5.205 1 0 1.000 1000.000 
describe /dɪˈskɹaɪb/ describ(ir) /des'kriβ/ 4.457 2.361 5 1 0.997 807.083 
desire /dɪˈzaɪ.ɛɹ/ dese(ar) /'de.se/ 2.800 1.795 6 2 0.909 803.333 
determine /dɪˈtɜːɹ.mɪn/ determin(ar) /de'ter.min/ 5.457 3.973 4 1 0.990 879.150 
devour /dɪˈvaʊ.ɛɹ/ devor(ar) /de'βor/ 3.943 1.572 6 1 0.984 855.303 
discard /dɪˈskɑːɹd/ descart(ar) /des'kart/ 4.743 2.361 4 2 0.986 605.714 
discern /dɪˈsɜːɹn/ discern(ir) /'di.sern/ 5.086 3.703 3 0 1.000 1028.571 
discover /dɪˈskʌv.ɛɹ/ descubr(ir) /des'kuβr/ 3.429 1.031 5 4 0.991 627.083 
discriminate /dɪˈskɹɪm.ɪ.neɪt/ discrimin(ar) /dis'kri.min/ 4.143 3.174 7 3 0.997 812.262 
disinherit /ˌdɪs.ɪnˈheɹ.ɪt/ deshered(ar) /des.e'red/ 2.800 -0.070 7 5 0.948 510.000 
dismantle /ˌdɪsˈmæn.tɛl/ desmantel(ar) /des.man'tel/ 4.000 4.774 3 3 0.989 664.444 
distinguish /dɪˈstɪŋ.ɡwɪʃ/ distingu(ir) /dis'ting/ 3.657 2.326 4 3 0.917 801.100 
distort /dɪˈstɔːɹt/ distorsion(ar) /dis'tor.sjon/ 3.714 1.859 7 4 0.939 705.000 






























double /ˈdʌb.ɛl/ dobl(ar) /doβl/ 5.771 3.129 3 2 0.959 583.333 
dress /dɹes/ aderez(ar) /a'de.res/ 2.314 1.896 3 4 0.945 241.667 
electrify /iˈlek.tɹɪ.faɪ/ electriz(ar) /e'lek.tris/ 3.314 2.849 6 2 1.000 808.562 
eliminate /iˈlɪm.ɪ.neɪt/ elimin(ar) /e'li.min/ 3.829 3.948 6 3 0.990 783.333 
embrace /ɪmˈbɹeɪs/ abraz(ar) /'a.βras/ 1.914 0.757 6 4 0.966 252.381 
enter /ˈen.tɛɹ/ entr(ar) /entr/ 3.629 3.345 2 1 0.995 801.111 
equal /ˈiː.kwʊl/ igual(ar) /I'ɣwal/ 4.057 3.891 2 2 1.000 490.000 
exist /ɪɡˈzɪst/ exist(ir) /ek'sist/ 5.943 2.361 4 0 1.000 1000.000 
expand /ɪkˈspænd/ expand(ir) /es'pand/ 5.686 4.439 3 0 1.000 1016.667 
fail /feɪl/ fall(ar) /faʎ/ 2.286 3.378 3 1 0.951 700.000 
format /ˈfɔːɹ.mæt/ formate(ar) /for'ma.te/ 4.286 2.446 4 1 0.988 789.780 
found /faʊnd/ fund(ar) /fund/ 3.371 5.233 2 1 0.975 801.111 
garnish /ˈɡɑːɹ.nɪʃ/ guarnec(er) /'gwar.nes/ 2.971 1.665 5 4 1.000 520.000 
glaze /ɡleɪz/ glase(ar) /'gla.se/ 3.200 2.121 4 1 1.000 780.000 
guarantee /ˌɡæɹ·enˈti/ garantiz(ar) /ga'ran.tis/ 3.600 3.125 4 3 0.980 679.150 
imagine /ɪˈmæd͡ʒ.ɪn/ imagin(ar) /I'ma.xin/ 4.314 5.278 5 1 0.986 774.396 
imprison /ɪmˈpɹɪz.ɛn/ aprision(ar) /a'pri.sjon/ 2.971 1.017 7 3 0.932 592.500 
incubate /ˈɪn.kjʊ.beɪt/ incub(ar) /in'kuβ/ 2.829 0.498 6 3 0.964 685.865 
inflate /ɪnˈfleɪt/ infl(ar) /infl/ 3.171 3.380 4 3 0.948 644.026 
inform /ɪnˈfɔːɹm/ inform(ar) /in'form/ 5.971 4.216 3 0 1.000 1016.667 
initialize /ɪˈnɪ.ʃɑ.laɪz/ inicializ(ar) /i.ni'sja.lis/ 3.457 2.406 8 2 0.996 746.579 
insist /ɪnˈsɪst/ insist(ir) /in'sist/ 6.229 5.531 2 0 1.000 1083.333 






























intercept /ˌɪn.tɛɹˈsept/ intercept(ar) /in.ter'sept/ 6.286 4.730 3 0 1.000 1022.222 
interconnect /ˌɪn.tɛɹ.kɑˈnekt/ interconect(ar) /in.ter.ko'nekt/ 6.314 4.487 4 1 0.977 991.486 
introduce /ˌɪn·tɹɔˈdus/ introduc(ir) /in'tro.dus/ 4.971 4.730 3 1 0.993 820.327 
judge /d͡ʒʌd͡ʒ/ juzg(ar) /xusɣ/ 1.829 2.895 5 2 0.975 487.778 
magnify /ˈmæɡ.nɪ.faɪ/ magnific(ar) /maɣ.ni'fik/ 3.457 2.910 6 2 0.935 767.083 
memorize /ˈmem·ɑˌɹɑɪz/ memoriz(ar) /me'mo.ris/ 4.371 1.821 5 1 0.989 873.750 
mount /maʊnt/ mont(ar) /mont/ 3.857 4.692 2 1 0.975 801.111 
obligate /ˈɑb·lɪˌɡeɪt/ oblig(ar) /o'βliɣ/ 3.600 0.508 6 3 0.964 685.865 
occupy /ˈɒk.jʊ.paɪ/ ocup(ar) /o'kup/ 3.114 3.137 5 2 0.929 683.333 
occur /ɔˈkɜːɹ/ ocurr(ir) /o'kurr/ 4.829 3.676 3 2 1.000 880.000 
operate /ˈɑp·ɛˌɹeɪt/ oper(ar) /o'per/ 3.200 2.363 6 3 0.961 644.026 
order /ˈɔːɹ.dɛɹ/ orden(ar) /'or.den/ 4.143 3.666 4 1 0.980 700.000 
pack /pæk/ empac(ar) /em'pak/ 3.229 3.426 3 3 0.975 328.889 
pass /pɑːs/ pas(ar) /pas/ 5.171 5.233 1 1 0.911 858.929 
pedal /ˈped.ʌl/ pedale(ar) /pe'da.le/ 3.486 3.436 2 1 1.000 766.212 
peel /piːl/ pel(ar) /pel/ 3.086 4.692 1 1 0.911 858.929 
penetrate /ˈpen.ɪ.tɹeɪt/ penetr(ar) /pe'netr/ 3.257 2.038 5 3 0.961 823.333 
perish /ˈpeɹ.ɪʃ/ perec(er) /'pe.res/ 3.714 2.577 3 3 0.924 602.576 
permit /pɛɹˈmɪt/ permit(ir) /per'mit/ 5.457 4.216 2 0 1.000 1016.667 
persist /pɛɹˈsɪst/ persist(ir) /per'sist/ 5.800 4.216 3 0 1.000 1100.000 
persuade /pɛɹˈsweɪd/ persuad(ir) /per'swad/ 3.914 3.676 4 1 0.997 807.083 
polish /ˈpɒl.ɪʃ/ pul(ir) /pul/ 1.800 3.352 3 4 0.918 339.444 






























prefer /pɹɪˈfɜːɹ/ prefer(ir) /pre'fer/ 4.914 2.216 4 0 1.000 1183.333 
prepare /pɹɪˈpeəɹ/ prepar(ar) /pre'par/ 4.343 1.675 5 1 0.871 835.934 
presage /pɹɪˈseɪd͡ʒ/ presagi(ar) /pɾe'sa.xi/ 3.600 1.182 7 1 0.986 762.857 
present /pɹɪˈzent/ present(ar) /pre'sent/ 5.686 2.431 3 0 1.000 1100.000 
preside /pɹɪˈzɑɪd/ presid(ir) /pre'sid/ 3.543 1.675 5 1 0.998 789.780 
presume /pɹɪˈzuːm/ presum(ir) /pre'sum/ 5.457 2.431 3 1 0.998 789.780 
proceed /pɹɔˈsiːd/ proced(er) /pro'sed/ 4.657 3.530 3 1 0.962 969.780 
proclaim /pɹɔˈkleɪm/ proclam(ar) /pro'klam/ 4.714 3.530 4 1 0.991 920.417 
produce /pɹɔˈdus/ produc(ir) /'pro.dus/ 5.257 4.286 2 1 0.988 789.780 
promise /ˈpɹɒ.mɪs/ promet(er) /pro'met/ 3.400 1.926 4 3 0.988 620.549 
readjust /ˌɹiː.ɑˈd͡ʒʌst/ reajust(ar) /rre.a'xust/ 3.886 3.250 6 1 0.991 920.417 
reclaim /ɹɪˈkleɪm/ reclam(ar) /rre'klam/ 4.229 2.989 4 1 0.988 892.857 
recognize /ˈɹe.kɑɡ.naɪz/ reconoc(er) /rre'ko.nos/ 2.914 1.125 6 4 0.882 596.389 
reconstruct /ˌɹi·kʌnˈstɹʌkt/ reconstru(ir) /re'kons.tru/ 3.000 0.359 7 2 0.994 790.909 
recycle /ˌɹiːˈsaɪ.kʌl/ recicl(ar) /rre'sikl/ 3.371 2.200 5 2 0.987 605.165 
redeem /ɹɪˈdiːm/ redim(ir) /rre'dim/ 4.600 3.746 2 2 0.882 800.758 
reduce /ɹɪˈdus/ reduc(ir) /'rre.dus/ 5.514 3.232 2 1 1.000 766.212 
refrigerate /ɹɪˈfɹɪ.d͡ʒɛɹˌeɪt/ refriger(ar) /rre.fɾi'xer/ 3.171 -1.205 11 3 0.998 790.574 
refute /ɹɪˈfjuːt/ refut(ar) /rre'fut/ 4.486 3.195 3 1 1.000 766.212 
reinforce /ˌɹiː.ɪnˈfɔːɹs/ reforz(ar) /'rre.fors/ 3.457 0.363 6 4 0.978 556.667 
repeat /ɹɪˈpiːt/ repet(ir) /rre'pet/ 3.800 2.989 3 1 1.000 946.212 
report /ɹɪˈpɔːɹt/ report(ar) /rre'port/ 5.457 2.216 4 0 1.000 1000.000 






























resolve /ɹɪˈzɒlv/ resolv(er) /rre'solβ/ 5.029 0.361 5 1 0.998 789.780 
reveal /ɹɪˈviːl/ revel(ar) /rre'βel/ 3.657 1.675 4 1 1.000 946.212 
salt /sɒlt/ sal(ar) /sal/ 4.257 4.682 2 1 0.957 678.929 
scald /skɔːld/ escald(ar) /es'kald/ 4.286 3.436 2 1 0.984 676.212 
season /ˈsiː.zʌn/ sazon(ar) /'sa.son/ 3.114 3.676 3 2 1.000 709.848 
specify /ˈspe.sɪ.faɪ/ especific(ar) /es.pe.si'fik/ 3.629 3.183 5 3 0.899 501.389 
sterilize /ˈsteɹ.ɪ.laɪz/ esteriliz(ar) /es.te'ri.lis/ 3.143 1.105 5 2 1.000 583.333 
stipulate /ˈstɪp.jʊ.leɪt/ estipul(ar) /es.ti'pul/ 2.971 3.271 6 4 0.995 438.889 
study /ˈstʌd.i/ estudi(ar) /es'tu.di/ 4.200 3.436 2 2 0.984 387.121 
suspend /sʌˈspend/ suspend(er) /sus'pend/ 5.600 5.205 2 0 1.000 1100.000 
terminate /ˈtɜɹ.mɪ.neɪt/ termin(ar) /'ter.min/ 3.629 2.876 6 3 0.897 783.333 
toast /təʊst/ tost(ar) /tost/ 5.829 4.692 2 1 0.969 778.889 
transmit /tɹænzˈmɪt/ transmit(ir) /trans'mit/ 5.343 2.757 4 0 1.000 1025.000 
validate /ˈvæl.ɪ.deɪt/ valid(ar) /ba'lid/ 3.400 2.217 6 3 0.976 685.865 






APPENDIX B: COGNATES GO INTO THE COGNATE CONTINUUM 
 In the below table of Cognate Verb Categorization, the following abbreviations are 
used: EN for English, SP for Spanish, LD scores for orthographic Levenshtein distance 
scores, and frame # difference for number of different syntactic frames used between 
languages. Although the Spanish infinitive is shown, the form compared removed the 
infinitival inflection. 
 The three types of cognates here originate in the Cognate Continuum (introduced 
in Chapter 2). True cognates, which are most similar in syntax and phonology, were 
cognates with orthographic LD scores between 0 and 1, and with no differences in 
transitivity and between 0 and 2 frame differences. Lemma cognates, which are most 
similar in syntax but have a larger difference in phonology, were cognates with 
orthographic LD scores between 3 and 4 and with no differences in transitivity and between 
0 and 2 frame differences. Lexemic cognates, which are most similar in phonology but 
have a larger difference in syntax, were cognates with orthographic LD scores between 0 
and 327, and differences in transitivity or between 3 and 6 frame differences. From these 
analyses, 38 verbs were categorized at true cognates; 35 verbs were categorized at lexemic 
cognates; 29 verbs were categorized as lemma cognates; and 48 verbs were excluded, 
 
27 Only one Lexemic cognate had an orthographic LD score of 3; it was included because 
the Lexemic cognate category had the fewest matches for phonological and syntactic 
overlap requirements.  
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grouped as ‘other’ (being both more dissimilar in phonology and syntax). From that list, 
29 verbs were randomly selected from each type. 
 
Table B.1 – Cognate Verbs in the Cognate Continuum. 
 











1 affect afectar 1 0 2 
2 affirm afirmar 1 0 0 
3 amass amasar 1 0 2 
4 applaud aplaudir 1 0 0 
5 cancel cancelar 1 0 0 
6 capture capturar 1 0 2 
7 cause causar 0 0 1 
8 combine combinar 1 0 0 
9 comfort confortar 1 0 0 
10 decree decretar 1 0 1 
11 depend depender 1 0 1 
12 descend descender 0 0 1 
13 discern discernir 1 0 0 
14 divulge divulgar 1 0 2 
15 enter entrar 0 0 1 
16 found fundar 0 0 0 
17 install instalar 1 0 0 
18 intercept interceptar 0 0 1 
19 memorize memorizar 1 0 1 
20 pass pasar 1 0 1 
21 persuade persuadir 0 0 1 
22 practice practicar 1 0 2 
23 proceed proceder 1 0 1 
24 proclaim proclamar 0 0 0 
25 refute refutar 1 0 0 
26 represent representar 1 0 2 
27 resolve resolver 1 0 2 
28 suspend suspender 1 0 1 
29 toast tostar 1 0 2 
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1 abolish abolir 3 0 0 
2 accumulate acumular 4 0 2 
3 alienate alienar 3 0 1 
4 approve aprobar 3 0 1 
5 blanch blanquear 3 0 1 
6 block bloquear 3 0 1 
7 celebrate celebrar 3 0 2 
8 commence comenzar 3 0 2 
9 complicate complicar 3 0 2 
10 cooperate cooperar 3 0 0 
11 corrupt corromper 3 0 1 
12 discover descubrir 4 0 2 
13 dismantle desmantelar 3 0 0 
14 distinguish distinguir 3 0 2 
15 distort distorsionar 4 0 1 
16 dress aderezar 4 0 0 
17 eliminate eliminar 3 0 1 
18 imprison aprisionar 3 0 0 
19 incubate incubar 3 0 1 
20 inflate inflar 3 0 1 
21 operate operar 3 0 2 
22 penetrate penetrar 3 0 1 
23 polish pulir 4 0 1 
24 promise prometer 3 0 2 
25 recognize reconocer 4 0 2 
26 reinforce reforzar 4 0 1 
27 specify especificar 3 0 1 
28 stipulate estipular 4 0 0 







1 admit admitir 0 0 6 
2 concede conceder 1 1 1 
3 condescend condescender 0 2 0 
4 confirm confirmar 0 0 4 
5 connect conectar 1 1 2 
6 console consolar 1 0 3 
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frame #  
difference 
7 continue continuar 1 0 3 
8 convert convertir 0 1 1 
9 decide decidir 1 1 3 
10 describe describir 1 0 4 
11 devour devorar 1 0 3 
12 discard descartar 2 1 1 
13 discriminate discriminar 3 1 3 
14 imagine imaginar 1 1 0 
15 inform informar 1 0 5 
16 insist insistir 0 0 4 
17 mount montar 0 1 4 
18 order ordenar 1 0 4 
19 peel pelar 1 1 2 
20 permit permitir 1 1 4 
21 persist persistir 1 1 1 
22 prefer preferir 0 1 2 
23 prepare preparar 0 1 0 
24 present presentar 0 0 3 
25 preside presidir 1 0 3 
26 presume presumir 0 1 4 
27 reclaim reclamar 1 0 3 
28 report reportar 1 0 5 




APPENDIX C: SPL STIMULI
 The table below, Table C.1, illustrates all the stimuli materials used in the Self-
paced listening task, by segment. Comprehension questions are also included for their 
respective sentence, if they were utilized. The table shows the segments that participants 
heard, which does not necessarily align completely with planned cuts (described in Chapter 
5). Planned cuts consisted of (typically) 5 segments. Segment 1 was generally an AvP or 
PP. Segment 2 was generally an NsP. Combined, segment 1 and 2 were always 5 syllables 
in length. Segment 3 was always (solely) the verb of interest. Segment 4 was always 5 
syllables in length, and generally a PP or NP. Segment 5 was always 10 syllables in length 
and generally a clause or PP. The * symbol indicates where adjacent segments were 
planned to be left together as a single segment. The ǂ symbol indicates where adjacent 
segments were left together, unplanned, due to coarticulation across word boundaries. 
After the cuts, 34 sentences in English had no segment 2 (25 more than was planned) and 
90 sentences in Spanish had no segment 2 (1 more than was planned). 
 The table shows first English sentences, then Spanish ones, since these languages 
were presented in separate blocks. Within each language, the three types of cognates and 
fillers are separated. Within these classifications, items are listed in alphabetical order of 
the verb, although participants heard sentences in randomized order. 
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SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 



























them a call 
2 affirm Last month  the teacher affirmed 
that the short 
story 
was still due 
at the end of 
January 
3 amass Last month  the owners amassed 
their wealth of 
assets 




4 applaud Earlier  you all applauded 
the old 
performer 
for the trick 
he did on the 
village square 
5 cancel Last week  the teacher canceled 














SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
6 capture Earlier  the cat captured 
a greedy gray 
mouse 
under the bed 
while I was 
reading there 
7 cause Yesterday  the dogs caused 
their owners' 
children 





8 combine Earlier  you all combined 
the chicken 
and beans 
in his best 
selling dish at 
the diner 
9 comfort Before  the nurses comforted 
the very ill 
kids 
we took them 
to the yard to 
play on 
swings 
10 decree Last night   the mayor decreed 
the country 
village 
to now be 
called a town 
with a new 
name 
11 depend *The very young kids depended 
on their own 
parents 












SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
12 descend Yesterday  children descended 
the very 
narrow stairs 
to the main 
front doors of 
the city mall 




saw that their 
wings were 
the same 


















money to its 
yearly gift 
17 install Yesterday  the runners installed 













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 





use for the 
big heist 
19 memorize Once   the pupil memorized 
the entire new 
play 




20 pass Earlier   horses passed 
a large yellow 
house 





21 persuade Once  the man and I persuaded 






22 practice Last night  the drummers practiced 
the song's new 
changes 
so that they 
would be 
ready for the 
show 
23 proceed Last night   one dancer proceeded 












SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
24 proclaim Last night  the ruler proclaimed 






25 refute Before  researchers refuted 
the claims of 
their friends 
they got some 
clues to back 
their own 
beliefs 
26 represent Last week  you and Jim represented 












a small puppy 
28 suspend Last month   the parents suspended 
the holiday 
lights 
on the slick 
roof outside 
in a hurry 













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 




















on the town's 
outskirts 
2 concede Last year the brown team conceded 
to the yellow 
team 
after losing 3 
points in the 
last game 





to the diner's 
new owner 
4 confirm Last night the typist confirmed 
that her upper 
boss 








dolls seem to 
come to life 





in a well 
nearby 
7 continue Last night the drunk man continued 
down the dark 
alley 









SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
into the dark 
sea 
8 convert Yesterday we all converted 
to a saintly 
new church 
because the 
priest at our 
old church 
was rude 
9 decide Last month you and friends decided 
to fix the old 
roof 
of the army 
officer at no 
cost 
10 describe Last month you and I described 






11 devour Last week the bunnies devoured 




put it down 
12 discard Last month the farmer discarded 
all the 
grapefruit peel 
in the corn 
field instead 
of the trash 
heap 














SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
14 imagine Yesterday a child imagined 
that some 
yellow snakes 
came into his 
room but he 
was asleep 
15 inform My sisters and I informed 
our tired 
mother 
that they had 
made a mess 
in their 
bedroom 
16 insist Last month the potter insisted 





than the red 
17 mount Earlier jockies mounted 
the ten race 
horses 
to race in the 
yearly horse 
race today 





them to do so 
19 peel Last week the baby peeled 
the very ripe 
grapefruit 
and ate it 
before her 
mother saw it 
20 permit *The new principal permitted 
all lower 
levels 











SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
21 persist Last night some squirrels persisted 




out in the 
whole house 
22 prefer Last month the small boy prefered 
the green 
teddy bear 
to the fire 
truck but he 
changed his 
mind 





baking a cake 
24 present Last week employees presented a faster toy car 
to kids for 
testing but it 
was disliked 
25 preside Last week the chairman presided 
over the board 
meeting 
in which a 
new CFO was 
hired 
26 presume Last week my classmates presumed 
that their quiz 
was done 
and left the 
class before it 
was finished 














SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
28 report Once 
you and the 
man 
reported 
a white out 
blizzard 
but this year 
there have not 
been any 
storms 
29 transmit *The young physists transmited the tv beacon 
to the moon 






































the chores in 
the room 











SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
5 blanch Earlier  the cook blanched 
the carrots and 
beans 
before adding 
them to the 
main dishes 
6 block Before the firemen blocked 





















to play their 
songs 






10 cooperate Last night the robber cooperated 
with the 
village cops 
















SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
in jail for 
three days 




trees to die 
very quickly 
13 dismantle Yesterday the maid dismantled 
the hallway 
table 




14 distinguish Last week researchers distinguished 







15 distort In the past potters distorted 
the female 
shape 
in casts to 
highlight the 
body and legs 
16 dress Yesterday the cook dressed 
the roasted 
chicken 
for the party 
he was going 
to cater 
17 eliminate Last week the blue team eliminated 
the red and 
green teams 










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
18 imprison Earlier the judge imprisoned 
the four 
defendents 




19 incubate Last month the farmer incubated 
the tiny duck 
eggs 
and this 
month he has 
ten fluffy 
ducklings 
20 inflate Earlier the clown inflated 













22 penetrate The banker  and I penetrated 
the stock 
exchanges 
he bragged to 
his friends 
that he was 
well off 
23 polish Earlier butlers polished 
the gold forks 
and spoons 
for the dinner 
that the hosts 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
24 promise *The girl's grandmother promised 
that she would 
try to 








from the new 
upcoming 
scifi movies  







27 specify Yesterday gardeners specified 
the herb and 
greens patch 
they want to 
be dug up and 
replanted 
28 stipulate Last month the teachers stipulated 
that the kids 
must read 
at least one 
book per 
month to get 
an A 
29 terminate Last night the gamer terminated 
the hardest 
game 
after he had 









SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 










1   ǂThe man and his dog   backpacked  
on the nearby 
trail  
for 10 days 
before they 
came back 
home   
2   Last month  some children believed  
me when I 
told them  
that their dog 
would die if 
they told a fib 







questions      
4   last week  the shepherd  carried  
his smallest 
lambs out  
of a hole they 
couldn't get 
out of    
5   Once  the hairdresser  cut  




street she got 
off work   
6   Last night  researchers  darkened  
the tank of 
goldfish 
 to see if the 
fish like any 
darkness     
7   *The young attorney    defended  
girls guilty of 
theft  
from being 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 




boss      





for the young 
boy      
9   once  the repairman  fastened  
the strap to the 
roof  
of the car he 
told the girl 
she could 
leave  
10   last week  the kitten  followed  
you around 
the house  
everywhere 
but this week 
he is sleepy     
11   Yesterday  some man  forgot  
his coat on the 
chair  
and when he 
came back 
today it was 
gone   
12   ǂYou and the singer    found  
some older 
fiddles  
in the garage 
that had been 
left behind     
13   *The very sad clown   frowned  
at many 
children  
and lost his 
job to a 
happier 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
14   last night  fishermen  froze  
their newly 
caught fish  
so they could 
be shipped 
and sold 
downtown     
15   ǂThe farmer and I   harvested  
the apples and 
plums  
from the trees 
near his 
farmhouse 
before noon    







one     
17   Last night  the children  inconvenienced 
 their naive 
nanny by  
making her 
tuck them in 
three times 
each    
18   Once    the dairy cows  kneeled  
in the open 
meadow  
we knew it 
was going to 
rain last night 
19   Yesterday  we all  launched 
 the boat on 
the pond  
behind the 
garage but it 
sank quickly     
20   *The very old maid   laundered  
clothes in the 
basin  
by the river 
because the 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
21   Earlier  the boy  lessened  
his fear of 
speaking  
by honing his 
talk in front 
of his friends    
22   Yesterday  you all  lightened  
the nearest 
bedroom  
with the new 
light you 
bought at the 
shop     
23   ǂThe women and I   listened 
 to the 
concerns of  
the men so 
they felt like 
we heard 
them   
24   last year  our parents married  
each other in 
church  
and we have 
been siblings 
for one year 
now   
25   Yesterday  the cook measured  
salt for the 
sugar  
in the cookies 
and burned 
all of the 
cakes    
26   ǂThe gamblers and I    mumbled  
that the motel 
was 
 dirty after 
they removed 
the buffet      
27   last year  the madman  murdered  
kids for no 
reason  
and this year 
he was put 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
28   Last month  the hunters  muttered  
too loudly and 
scared  
the deer they 
were hunting 
away from 
them    
29   
*The cruel new 
teacher  
  overwhelmed 
 the pupil with 
tests  
he needed to 
get the A he 
wanted    




they had them 
moved back 
into the 
waters      
31   last week  some pupils  penciled  
in the 
schedule on  
their binders 
but most did 
not write it 
down   
32   last year  the children  played  
with colorful 
blocks  
but this year 
they played 
with dolls and 
ponies    
33   Last night  the mother  read  
a book to her 
kids  
who got very 
bored with it 
very quick   













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
him want to 
sleep  
35   *The librarians   requested  
that we be 
quiet  
or we would 
be kicked out 
of the library     
36   a month ago  we  shielded  
the kids from 
movies  
with drugs 
but we found 
out the kids 
watched them  
37   the nurses  and I  smiled  





playroom      
38   earlier  the cook  spiced 
 the food on 




heat down     
39   
ǂYou and the 
preachers 
  spilled  













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
40   last week  a waiter  splattered  
me with a 
bowl of  
stew while he 
was walking 
to the back 
door  
41   Yesterday  the nuns  stopped  
at the church 
near them  
to pray for 
the sins of all 
the war dead  
42   ǂYou and the lawyer   summarized  
the ending 
statements  
to show your 
blamelessness 
in the 
courthouse      
43   ǂLast year your father   summered  




of an island    
44   In the past  women  swam  
in full bathing 
suits    
that covered 
their bottom 
halves at the 
beach  
45   Last night  you and I thought  
we needed to 
stop  
driving at 6 
but we drove 
4 hours more  
46   last year  the sherriff  threatened  
the crook with 
jail time  
if he ever 
caught him in 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
47   earlier  the mice  thwarted  
the cats 
chasing them  
by running 
into a hole in 
the wall     






had finished       
49   ǂThe sailors and I   trimmed  
the sails on 
the ship  
as we were 
leaving the 
city's harbor    
50   last week  the kitten  troubled  




tired and sick     
51   ǂYou and the butchers   undermined  
the safety 
standards 
 for the 
butcher shops 
by changing 
the law     
52   Last night  a locksmith  unlocked  
the driver side 
door  
to my new 
car because I 
locked my 
keys in  
53   
ǂLast year some 
soldiers 














SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
54   last week  the mayor  vouched  
for me at my 
job  
even though I 
was on a 
fishing trip   
55   Last night  the butler  washed  
the man's suit 
and pants  
and ironed his 
tie so he 
looked quite 
neat  
56   ǂMy mother and I   wintered  
at the large 
townhouse  
for more than 
7 weeks this 
last winter    
57   Yesterday  the troops  withdrew 
 to a safer 
place  
so that they 
could regroup 
and reattack      
58   ǂThe author and I   wrote  
a book about 
fear  
of ghosts so 
our kids 
wouldn't be 


















1 affect *La gente rica  afectaron  al desarrollo  
de muchos 
nuevos 
negocios aqui  













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
3 amass *El hijo mayor  amasó  mucho dinero  
después de su 
cumpleaños 
ayer  




canción hoy  
5 cancel Hoy  la maestra  canceló  el examen con  
sólo un día de 
espera 










8 combine *Los cocineros  combinaron  las dos recetas  
para hacer un 
pollo sabroso 
9 comfort *El chico torpe  concernió  a sus dos tías  
cuando se 
cayó y se 
lastimó 











SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 




mear sobre la 
cancha 
12 descend Ayer  ustedes  dependieron  de sus abuelos  
para 
apoquinar por 
las cosas  
13 discern *Los chicos pobres  descendieron  la escalera  
del sótano de 
la casa vieja 
14 divulge Ayer  ustedes  divulgaron  una ganancia  
del negocio a 
muchas 
personas  
15 enter *El niño malo entró  en el pasillo  
sin saludar a 
todos los tíos 
16 found *La empresaria  fundó  una gran beca  
para ayudar a 
los jovenes  
17 install *El trabajador  instaló  el lavarropas  
el sábado en 
vez del 
domingo  
18 intercept *La gran guripa  interceptó  
un mal 
encargo  
sobre un gran 
arranque 
previsto 
19 memorize Ayer  la niña  memorizó  toda su parte  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
20 pass Ayer  nosotros  pasamos  la mantequilla  
a su marido, 
no a su hijo  
21 persuade *El joven pobre  persuadió  a su amigo  
comer en el 
comedor 
pequeño  
22 practice Antes  ustedes  practicaron  
por mucho 
tiempo  
cada día antes 
del partido  
23 proceed Ayer nosotros  procedimos  con la carrera  
para llegar al 
siguiente país  
24 proclaim Hoy  un informe  proclamó  que beber vino  
cada día no es 
saludable 
25 refute *Los periodistas  refutaron  lo que él dijo  
a la prensa 
sobre los 
impuestos  
26 represent Antes  nosotras  representamos  
de buena 
moda  
a su equipo 
en el juego 
hoy  
27 resolve *La abuelita  resolvió  
la gran 
pregunta  
que su nieto 
preguntó 
anoche  












SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
29 toast Ayer  ustedes  tostaron  el pan de trigo  















1 admit *Mi hermanito  admitió  perder dinero  
cuando 
viajaba en 
otro país  








4 confirm *La mujer lista  conectó  todos los datos  
para hacer el 
rompecabezas  
5 connect *El empleado  confirmó  todos los datos  
de los 
huéspedes al 
llegar aquí  
6 console *Todas las chicas  consolaron  a su amiga  
después de 
que su novio 
le dejó  
7 continue *Dos de los chicos  continuaron  a tener miedo  
cuando 
nadaban en el 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
8 convert *El limpiador  convertió el cuarto sucio 
en uno limpio 
en poco 
tiempo. 






10 describe *El caminante  descartó  
los cuatro 
botes  
en la basura 
por su pereza  
11 devour Ayer  nosotros  describimos  
el cuadro 
lindo  
a la gente que 
quería saber  
12 discard *Estos muchachos  devoraron  toda la cena  
después de 
jugar 
deportes ayer  










15 inform Ayer  nosotras  informamos  
a nuestros 
padres  
que íbamos a 
salir del país  
16 insist *Un hombre quapo  insistió  en escribirme  
para 
juntarnos a 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
17 mount Ayer  los gauchos  montaron  a sus caballos  
hasta llegar a 
la cordillera  




19 peel *La abuelita  peló  bastante papas  
para hacer un 
gran estofado  




21 persist *La campeona  persistió  
por cuatro 
horas  
en el reto de 
fuerza anoche  
22 prefer Ayer  nosotros  preferimos  comer afuera  
porque 
mañana se va 
a llover  




a los jóvenes  
24 present Ayer  María  presentó  a sus parientes  
su nuevo 
novio que 
viene del sur  
25 preside *El abogado  presidió  sobre la cita  
entre la gente 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
26 presume *Las tres mujeres  presumieron  que era malo  
lo que pasó 
ayer en la 
calle  
27 reclaim *Los dos viajeros  reclamaron  
sus dos 
maletas  
antes de irse 
por la aduana  
28 report *Los jefes viejos  reportaron  una tormenta  
así que todos 
se 
escondieron  
29 transmit *Palabras lindas  transmitieron  
un buen 
sentido  




















2 accumulate *Los compañeros  acumularon  
los 
cachivaches  
a través de 
años en el 
piso  
3 alienate *Las chicas flacas  alienaron  a la más gorda  
y no 
compartieron 
las muñecas  
4 approve *El jefe viejo  aprobó  el gran horario  
de los 
trabajadores 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
5 blanch *El cocinero  blanqueó  los hortalizas  
para que no 
se quedaran 
flojos  
6 block Ayer  ustedes  bloquearon  esta esquina  
por el desfile 
de la Navidad  
7 celebrate *La azafata  celebró  su cumpleaños  
el veintiuno 
de enero ayer 
8 commence *El cirujano  comenzó  la cirugía  
cada vez con 
lavarse las 
manos  










11 corrupt Ayer  nosotras  corrompimos  a los pequenos  
con los 
asuntos de la 
matanza 
12 discover *La gente maya  descubrió  la existencia  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
13 dismantle Hoy  la niñera  desmanteló  
el mueble 
viejo  
antes de que 
volvieran los 
padres  
14 distinguish *El entrenador  distinguió  
entre los 
buenos  
y los con una 
gran agudeza  




16 dress Ayer  ustedes  distorsionaron  cada palabra  
que dije y no 
estaba feliz  
17 eliminate *El cocinero  eliminó  






18 imprison Ayer  nosotros  aprisionamos  
los tres 
ladrones  
en la carcel 
que queda 
muy cerca 






20 inflate *La tía Juana  infló  
todos los 
globos  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
21 operate *Un hombre mayor  operó  
un tren muy 
lento  
por diez años 
hasta 
jubilarse  
22 penetrate Por fin  el hacha  penetró  la pared dura  
en el edificio 
demolido 




no con tarjeta  




25 recognize *Los perros listos  reconocieron  
al nuevo 
dueño  
y menearon la 
cola pronto  
26 reinforce *El escudero  reforzó  la gran coraza  
de los 
caballeros 
con acero  
27 specify *La novia linda  especificó  
un pastel 
grande  
para la boda 
en cuatro 
meses 




29 terminate Ayer  ustedes  terminaron  la gran carrera  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 








1   *Las cocineras  ablandaron  la carne rica  
para nuestra 
cena anteayer  
2   Ayer  ustedes  amarraron  





3   Ayer  el señor  anduvo  por la ciudad  
para conocer 
su comunidad  
4   *Los hombres altos  atornillaron  cuatro repisas  
a la pared del 
cuarto de 
baño  





6   *Muchos ladrones  bajaron  del techo alto  
para agarrar 
mucho dinero  
7   Ayer  ustedes  burlaron  de su amigo  
porque él no 
puede jugar 
fútbol  













SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
9   Ayer  las monjas  cerraron  en la iglesia  
para rezar por 
todos los 
muertos  




11   Ayer  un burro  corrió  en el camino  
porque su 
dueño le pegó 
fuerte  
12   Hoy  los granjeros  cosecharon  todo el trigo  
porque el 
invierno 
viene pronto  




pasteles ricos  
14   *Las dos águilas  crecieron  
un nido 
grande  
en un árbol 
alto en el 
cerro  




16   *Unos jóvenes  creyeron  
la gran 
mentira  
que el perro 









SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
17   *Mi abuelita  creyó  por veinte días  
que yo iba a 
dejarla sola  
18   *Una ballena  crió  a sus terneros  
muy cerca del 
arrecife bello  
19   *Los compañeros  cruzaron 
la selva 
grande  
para ayudar a 
sus familias  
20   *La empresaria  dejó  
su nueva 
tienda  
para ir a 
pescar el 
domingo  





22   *El chico bajo  dismiuyó  
su miedo del 
mar  
cuando fui en 
barco a la isla  








25   *Muchos ladrones  enterraron  el gran tesoro  
en el bosque 









SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
26   Ayer  ustedes  esparcieron  la mantequilla  
en un pedazo 
de pan 
caliente  
27   *Unos jóvenes  fastidiaron  a sus abuelos  
porque sólo 
querían 
comer pan  
28   Antes  ustedes  grabaron  la piedra plana  
con el 
nombre de su 
hijo mayor  





muchas cosas  





y agua  
31   Ayer  nosotros  jugamos  a la pelota  
el fin de 
semana en 
enero  
32   Ayer  el papá  leyó  un libro largo  
a sus tres 
hijos antes de 
dormir  
33   Hoy  la criada limpió  
por cinco 
horas  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 




35   *Los cuatro locos mataron  a siete chicos  
antes de que 
fueran 
encontrados  
36   *Los viajeros mochilearon  por siete dias  
sin lavar la 
ropa ni 
banarse  




38   *Otra culebra  mudó  su piel antigua  
la cual ecaché 
en el bosque 
hoy  
39   Hoy  la madrina  nombró  a su ahijada  
después de 
que nació la 
pequeña  
40   Hoy  el payaso  obró  
en nuestra 
fiesta  
para divertir a 
los jóvenes  
41   Ayer  los perros  pararon  de jugar juntos  
porque 
regresaron a 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 




43   Hoy  los mendigos  pidieron  nuestra ayuda  
pero no les 
dimos el 
dinero  
44   Hoy  mi amiga  plegó  a su vecina  
que cortara el 
cesped 
mañana  
45   *El caballero  quiso  subir el cerro 
 pero no trajo 
bastante agua  
46   Ayer  ustedes rieron  en la bodega  
porque 
alguien hizo 
una broma  




48   *Los dos ladrones  sacaron  mucho dinero  
de las dos 
tiendas en la 
esquina  
49   *Todas las chicas  sonrieron  hoy de repente  
cuando 
vieron un 








SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
50   *Los compradores  subieron  
el cerro 
grande  
antes de que 
cerrara la 
tienda  








53   *Mis tíos viejos  temieron  





54   *El abogado  terminó  el juicio largo  
antes de la 
fiesta de 
sorpresa  











juego duro  
57   *Las enfermeras  vieron  a mucha gente  










SEGMENT 1 2 3 4 5 
syntactic structure AdvP/PP NP verb PP/NP Clause/PP 
phonological 
structure 
5 syll (total),  
animate NP, pl or sing 
past simple 5 syll, NP or 
PP 
10 syll 
58   *Nuevas personas  vinieron  a la escuela  
para tomar un 





APPENDIX D: FREQUENCIES & TRANSLATIONS
 Below, all stimuli items are listed with their frequency (M. Davies, 2019b, 2019a), 
as well as their translation into the corresponding language. Frequency rankings in English 
are listed up to 60,000, and up to 40,000 in Spanish, the maximums provided by the 
corpora. For the analyses, all rankings above 40,000 were converted to 40,000 so that they 
would correspond across languages. Table D.1 provides the LID stimuli items, while Table 
D.2 provides the SPL stimuli items. 
 
Table D.1 – Frequencies & Translations of LID Lexical Items. 
 
  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
1 E true cognate affect afectar 7970 
2 E true cognate affirm afirmar 5967 
3 E true cognate amass amasar 10189 
4 E true cognate applauded aplaudido 6242 
5 E true cognate cancels cancela 3318 
6 E true cognate capture capturar 7357 
7 E true cognate causes causas 726 
8 E true cognate combine combinar 1707 
9 E true cognate comfort confortar 3106 
10 E true cognate decree decreto 8785 
11 E true cognate depend depender 1604 
12 E true cognate descended descendió 4576 
13 E true cognate discern discernir 8117 
14 E true cognate divulge divulgar 14570 
15 E true cognate enters entra 817 
16 E true cognate found fundaron 10822 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
17 E true cognate installs instala 2400 
18 E true cognate intercepted interceptado 7038 
19 E true cognate memorizes memoriza 8506 
20 E true cognate pass pasar 472 
21 E true cognate persuade persuadir 3962 
22 E true cognate practice práctica 562 
23 E true cognate proceed proceder 2860 
24 E true cognate proclaims proclama 5078 
25 E true cognate refuted refutado 9382 
26 E true cognate represent representar 776 
27 E true cognate resolves resuelve 10157 
28 E true cognate suspend suspender 3991 


















































































cognate dressed aderezaba 1877 
17 E 
lemma 
cognate eliminate eliminar 2084 
18 E 
lemma 
cognate imprison aprisionar 8526 
19 E 
lemma 
cognate incubated incubado 15728 
20 E 
lemma 
cognate inflate inflar 9455 
21 E 
lemma 
cognate operate operar 1543 
22 E 
lemma 
cognate penetrated penetrado 6352 
23 E 
lemma 
cognate polishes pule 9793 
24 E 
lemma 
cognate promise promesa 1262 
25 E 
lemma 
cognate recognize reconocer 879 
26 E 
lemma 
cognate reinforces refuerza 3789 
27 E 
lemma 
cognate specify especificar 4235 
28 E 
lemma 
cognate stipulated estipulado 12300 
29 E 
lemma 


























































































































































1 E noncognate acorn bellota 10927 
2 E noncognate acquiescence consentimiento 20564 
3 E noncognate adage dicho 16501 
4 E noncognate adder sumador 33017 
5 E noncognate agreement acuerdo 1255 
6 E noncognate alley callejón 4748 
7 E noncognate answer responder 742 
8 E noncognate anvil yunque 20055 
9 E noncognate 
attorneys at 
law Licenciados en leyes 1102 
10 E noncognate bird pájaro 1368 
11 E noncognate blastoff despegue 60267 
12 E noncognate cab driver taxista 29442 
13 E noncognate caller llamador 3982 
14 E noncognate campfire hoguera 12892 
15 E noncognate candy dulce 3370 
16 E noncognate canister frasco 12903 
17 E noncognate canopy pabellón 8440 
18 E noncognate carrots zanahorias 5303 
19 E noncognate catwalks pasarelas 18620 
20 E noncognate ceiling fan ventilador de techo 60000 
21 E noncognate cloverleaves hojas de trébol 53217 
22 E noncognate coaster portavasos 10028 
23 E noncognate cobblers zapateros 19605 
24 E noncognate cobblestones adoquines 17826 
25 E noncognate codenumbers codigos 60000 
26 E noncognate coffee table mesa de café 60000 
27 E noncognate coldness frialdad 22911 
28 E noncognate collarbones clavículas 19349 
29 E noncognate dagger puñal  10355 
30 E noncognate dairy lechería 5942 
31 E noncognate deadend callejón sin salida 60000 
32 E noncognate deck chair silla de cubierta 60000 
33 E noncognate defeat derrota 4401 
 
325 
  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
34 E noncognate dejection abatimiento 39223 
35 E noncognate delay retrasar 3499 
36 E noncognate delivery entrega 2750 
37 E noncognate depletion agotamiento 11715 
38 E noncognate desktop escritorio 5413 
39 E noncognate desserts postres 4758 
40 E noncognate dice dado 6347 
41 E noncognate dilapidations ruina 53078 
42 E noncognate disbursements gasto 26170 
43 E noncognate dizziness mareo 15801 
44 E noncognate ebb tides mareas de reflujo 60000 
45 E noncognate entertainment entretenimiento 2472 
46 E noncognate fad moda 12503 
47 E noncognate imbalance desequilibrio 8501 
48 E noncognate impasse punto muerto 14525 
49 E noncognate impoliteness descortesía 60000 
50 E noncognate imprint marca 11604 
51 E noncognate inaptitudes falta de idoneidad 60000 
52 E noncognate inbreedings endogamia 21769 
53 E noncognate income ingresos 1119 
54 E noncognate indents sangrías 55385 
55 E noncognate mash mezcla 19293 
56 E noncognate misadventures desventuras 24058 
57 E noncognate oddball bicho raro 20354 
58 E noncognate offender delincuente 4856 
59 E noncognate pad almohadilla 4395 
60 E noncognate paddle paleta 11709 
61 E noncognate pager buscapersonas 16458 
62 E noncognate painkillers analgésicos 13255 
63 E noncognate peanut butter mantequilla de maní 60000 
64 E noncognate peck picotear 25221 
65 E noncognate ponytail cola de caballo 12336 
66 E noncognate prayer rug alfombra de rezo 60000 
67 E noncognate precinct comisaría 6716 
68 E noncognate pretense fingimiento 11654 
69 E noncognate prevalence predominio 5817 
70 E noncognate prickers pinchadores 66401 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
71 E noncognate prizes premios 2707 
72 E noncognate processions desfile 9743 
73 E noncognate proctors supervisores 32147 
74 E noncognate prodding empujando 30231 
75 E noncognate racehorses caballos de carreras 25637 
76 E noncognate raider asaltante 65945 
77 E noncognate 
rearview 
mirrors espejos retrovisores 60000 
78 E noncognate rebounder recuperación 24940 
79 E noncognate red meat carne roja 60000 
80 E noncognate remembrances recuerdos 11488 
81 E noncognate removers quitaesmalte 22862 
82 E noncognate sailor marinero 5482 
83 E noncognate scavinger carroñero 60000 
84 E noncognate sororities 
hermandades de 
mujeres 13741 
85 E noncognate teen adolescente 2576 
86 E noncognate tiddlywinks tiddlywinks 60000 





1 S true cognate afectar to affect 517 
2 S true cognate afirma affirms 629 
3 S true cognate amasa amasses 9882 
4 S true cognate aplaudir to applaud 4106 
5 S true cognate cancelar to cancel 3252 
6 S true cognate capturaba captured 2672 
7 S true cognate causar to cause 652 
8 S true cognate combinar to combine 1925 
9 S true cognate conforta comforts 15717 
10 S true cognate decretar to decree 5585 
11 S true cognate dependia depended 602 
12 S true cognate descender to descend 3381 
13 S true cognate discernir to discern 6642 
14 S true cognate divulgar to divulge 3928 
15 S true cognate entraba entered 319 
16 S true cognate fundar found 2065 
17 S true cognate instalaba installed 912 
18 S true cognate interceptar to intercept 7720 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
19 S true cognate memoriza memorize 8499 
20 S true cognate pasa pass 277 
21 S true cognate persuadir to persuade 6983 
22 S true cognate practicar to practice 1343 
23 S true cognate proceder to proceed 1672 
24 S true cognate proclamaba proclaimed 3400 
25 S true cognate refutaba refuted 6811 
26 S true cognate representa represents 458 
27 S true cognate resolver to resolve 713 
28 S true cognate suspende suspend 2537 
29 S true cognate tostaba toasted 13003 
1 S 
lemma 
cognate abolir to abolish 8282 
2 S 
lemma 
cognate acumular to accumulate 2106 
3 S 
lemma 
cognate aderezar to dress 18893 
4 S 
lemma 
cognate alienar to alienate 14830 
5 S 
lemma 
cognate aprisionar to imprison 14268 
6 S 
lemma 
cognate aprobar to approve 1063 
7 S 
lemma 
cognate blanquear to blanch 10297 
8 S 
lemma 
cognate bloqueaba blocked 2646 
9 S 
lemma 
cognate celebraba celebrated 822 
10 S 
lemma 
cognate comenzar to commence 324 
11 S 
lemma 
cognate complicaba complicated 3730 
12 S 
lemma 
cognate cooperaba cooperated 6035 
13 S 
lemma 
cognate corromper to corrupt 6377 
14 S 
lemma 
cognate descubrir to discover 596 
15 S 
lemma 
cognate desmantelar to dismantle 8815 
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cognate distinguir to distinguish 1875 
17 S 
lemma 
cognate distortionaba distorted 40000 
18 S 
lemma 
cognate eliminar to eliminate 788 
19 S 
lemma 
cognate especificaba specified 3288 
20 S 
lemma 
cognate estipular to stipulate 4766 
21 S 
lemma 
cognate incubaba incubated 14053 
22 S 
lemma 
cognate inflar to inflate 8494 
23 S 
lemma 
cognate operaba operated 1377 
24 S 
lemma 
cognate penetraba penetrated 3718 
25 S 
lemma 
cognate prometer to promise 1900 
26 S 
lemma 
cognate pulir to polish 7693 
27 S 
lemma 
cognate reconocer to recognize 360 
28 S 
lemma 
cognate reforzar to reinforce 2291 
29 S 
lemma 
cognate terminar to terminate 298 
1 S 
lexemic 
cognate admite admits 1538 
2 S 
lexemic 
cognate conceder to concede 1951 
3 S 
lexemic 
cognate condescende condescends 29420 
4 S 
lexemic 
cognate conectaba connected 1111 
5 S 
lexemic 
cognate confirmar to confirm 1120 
6 S 
lexemic 
cognate consolar to console 5918 
7 S 
lexemic 
cognate continua continues 1740 
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cognate convertir to convert 259 
9 S 
lexemic 
cognate decide decide 402 
10 S 
lexemic 
cognate descartaba discarded 2624 
11 S 
lexemic 
cognate describe describes 1055 
12 S 
lexemic 
cognate devorar to devour 5297 
13 S 
lexemic 
cognate discriminar to discriminate 4539 
14 S 
lexemic 
cognate imagina imagines 787 
15 S 
lexemic 
cognate informa informs 658 
16 S 
lexemic 
cognate insistir to insist 1748 
17 S 
lexemic 
cognate montar to mount 1996 
18 S 
lexemic 
cognate ordenar to order 1668 
19 S 
lexemic 
cognate pelar to peel 40000 
20 S 
lexemic 
cognate permitir to permit 153 
21 S 
lexemic 
cognate persiste persists 4196 
22 S 
lexemic 
cognate preferia preferred 959 
23 S 
lexemic 
cognate preparar to prepare 538 
24 S 
lexemic 
cognate presenta presents 195 
25 S 
lexemic 
cognate presidir to preside 3575 
26 S 
lexemic 
cognate presume presumes 3838 
27 S 
lexemic 
cognate reclama reclaim 1640 
28 S 
lexemic 
cognate reportar to report 2411 
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cognate transmitir to transmit 1027 
1 S noncognate abeja bee 5364 
2 S noncognate abolengo lineage 23316 
3 S noncognate abono fertilizer 6236 
4 S noncognate acero steel 31621 
5 S noncognate aguafiestas killjoy 23291 
6 S noncognate alimento food 1499 
7 S noncognate almacén warehouse 4977 
8 S noncognate amansador tamer 40000 
9 S noncognate anteojo eyeglass 20798 
10 S noncognate apoyo support 575 
11 S noncognate bajista bass guitarist 10902 
12 S noncognate bebedores drinkers 15732 
13 S noncognate caballeriza stable 26600 
14 S noncognate cabeza head 489 
15 S noncognate cacería hunting 9306 
16 S noncognate caída drop 1855 
17 S noncognate cajetilla pack 17355 
18 S noncognate calentura fever 15060 
19 S noncognate camino road 1149 
20 S noncognate campana bell 5756 
21 S noncognate carcajada laugh 6665 
22 S noncognate cartera purse 13848 
23 S noncognate caserón mansion 24082 
24 S noncognate cerumen earwax 33324 
25 S noncognate cochoneria filthy 40000 
26 S noncognate cocina kitchen 2648 
27 S noncognate compaginación layout 39306 
28 S noncognate concursante contestant 9357 
29 S noncognate cumbre summit 3800 
30 S noncognate dadora giver 15414 
31 S noncognate decolaje decoration 40000 
32 S noncognate dedales thimbles 28009 
33 S noncognate desconocido unknown 4378 
34 S noncognate descorrimiento runoff 40000 
35 S noncognate descosido disjointed 29236 
36 S noncognate desdicha misery 15711 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
37 S noncognate desecho waste 5007 
38 S noncognate desengaño disillusion 13041 
39 S noncognate desfiladeros gorges 22489 
40 S noncognate dibujante cartoonist 8724 
41 S noncognate disfrazes costumes 40000 
42 S noncognate disfrute enjoyment 543 
43 S noncognate dolencia disease 6622 
44 S noncognate ensachamiento broaching 23115 
45 S noncognate entrega delivery 623 
46 S noncognate escudero squire 15825 
47 S noncognate espantapajaros scarecrow 40000 
48 S noncognate exigencia requirement 2373 
49 S noncognate falda skirt 5015 
50 S noncognate ida going 4947 
51 S noncognate igualada tie 4752 
52 S noncognate impavidez fearlessness 40000 
53 S noncognate infelicidad unhappiness 11766 
54 S noncognate inicio start 651 
55 S noncognate internado boarding school 9945 
56 S noncognate izquierdista leftist 10706 
57 S noncognate maizal cornfield 28828 
58 S noncognate malentendido misunderstood 9804 
59 S noncognate olfateo sniff 19557 
60 S noncognate oyente listener 5435 
61 S noncognate pabellón pavilion 7231 
62 S noncognate pachamanca barbecue 39241 
63 S noncognate pachorra slowness 40000 
64 S noncognate pavo turkey 7606 
65 S noncognate pechada shove 34659 
66 S noncognate periodista journalist 740 
67 S noncognate prángana poor 40000 
68 S noncognate precinto seal 28664 
69 S noncognate premiación award 10889 
70 S noncognate presteza promptness 25295 
71 S noncognate primada silly mistake 8792 
72 S noncognate primavera spring 3591 
73 S noncognate procurador attorney 7252 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
74 S noncognate promulgación enactment 9125 
75 S noncognate prostíbulo brothel 13097 
76 S noncognate puestero stall holder 37881 
77 S noncognate rabadilla rump 38472 
78 S noncognate raedura fraying 40000 
79 S noncognate ralentí slow motion 38341 
80 S noncognate ramaje branches 19885 
81 S noncognate recaudaciones collections 5308 
82 S noncognate refulgencia effulgence 40000 
83 S noncognate regocijo joy 10427 
84 S noncognate subcampeón runner-up 14645 
85 S noncognate toldillo awning 40000 
86 S noncognate trasfondo background 7503 
87 S noncognate tuétano marrow 19013 
 
Table D.2 – Frequencies & Translations of SPL Verb Segments. 
 
  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
1 E true cognate affected afecto 984 
2 E true cognate affirmed afirmé 5967 
3 E true cognate amassed acumulaba 10189 
4 E true cognate applauded aplaudía 6242 
5 E true cognate canceled cancelé 3318 
6 E true cognate captured capturé 1783 
7 E true cognate caused causé 563 
8 E true cognate combined combiné 1707 
9 E true cognate comforted confortó 5812 
10 E true cognate decreed decreté 14586 
11 E true cognate depended dependía 1604 
12 E true cognate descended descendí 4576 
13 E true cognate discerned discerní 8117 
14 E true cognate divulged divulgué 14570 
15 E true cognate entered entré 817 
16 E true cognate founded fundé 2951 
17 E true cognate install instalo 2400 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
18 E true cognate intercepted interceptaba 7038 
19 E true cognate memorized memorizaba 8506 
20 E true cognate passed pasé 472 
21 E true cognate persuaded persuadí 3962 
22 E true cognate practiced practiqué 3187 
23 E true cognate proceeded procedí 2860 
24 E true cognate proclaimed proclamaba 5078 
25 E true cognate refuted refutaba 9382 
26 E true cognate represented representé 776 
27 E true cognate resolved resolví 2570 
28 E true cognate suspended suspendí 3991 
29 E true cognate toasted tostó 8783 
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1 E noncognate awakened desperté 6274 
2 E noncognate backpacked mochileaba 21129 
3 E noncognate believed creí 189 
4 E noncognate bothered molestaba 1962 
5 E noncognate buried enterré 2446 
6 E noncognate buttoned abrochaba 12050 
7 E noncognate carried llevé 572 
8 E noncognate charmed encantaba 10621 
9 E noncognate clung aferré 5182 
10 E noncognate crowded abarrotaba 5974 
11 E noncognate darkened oscurecí 9845 
12 E noncognate delighted encantó 9668 
13 E noncognate developed desarrolle 569 
14 E noncognate fastened abrochaba 9574 
15 E noncognate flooded inundé 4730 
16 E noncognate followed seguí 332 
17 E noncognate forgave perdoné 2751 
18 E noncognate forgot olvidé 665 
19 E noncognate froze congeló 2990 
20 E noncognate guessed adivine 610 
21 E noncognate harvested cosechaba 5555 
22 E noncognate hate odio 955 
23 E noncognate heightened elevaba 9828 
24 E noncognate kneeled arrodillé 5717 
25 E noncognate laundered lavé 17213 
26 E noncognate married casé 1261 
27 E noncognate measured medí 1535 
28 E noncognate murdered asesiné 2998 
29 E noncognate penciled dibujaba 27531 
30 E noncognate played jugué 196 
31 E noncognate pleased complazco 3939 
32 E noncognate regained recuperé 5454 
33 E noncognate regretted arrepentí 4231 
34 E noncognate remarked remarqué 5648 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
35 E noncognate removed quite 932 
36 E noncognate rented alquilé 3603 
37 E noncognate requested solicité 2840 
38 E noncognate screwed jodió 3020 
39 E noncognate shielded protegía 5890 
40 E noncognate smiled sonreí 1308 
41 E noncognate spiced condimentaba 15908 
42 E noncognate spilled embarre 3934 
43 E noncognate splattered salpicaba 16133 
44 E noncognate sprinkled rociaba 5589 
45 E noncognate stopped detuve 257 
46 E noncognate summarized resumí 5635 
47 E noncognate summered veraneaba 22997 
48 E noncognate swam nadé 3163 
49 E noncognate threaded ensartaba 8973 
50 E noncognate threatened amenazaba 1597 
51 E noncognate thwarted frustraba 9242 
52 E noncognate took tomé 63 
53 E noncognate trimmed recortaba 5893 
54 E noncognate unlocked desbloqueé 5951 
55 E noncognate vouched avalaba 16534 
56 E noncognate weakened debilitaba 5119 
57 E noncognate withdrew retiré 3361 
58 E noncognate wrote escribí 212 
1 E noncognate yielded cedí 3198 
2 S true cognate afectaron affected 517 
3 S true cognate afirmó affirmed 629 
4 S true cognate amasó amassed 9882 
5 S true cognate aplaudió applauded 4106 
6 S true cognate canceló canceled 3252 
7 S true cognate capturó captured 2672 
8 S true cognate causó caused 652 
9 S true cognate combinaron combined 1925 
10 S true cognate concernió concerned 6823 
11 S true cognate confortaron comforted 15717 
12 S true cognate decretó decreed 5585 
13 S true cognate dependieron depended 602 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
14 S true cognate descendieron descended 3381 
15 S true cognate divulgaron divulged 3928 
16 S true cognate entró entered 319 
17 S true cognate fundó founded 2065 
18 S true cognate instaló installed 912 
19 S true cognate interceptó intercepted 7720 
20 S true cognate memorizó memorized 8499 
21 S true cognate pasamos passed 83 
22 S true cognate persuadió persuaded 6983 
23 S true cognate practicaron practiced 1343 
24 S true cognate procedimos proceeded 1672 
25 S true cognate proclamó proclaimed 3400 
26 S true cognate refutaron refuted 6811 
27 S true cognate representamos represented 458 
28 S true cognate resolvió resolved 713 
29 S true cognate suspendieron suspended 2537 
1 S true cognate tostaron toasted 13003 
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2 S noncognate ablandaron softened 11825 
3 S noncognate amarraron tied up 6032 
4 S noncognate anduvo walked 778 
5 S noncognate atornillaron screwed 18709 
6 S noncognate aumentaron increased 568 
7 S noncognate bajaron went down 705 
8 S noncognate burlaron mocked 3713 
9 S noncognate calentaron heated 3463 
10 S noncognate cerraron closed 758 
11 S noncognate condujo drove 993 
12 S noncognate corrió ran 668 
13 S noncognate cosecharon harvested 4870 
14 S noncognate cosechó harvested 4870 
15 S noncognate crecieron grew 565 
16 S noncognate creció grew up 565 
17 S noncognate creyeron believed 96 
18 S noncognate creyó believed 96 
19 S noncognate crió bred 3468 
20 S noncognate cruzaron crossed 1723 
21 S noncognate dejó left 88 
22 S noncognate despertaron woke up 1413 
23 S noncognate dismiuyó decreased 40000 
24 S noncognate durmieron slept 899 
25 S noncognate encontró met 80 
26 S noncognate enterraron buried 3704 
27 S noncognate esparcieron scattered 6474 
28 S noncognate fastidiaron screwed up 7583 
29 S noncognate grabaron recorded 1742 
30 S noncognate hallaron met with 1301 
31 S noncognate hicieron made 21 
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  L Lexical type Lexical Item Translation Freq 
Ranking 
32 S noncognate leyó read 169 
33 S noncognate limpió cleansed 2122 
34 S noncognate lloró cried 1257 
35 S noncognate mataron killed 763 
36 S noncognate mochilearon backpacked 40000 
37 S noncognate molestaron bothered 1681 
38 S noncognate mudó muted 4520 
39 S noncognate nombró named 2037 
40 S noncognate obró worked 4375 
41 S noncognate pararon stopped 647 
42 S noncognate pensaron thought 112 
43 S noncognate pidieron asked 242 
44 S noncognate plegó folded 10303 
45 S noncognate quiso wanted 52 
46 S noncognate rieron laughed 1828 
47 S noncognate rodó rolled 3905 
48 S noncognate sacaron took out 358 
49 S noncognate sonrieron smiled 3001 
50 S noncognate subieron went up 674 
51 S noncognate taladraron drilled 19531 
52 S noncognate tejimos weave 5370 
53 S noncognate temieron feared 1702 
54 S noncognate terminó finished 298 
55 S noncognate trabajó worked 156 
56 S noncognate venció beat 1823 
57 S noncognate vieron saw 39 




APPENDIX E: MIXED EFFECTS REGRESSION ANALYSES: FULL VERSION
 The RM ANOVA analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 included language, and either 
cognate status or lexical type. Further analyses in Chapter 6 separately considered lexical 
frequency and individual differences (L1, English proficiency, Spanish proficiency, and 
dominant language). For greater power, a further set of analyses (provided below) was 
undertaken which included all these possible internal and external factors. Before including 
all possible factors, collinearity was analyzed using factors in the SPL task. Table E.1 lists 
potential factors, setting the first of categorical variables as the base. The following 
abbreviations are used: L1SP (indicates the L1 factor, with L1EN as the base); ENprof 
(English proficiency); SPprof (Spanish proficiency); domLSP (dominant language, with 
English as the base); LangS (language (of the lexical item); English was the base); CgStts 
(cognate status); LxTyplmc (lexical type; true cognate was the base; lmc indicates lemma 
cognate); LxTypelxm (lxm indicates lexemic cognate); Freq (frequency ranking); and LD 
(Levenshtein distance). Items with a collinearity above 0.70 are considered collinear, and 
indicated in Table E.1 with a star (*). The following items  displayed collinearity: L1SP 
and SPprof (0-.850);  CogStts and LxTyplmc (.744); and CogStts and LD (-.083). For that 
reason, only L1 and dominant language (among the potential individual differences) were 
included in the following regressions. Further, lexical type and Levenshtein distance were 




Table E.1 – Collinearity Matrix. 
 
  (Intr) L1SP ENprof SPprof domLSP LangS CgStts LxTyplmc LxTyplxm Freq 
L1SP 0.706                   
ENprof -0.690 -0.180                 
SPprof -0.910 -0.850* 0.355               
domLSP -0.440 -0.500 0.176 0.446             
LangS -0.030 0 0 0 0           
CogStts -0.010 0 0 0 0 -0.090         
LxTyplmc -0.030 0 0 0 0 -0.060 0.744*       
LxTyplxm -0.050 0 0 0 0 0.005 0.290 0.383     
Freq -0.020 0 0 0 0 0.073 0.196 0.099 -0.002   





E.1 Mixed Effects Regression of LID Results 
  To determine which internal and external factors contributed to participants’ LID 
RTs, a linear RM regression of mixed effects was conducted, which showed that the 
following interaction significantly predicted participants’ RTs: LD*Lang (p=.046), shown 
in Table E.2. This model included both participant (Subj) and lexical item (LexItem) as 
random effects. The following symbols are used to indicate levels of significance: carrot 
(^) indicates approaching significance (p=.1-.05); one star (*) indicates statistical 
significance (p=.05-.01); two stars (**) indicates statistical significance (p=.01-.001); and 
three stars (***) indicates statistical significance (p<.001). 
 
Table E.2 – All Internal & External Factors as Predictors of LID RTs. 
 
Effect Estimate SE df t value p 
Intercept 1107.16 57.79 83.55 19.158 <.001*** 
(Experimental factors and covariates) 
LD 44.77 12.17 286.00 3.677 <.001*** 
Lang (Spanish) 204.92 67.52 286.00 3.035 <.001*** 
LD*Lang (Spanish) -35.93 17.96 286.00 -2.000 0.046* 
 
Based upon step-wise regression, the following model was found to best predict 
participants’ RTs in the LID task: 
 
(44) LID RTs = LD*Lang + Subj + LexItem 
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To visualize these results, the figures below (Figure E.1, Figure E.2 and Figure E.3) reflect 
the regression of LD scores for all LID RTs (Figure E.1), for LID RTs for just English 














































As Figures E.1-3 demonstrate, LD scores only predict less than 2% of the variance in RTs, 
overall or by language. Judging by this result, the LME regression does not adequately 
explain patterns in participants’ behavior in the LID task. 
E.2 Mixed Effects Regression of SPL Results 
  To determine which internal and external factors contributed to participants’ SPL 
RTs, a linear RM regression of mixed effects was conducted, which showed that the 

























Figure E.3 – Participants’ RTs by LD Scores for Spanish Items in the LID Task. 
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Table E.3 – All Internal & External Factors as Predictors of SPL RTs. 
 
Effect Estimate SE df t value p 
Intercept 1107.16 57.79 83.55 19.158 <.001*** 
(Experimental factors and covariates) 
LD 44.77 12.17 286.00 3.677 <.001*** 
 
Based upon step-wise regression, the following model was found to best predict 
participants’ RTs in the LID task: 
 
(45) SPL RTs = LD + Subj + LexItem 
 
However, as Figure E.4 demonstrates, LD scores only predict less than 2% of the variance 
in RTs. Judging by this result, the LME regression does not adequately explain patterns in 




E.3 Discussion of Full Version Results & Comparison to Main Conclusions 
 From the LME regressions of LID and SPL data, it is clear that Levenshtein 
distance is the best predictor of participants’ RTs. In the LID task, Levenshtein distance 
interacts with the language of the stimulus. For that task, Spanish items generally took 
longer than English items. The Levenshtein distance effect appeared to be weaker for 
Spanish lexical items than English lexical items.  
 Overall, these results are comparable to those found through RM ANOVAs. These 
findings indicate that a phonological difference (LD) predicted slower RTs. The RM 
ANOVAs consistently provided results indicating that phonological differences 




















Figure E.4 – Participants’ RTs by LD in the SPL Task. 
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ANOVAs of LID data, only differences between item categories with a phonological 
difference (true cognates v. lemma cognates; true cognates v. noncognates; lexemic 
cognates v. noncognates) were significantly different or approaching significance. While 
these findings mirror effects from phonological differences, one key divergence in results 
is that the LID LME regression found a significant interaction with stimulus language. In 
fact, the RM ANOVA results provided neither a significant main effect of or interaction 
with language. On the other hand, the RM ANOVAs of SPL data indicated that syntactic 
difference significantly affected participants RTs. The SPL LME regression only resulted 
in one significant predictor, LD scores. While comparison of the two types of inferential 
analyses for the LID and SPL tasks did not reveal marked disparities, they did show 
divergence. Based on this fact and the small sample sizes, additional testing is called for, 
along with replication that considers lexical frequency and individual differences in the 
design. 
